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Moumna, Mauritania  
A portrait from Titouan Lamazou’s  
exhibition Women of the World,  
supported by the L’Oréal Corporate  
Foundation, created in 2007.
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560 
Million euros in  
R&D investments

63,358
Employees

4,7
Billion units  
manufactured annually

Over

130
countries

25 
Global brands

17,063 
Million euros in 
consolidated sales

Cover: Moumna from Mauritania is one of the 200 women to have captured Titouan Lamazou’s 
attention. She works as a merchant between Nouakchott and Dakar. At a very young age she 
started to trade products between Mauritania and Senegal after leaving school. Extremely 
independent, she has since set up her own company. She now dreams of becoming a great 
merchant. 

A UNESCO Artist for Peace, Titouan Lamazou has captured the great humanity of women all 
over the world and revealed the variety of their beauty, reflecting the world’s diversity.

Titouan Lamazou photographs Halimé,  
a refugee at the UNHCR Camp at Goz Beïda in Darfur, Chad.
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For more detailed information, consult the group Internet site:

www.loreal.com

bACkgrOUND TO ThIS rEPOrT
L’Oréal publishes an annual Sustainable Development Report in June each year.  
We also produce a shorter summary “pocket” version.

L’Oréal undertook this appraisal by examining current practices and studying  
the recommendations of international institutions and specialist organisations  
such as the un, OECD, European Commission and WbCSD. The Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines have helped guide this review.

Scope
This report covers all of L’Oréal’s operations over the year  
January-December 2007.

Verification
Data relating to the environment, health and safety was verified by  
Environmental Resources Management (ERM), and social data,  
shown with the sign (), were reviewed by PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit.  
The verification statements can be found at the end of the report.

Feedback
If you have any questions or feedback please contact  
sustainabledevelopment@loreal.com
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2007 KEY DATA

COMMUNITy

 L’Oréal Corporate Foundation set up with a budget of €40 million over five years
 Five outstanding female scientists awarded $100,000 For Women in Science awards
 Hairdressers Against AIDS awareness-raising programme extended to 12 new countries
 €17 million of charitable donations and philanthropic activity

ECONOMIC

 Total shareholder return over ten years 11.26%

r&D

 576 patents registered
 €560 million invested in R&D
 10% of raw materials evaluated under our Sustainability Assessment Framework
 Raw materials assessment on persistence, bio-accumulation and toxicity 95% complete
 90% of relevant plant species assessed for impacts on biodiversity
 20% of Advanced Research budget invested in tissue engineering to develop reconstructed skin 

for alternatives to animal testing 

SOCIAL

 28,000 employees in 14 countries took part in our PULSE opinion survey
 56% managers are female
 1,409 managers have now attended our 2-day diversity training course
 24 Observatories of Diversity and Social Cohesion exist within the group
 €203 million of profits shared with employees
 58% of all employees received training 

SUPPLIEr rELATIONS

 585 independent labour standards audits carried out at our suppliers, subcontractors and traders
 600 suppliers asked for feedback on the audit process
 100 suppliers attended the L’Oréal “Together for Diversity” convention

ENvIrONMENT, hEALTh & SAFETy

 Energy use reduced by 4%
 Water use cut by 6.8% 
 Carbon dioxide emissions from factories and warehouses reduced by 7%
 Sulphur dioxide emissions cut by 25%
 VOC emissions reduced by 6%
 Waste reduced by 6.2% (excluding returnable packaging)
 54% of our factories and warehouses send no waste to landfill
 We raised our recovery, recycling or re-use rate by 4% to 95% globally
 All of our factories worldwide are certified to ISO 14001 
 33 of 40 of our factories are OHSAS 18000 certified or part of the OSHA VPP
 Our lost time accident rate remains essentially unchanged (2.55 per million hours worked)

Note: all reductions are per finished product. 

CONSUMEr rELATIONS

 Nearly 300 specialist Consumer Advisers in more than 50 countries
 Over one million consumer contacts worldwide
 70% of contacts related to enquiries or advice, 30% to complaints
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our commitment to
sustainable growth

2007 has been a year of progress on the three 
objectives we set to ensure that L’oréal is 
among the most exemplary companies of the 
21st century. The first essential and indispensa-
ble objective is economic success. This is of 
course our top priority, one that is shared by all 
our employees, and to which they devote their 
talents, energy and commitment. It is not, how-
ever, our sole aim.

our second objective is to make L’oréal a com-
pany where all employees thrive both personally 
and professionally. If the company is to succeed 
today and in the future, we must, more than ever 
before and more than anyone else, attract and 
retain the most talented individuals.

The third and final objective is to ensure that as 
a company, L’oréal is seen as a “global citizen”. 
At the dawn of the 21st century, the world’s lead-
ing beauty company needs to be an authentic 
example in terms of sustainable development.

Therefore we were very pleased to be rated as 
one of the 100 most sustainable companies in 
the world by Innovest and Corporate Knights in 
January 2008. This survey evaluates large cor-
porations according to how effectively they 
manage environmental, social and governance 
risks and opportunities, relative to their industry 
peers. We were also named as one of the world’s 
most ethical companies by Ethisphere Maga-
zine, and continued our membership of the 
FTSE4Good, Vigeo’s ASPI Eurozone and Ethibel 
sustainable investment indices. We see this as 
testimony that our sustainability strategy is tak-
ing us in the right direction—but we know we 
have a lot further to go.

L’oréal is a company where talented men and 
women from all over the world like working, by 
contributing their own added value and their 
enthusiasm. Today more than ever, we are striv-
ing to create the most favourable environment 
for their self-fulfillment on a bedrock of strong 
values shared by everyone.

The appointment of a Worldwide Director of Eth-
ics and the international launch of our new Code 
of Business Ethics are important steps forward, 
which will make L’oréal one of the most advanced 
companies in this essential area. In 2007 we also 
signed up to the French Union of Advertisers’ 
(UDA) Charter on Responsible Communication. 
This Charter is based on five commitments to 
promote the positive impact of responsible cor-
porate communication on society.

In the key area of corporate citizenship, a major 
milestone has been achieved with the creation of 
the L’oréal Corporate Foundation, which will 
develop, oversee and make permanent L’oréal’s 
major philanthropic initiatives in education, sci-
ence and solidarity, with a budget of €40 million 
over five years. our work on the “For Women in 
Science” programme with UNESCo and on “Hair-
dressers against AIDS” has been incorporated 
into this new Foundation, which this year have 
gone from strength to strength with both initia-
tives being extended to several more countries.

our environmental performance improved, with 
absolute reductions in water use and carbon 
dioxide emissions despite growth in products 
manufactured. We exceeded almost all of our 
Safety, Health & Environment targets, and are 
proud that 54% of our factories and warehouses 
send zero waste to landfill. We signaled our 
commitment to action on climate change by 
signing up to the Bali Communiqué to world 
leaders, which called for a comprehensive, 
legally binding United Nations framework to 
tackle climate change. We also joined the Car-
bon Disclosure Project’s Supply Chain Leader-
ship Collaboration programme to encourage 
supplier disclosure on carbon emissions.

We want to be a model of sustainable innovation. 
This year we continued to integrate sustainability 
principles into the daily running of the R&D Divi-
sion. We rolled out our raw material Sustainabil-
ity Assessment Framework, working with our 
suppliers to assess 10% of our raw materials by 
the end of 2007. We got a significant step closer 
to eliminating the need for animal testing with 
the approval by ECVAM of the skin irritation test 
on our Episkin epidermis model. our increased 
investment on alternative testing methods also 
enabled us to create a complete reconstructed 
skin model (RealSkin), with living dermis and epi-

At the dawn of the 21st century,  
the world’s leading beauty company  
needs to be an authentic example  
in terms of sustainable development.

CHAIRMAN  
& CEo MESSAGE
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dermis. We set up a Natural and organic Centre 
of Excellence to develop products of this type, 
and integrated six raw materials resulting from 
fair trade into our portfolio.

We constantly strive to bring on board staff from 
different horizons, nationalities, ethnic origins 
and backgrounds. As part of this effort, in 2007 
over 1,400 managers attended a two-day train-
ing course on diversity. We were pleased that 
our observatories of Diversity and Social Cohe-
sion were identified by CSR Europe as good 
practice. We also held our annual supplier forum 
on the subject of diversity—over 100 suppliers 
took part in the day long L’oréal “Together for 
Diversity” convention, together with several 
institutions and NGos specialising in diversity.

our programme to check that our suppliers abide 
by strict social standards accelerated this year, with 
a far-reaching programme involving 585 social 
audits at our suppliers’ and subcontractors’ pro-
duction sites. Furthermore, we have been working 
with stakeholders to develop a simplified Code of 
Conduct and labour standards toolbox to ensure 
that first and second tier suppliers understand and 
comply with our labour standards requirements. 
We hope that this L’oréal Supplier Code of Con-
duct will be ready in 2009.

over the coming year, we intend to continue our 
efforts to improve our sustainability in a myriad 
of ways. To select a few of these: we hope in 
2008 to reduce our total Co2 emissions by 2%, 
reduce waste by 5%, and source all paper and 
board used in packaging to come from sustain-
ably managed forests, ideally FSC-certified.

2007 was blighted by the untimely death of Dame 
Anita Roddick, founder of The Body Shop, and a 
woman who was quite simply extraordinary: 
inspired, visionary, very brave and extremely gen-
erous. We hope that Anita’s vision of sustainable 
business will continue to motivate not only 
L’oréal, but all companies and consumers around 
the world.

Sir Lindsay Owen-Jones Jean-Paul Agon
Chairman Chief Executive Officer 

We constantly strive to bring on  
board staff from different horizons, nationalities,  
ethnic origins and backgrounds. 

Jean-Paul Agon
Chief Executive Officer 

Sir Lindsay Owen-Jones
Chairman
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coRpoRAte
goveRnAnce
At L’oréal, we believe that lasting business success is built upon high ethical standards  
which guide growth, and on a genuine sense of responsibility to the community at large.  
Here we explain corporate governance at L’oréal, how sustainable development  
is managed within the company, and highlight L’oréal’s new Code of Business Ethics. 

Corporate GovernanCe
vigilance and balance inspire L’oréal’s govern-
ance. the Board of Directors constantly ensures 
that its organisation is adapted to changes in 
the group. 

a harmonious allocation of roles
Following the separation of the roles of chairman 
and chief executive officer, pursuant to the deci-
sion made by the Board of Directors in 2006, the 
directors expressed the view, at the end of 2007, 
that this management organisation was proving 
satisfactory by making an effective contribution 
to the quality of the Board’s work.

responsible and experienced directors
the L’oréal Board has 14 members. Drawing on 
their commitment, diversity and highly comple-
mentary professional experience, the directors 
take an active part in debates, have complete free-
dom of judgement and are available to provide 
any assistance needed. In a spirit of fairness, all 
directors have the same duty to act with due care 

and attention, and to strictly respect the collegial 
nature of the decisions made by the Board.

the majority shareholders are represented by six 
members, of whom three represent Mrs Betten-
court and her family and three represent nestlé. 
the two vice-chairmen of the Board respectively 
represent the two parties. Alongside the chair-
man and the chief executive officer, six other 
directors meet the independence criteria advo-
cated by the recommendations in force, and one 
of them has been a director for over 12 years.

actively involved committees
the Board’s committees act strictly in accord-
ance with the remit given to them by the Board. 
they are actively involved in preparing for the 
Board’s work, and make proposals, but do not 
have any decision-making powers. they report 
on a regular basis to the Board, which makes the 
decisions, and, through its chairman, reports to 
the shareholders. 

board of directors as of december 31st, 2007

Sir Lindsay Owen-Jones
Chairman of the Board

Jean-Paul Agon
Chief Executive Officer and  
Board Member

Jean-Pierre Meyers
Vice-Chairman of the Board

Peter Brabeck-Letmathe
Vice-Chairman of the Board

Liliane Bettencourt
Board Member

Françoise Bettencourt Meyers
Board Member

Werner Bauer
Board Member

Francisco Castañer Basco
Board Member

Charles-Henri Filippi
Board Member

Xavier Fontanet
Board Member

Bernard Kasriel
Board Member

Marc Ladreit de Lacharrière
Board Member

Annette Roux
Board Member

Louis Schweitzer
Board Member
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executive committee

the “Strategy and  
Implementation” Committee
this committee clarifies, through its analysis, 
the strategic orientations which are submitted 
to the Board, and monitors the implementation 
and advancement of significant operations in 
progress. It ensures that the main financial bal-
ances are preserved. With these aims in mind, 
the committee reviews the main strategic lines 
of development, options and projects presented 
by the general Management together with their 
economic and financial consequences, acquisi-
tion opportunities, and financial transactions 
that could significantly change the balance-
sheet structure. It also reviews paths for future 
development.

the “Management and  
remuneration” Committee
this committee assists the chairman and the 
Board, in complete independence, in their 
review of succession plans for the group’s senior 
management positions. It considers the compo-
sition of the Board of Directors and any possible 
changes. It makes proposals to the Board con-
cerning the remuneration of corporate officers, 
and allocations of stock options or free grants 
of shares.

At the end of 2007, the Board decided to split the 
“Management and Remuneration” committee 
into two separate committees: an Appointments 
committee and a Remuneration committee.

the audit Committee
the role of this committee is to ensure that the 
general Management is provided with the 
means to identify and manage the economic, 
financial and legal risks faced by the group both 
inside and outside France in its routine and 
exceptional operations.

Systematic self-evaluation
each year the Board carries out an assessment 
of its composition, organisation and modus 

operandi. It considers new avenues of possible 
progress and makes any improvements it con-
siders appropriate.

In 2007, the Board met five times with an aver-
age attendance rate of 91%. Many of the direc-
tors also attended the Annual general Meeting. 
In 2007, the Board of Directors firstly expressed 
satisfaction with its organisation, with the sepa-
ration of the duties of chairman and chief 
executive officer, and the content of its meet-
ings, as it considers that these have continued 
to improve in quality. It takes a more wide-rang-
ing look at strategy, and the directors take the 
view that they have a better knowledge of busi-
nesses, markets and competition.

In accordance with its wishes, the Board was pro-
vided in 2007 with regular and reliable informa-
tion about the group’s business activities. the 
directors however still want to improve the qual-
ity and broaden the scope of their debates even 
further, by receiving prior information which is 
targeted and relevant in view of the decisions 
that the Board is being asked to take. 

More details on corporate governance can be 
found on pages 7-13 of the 2007 Annual Report.

Jean-Paul Agon
Chief Executive Officer

Laurent Attal
Managing Director North America Zone

Joseph Bitton
Managing Director Latin America Zone

Jean-Philippe Blanpain
Managing Director Operations

Béatrice Dautresme
Executive Vice-President  
Corporate Communications and  
External Affairs 

Jean-François Grollier
Executive Vice-President  
Research and Development

Jean-Jacques Lebel
President  
Professional Products Division

Brigitte Liberman
Managing Director  
Active Cosmetics Division

Marc Menesguen
President  
Luxury Products Division

Christian Mulliez
Executive Vice-President  
Administration and Finance

Patrick Rabain
President  
Consumer Products Division

Geoff Skingsley
Executive Vice-President  
Human Resources

Jochen Zaumseil
Managing Director Asia Zone
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GovernanCe oF  
SUStaInaBILItY ISSUeS
L’oréal’s progress on sustainability is driven by a 
Sustainable Development Steering committee 
made up of managers from the different Divi-
sions of the company, and is chaired by pierre 
Simoncelli, the Director of Sustainable Develop-
ment. this Steering committee reports to the 
executive committee for Sustainable Develop-
ment, made up of the five functional executive 
vice-presidents, the Senior vice-president in 
charge of external Relations and public Affairs 
and the Director of ethics, and chaired by the 
chief executive officer, Jean-paul Agon. this 
executive committee is responsible for overall 
sustainability strategy and implementation.

More detail of how Safety, Health and environ-
mental performance in particular is managed 
can be found on pages 16 to 31.

a policy of sustainable progress
this report paints an accurate picture of the 
economic, social and environmental reality at 
L’oréal in 2007 and provides an objective 
appraisal of the situation with regard to sustain-
able development and the creation of value 
based on the non-financial elements of its busi-
ness. It is a step along the path of sustained 
progress, which has always been an objective of 
L’oréal, and enables the group to measure and 
improve its performance in the future.

the Sustainable Development Steering com-
mittee, which regularly brings together the 
departments concerned, is currently consider-
ing a number of different initiatives, namely: 
• raising awareness among employees of our 
sustainable development initiatives and per-
formance, 

coRpoRAte  
goveRnAnce

PartnershiP on sustainability issues

L’oréal is a member of the conference Board, 
a US-based organisation which creates and 
disseminates knowledge about management 
and the marketplace to help companies 
strengthen their performance and better serve 
society, for example on corporate citizenship, 
corporate governance and business ethics 
and compliance. For more information, see: 
www.conference-board.org

L’oréal is also a member of the World Busi-
ness council on Sustainable Development, 
www.wbcsd.org

During 2007 we continued discussions with 
several key environmental, human rights and 
animal welfare ngos. We are a member of 
the Roundtable on Sustainable palm oil.

partnership on climate change 
In 2007 we signalled our commitment to action 
on climate change by signing up to the Bali 
communiqué to world leaders, which called 
for a comprehensive, legally binding United 
nations framework to tackle climate change 
(www.balicommunique.com). We also joined 
the carbon Disclosure project’s Supply chain 
Leadership collaboration programme to 
encourage supplier disclosure on carbon 
emissions (www.cdproject.net). We hope to 
report on the results of this programme in 
2008.

Communication with  
stakeholders on sustainability
to ensure that our sustainability policy and 
achievements reached the widest possible  

audience, L’oréal also produced a summary 
“pocket” version of the full 2006 Sustainable 
Development Report, which specifically tar-
gets our employees as an audience, as well as 
students and consumers. A hard copy of this 
report has been distributed to employees and 
other stakeholders, and is also available on 
our website. We intend to produce both doc-
uments again in 2008.

external recognition 
L’oréal’s sustainable development initiatives 
were widely recognised during 2007: 
 L’oréal was rated as one of the 100 most 
sustainable companies in the world by Innovest 
and corporate Knights in January 2008. this 
survey evaluates large corporations according 
to how effectively they manage environmental, 
social and governance risks and opportunities, 
relative to their industry peers. the ranking 
includes companies from 17 countries, cover-
ing all sectors of the economy. 
 Innovest ranked L’oréal as the leader in its 
sector for managing environmental, social and 
governance risks. 
 L’oréal was ranked as a carbon Leader by 
Merrill Lynch. 
  the climate counts Scorecard ranked 
L'oréal as second in the Household products 
sector in terms of our policy and action on 
climate change. 
  the climate Disclosure project rated 
L'oréal as joint fourth in the Household and 
personal products sector. 
  L’oréal is included in most sustainable 
development indices, including FtSe4good, 
ASpI eurozone, and ethibel. 
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• developing relationships with stakeholders, in 
particular, stronger relationships or partnerships 
with ngos, 
• further strengthening our work on diversity, 
• incorporating sustainability principles into our 
business practices at all levels, for example our 
supply chain and raw material selection. 

etHICS

How ethics are managed at L’oréal
the Director of ethics, emmanuel Lulin, reports 
directly to the chief executive officer, Jean-paul 
Agon. the Director of ethics’ role includes:
• promoting and embedding good ethical prac-
tices throughout the group, namely by offering 
training and guidance, 
• regularly measuring and assessing the group’s 
performance on ethical issues, and providing 
regular reports to the ceo and the executive 
committee, 
• ensuring compliance with L’oréal’s ethical 
standards, addressing concerns and taking cor-
rective action when required. 

the Director of ethics has full access to all infor-
mation and documents relating to L’oréal’s 
activities.

new Code of Business ethics
“We believe that our commitment to live up to 
these powerful values, and to demonstrate our 
high ethical standards in all that we do, will 
ensure more than ever that L’oréal is seen as an 
exemplary organisation: one which inspires trust 
and respect.” – Sir Lindsay owen-Jones, chair-
man, and Jean-paul Agon, ceo, on the new 
Code of Business Ethics.

L’oréal released a new Code of Business Ethics 
worldwide on october 18th, 2007, seven years 
after the first edition was published. every 
employee received a personal copy of the new 
code, which is designed to be both practical 
and inspirational. We are proud that the Body 
Shop has since chosen to replace its existing 
code with the new L’oréal Code of Business 
Ethics. the Code of Business Ethics is available 
in 43 languages at www.loreal.com.

L’oréal subsidiaries organised local events to 
accompany the launch of the new code, and 
feedback from staff has been very positive. this 
is largely due to the fact that the different coun-
tries were closely involved in drawing up the 
new edition. employees representing 22 nation-
alities were invited to attend International Advi-
sory panels in tokyo, Milan, Mexico and new 
York to give their comments on the code. the 
new code was then reviewed by each country 
Manager, Human Resources Manager and local 
legal counsel. 

Launch of the new  
Code of Business Ethics in  
the netherlands. All employees 
throughout the world  
received a copy of  
the Code of Business Ethics.
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L’oréal is grateful to the Institute of Business 
ethics, London, and to the International Busi-
ness ethics Institute, Washington Dc, for their 
constructive criticism and help in drafting the 
new Code of Business Ethics. these bodies are 
not-for-profit organisations which support high 
standards of ethical behaviour in companies 
across the world, by assisting them in establish-
ing their business ethics policies and practices.

embedding the new  
Code of Business ethics
the office of the Director of ethics unveiled a 
new intranet site packed with information to 
support the launch of the code. In particular, 
the new code is accessible to visually-impaired 
employees through this site.

the launch of the new code will be followed in 
2008 by a heightened level of education and 
training, with an ethics module being included 
in all our “Discovery” induction programmes 
and in L’oréal’s country Managers seminars.

embedding the code requires the alignment of 
company processes with the values set out in 
the code. For example, two new management 
competences have been integrated into 
L’oréal’s annual staff appraisal system: “leading 

the topic of business ethics has become more important  
than ever in recent years. We have undertaken research which 
demonstrates that ethical conduct is a crucial part of modern 
business practice. in our report Does Business Ethics Pay?  
we found that companies displaying a “clear commitment to ethical 
conduct” consistently outperform companies that did not have  
an explicit ethics policy. doing business ethically isn’t a nice-to-do, 
it’s a business imperative for long term success. We have read 
l’oréal’s new edition of their Code of Business Ethics. it shows that 
l’oréal fully understands this point and is providing support for  
its employees to allow them to reach this goal.

pHILIppa FoSter-BaCk
Institute of Business ethics, London.

WoRLD’S MoSt etHIcAL coMpAnIeS
In 2007, L’Oréal was named one of the World’s  
Most Ethical Companies by Ethisphere Magazine,  
a publication dedicated to illuminating  
the important correlation between ethics and  
profit. The editors of the magazine chose  
fewer than 100 companies from several  
thousand organisations that they analysed over  
a six-month period. 

this was a rigorous process  
that identified a select group of 
companies that were  
unequalled in their industries for 
their commitment to ethical 
leadership and corporate  
social responsibility.  
these organisations go beyond 
making statements about doing 
business ethically; they translate 
those words into action.

aLex BrIGHaM
executive editor of Ethisphere Magazine. 

with human sensitivity” and “achieves results 
with integrity”. 

We also have an open talk process to encour-
age a culture of openness where employees can 
raise their genuine concerns. the normal route 
for employees to raise issues is via their manage-
ment or Human Resources Manager. Additional 
resources may be available in countries such as 
specially appointed ethics correspondents, staff 
representatives, grievance procedures or hel-
plines. employees may also contact the Director 
of ethics directly. Anonymous reports are not 
prohibited but not encouraged. 

Monitoring ethics
country Reporting ethics, an annual reporting 
system on ethical issues including communica-
tion of the Code of Business Ethics, prohibition 
of child and forced labour, discrimination, sexual 
and moral harassment and integrity and loyalty, 
has been helping assess the group’s perform-
ance since 2005. 

In 2007, 12 of the Body Shop subsidiaries were 
integrated. In comparison to 2006, the 2007 
results showed an increase in communication 
and training on the Code of Business Ethics, in 
part due to the launch of the new code. 

coRpoRAte  
goveRnAnce
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L’orÉaL’S CoMMItMent to  
tHe GLoBaL CoMpaCt & HUMan 
rIGHtS
L’oréal has been a signatory of the United 
nations global compact since June 2003 and is 
committed to supporting and enacting, within 
its sphere of influence, the core values of human 
rights, labour standards, the environment and 
anticorruption as set out in the global compact’s 
ten principles.

Jean-paul Agon, ceo, has entrusted emmanuel 
Lulin, Director of ethics with the responsibility 
of ensuring strict compliance with the Code of 
Business Ethics, including with regards to human 
rights. 

In particular, L’oréal wants to help end the 
exploitation of children in the workplace and the 
use of forced labour. L’oréal has chosen to set 
a minimum age of 16 for all its employees, which 
is higher than the minimum age set by the Inter-
national Labour organisation’s Declaration on 
Fundamental principles and Rights at Work. All 
L’oréal entities are required to check the age of 
employees upon hiring. Waivers may be granted 
by the Director of ethics in countries where 
apprenticeship programmes or after-school 
work are the norm, but only if schooling is con-
tinued and an internal mentor is appointed. 
employees aged 16 to 18 also benefit from spe-
cial attention and in particular cannot work 
nights or overtime, handle dangerous machin-
ery or carry heavy loads.

L’oréal hopes that its partners will share and put 
into practice its values and therefore strives to 
ensure that its supply chain is also free from vio-
lations of human rights. All L’oréal suppliers and 
subcontractors are asked to comply with 
L’oréal’s general terms of purchase and pay-
ment which includes an undertaking to comply 
with the International Labour organisation’s 
Declaration on Fundamental principles and 
Rights at Work in particular with regards child 
labour and forced labour. Regular audits are car-
ried out in order to monitor compliance (for 
more information, see pages 58 to 65 of this 
report).

With regards corruption, L’oréal supports the 
fight against corruption and abides by the 
United nations convention against corruption. 
the Code of Business Ethics covers issues such 
as bribery and facilitation payments, conflict of 
interests and gifts and entertainment. L’oréal’s 
purchasing code also addresses these issues. 

A “Climate-Neutral” Code.
the estimated 200 tonnes of  
carbon emissions arising from  
printing and distribution of the code  
have been offset via  
a climatecare project to install  
efficient, clean-burning improved  
cooking stoves in cambodia. 
www.jpmorganclimatecare.com
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l’oréal’s commitment

To creaTe value  
by combining  
our energies wiTh  
a sTrong business model.

2008 Annual General Meeting of  
the L’Oréal shareholders.
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economic  
AffAiRS
As an international business L’oréal is committed to growth that creates  
more value for more people with a stake in our success. The values that  
underpin our core business will be crucial as we grow further.

  2007 key figures (in e millions)

in 2007, L’oréal’s business model—based on 
innovation, quality and globalisation—once 
again demonstrated its outstanding ability to 
create value. The acceleration of growth and 
the strong improvement in profitability once 
more proved its efficiency and its remarkable 
modernity.

Growth was strong and homogeneous across all 
Divisions, as they each won market share in their 
respective distribution channels. our growth 
accelerated compared with 2006. in Western 
europe, over the last two years we have returned 
to solid growth, supported by expanding mar-

kets and market share gains by our Divisions. in 
north America, we achieved a strong growth 
rate, twice as fast as the market. finally, growth 
in the rest of world accelerated faster than ever 
before, contributing more than 60% of the 
group’s global growth. All in all, the group’s share 
of the world market advanced substantially to 
15.3% with significant gains on all continents.

2007 was also a very active year for external 
growth. After smoothly integrating The Body 
Shop, we started up the dieSel fragrance busi-
ness, and began to globalise Sanoflore, our 
organic cosmetics brand. in 2007, we made 

17,063
 net sales

5,127
advertising and 
promotion

4,914
cost of goods,  
materials and  
services purchased(1)

3,318  
total payroll and  
benefits

175
 interest on debt

726
Distribution to  
shareholders

860
total corporate  
income taxes

560
r&D investments

(1) Including related personnel costs.
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This transformation is a historic opportunity for 
L’oréal. Thanks to our diversified catalogue of 
brands, perfectly adapted to all the customers 
of the world, and to the location of our research 
centres on the different continents to meet the 
expectations of consumers all over the planet, 
we are perfectly poised to take advantage of the 
quite exceptional growth prospects offered by 
a truly globalised market.

oUr BUsiness  
cateGories anD BranDs
L’oréal is active in cosmetics (93% of consoli-
dated sales in 2007), and dermatology through 
the Galderma subsidiary in which the group 
holds 50%. L’oréal is active in all distribution 
channels, and organised as such by divisions. 
The Professional Products Division sells products 
to hairdressers, for their own use and for re-sale; 
main brands are KéraSTaSe, l’oréal profeSSionel, 
redKen and MaTrix. The consumer Products Divi-
sion, with the brands l’oréal pariS, Garnier and 
MayBelline new yorK, sells products through mass 
market channels. The Luxury Products Division 
offers a selection of prestige brands—lancôMe, 

three major acquisitions in Professional Products 
in the United States, which will help us acceler-
ate our conquest of this strategic market.

in terms of innovation, our research teams made 
several major technological advances and set 
up two new laboratories. The first is for organic 
and natural cosmetics for our brands The Body 
Shop and Sanoflore, and the second is for instru-
mental cosmetics, to “seize upcoming trends” 
in this promising area. 

a GroWinG marKet
The growth of the world cosmetics market was 
confirmed in 2007 at +5%, once more above the 
average of the last 15 years.

This year our market reached a historic mile-
stone: the newer countries (in areas such as Asia, 
Latin America and eastern europe), which we 
term the Rest of the World zone, became for the 
first time the largest market, on a par with West-
ern europe, which they should easily overtake 
in 2008.

GiorGio arMani, ralph lauren…—to department 
stores and perfumeries. The Active cosmetics 
Division, with the brands Vichy and la roche-
poSay, sells products to pharmacies around the 
world.

a sUstainaBle GroWtH strateGY
L’oréal considers internal growth to be the main 
focus of its development. The group ensures 
healthy long-term geographic and sector-based 
balance for its brands and increases the rate of its 
international expansion through a highly selective 
acquisition policy. As a result, L’oréal has enjoyed 
double-digit growth in earnings for many years. 
L’oréal looks to the growth of new markets, espe-
cially in developing regions such as in Asia, east-
ern europe and Latin America. However, the 
group’s growth is never at the expense of a 
responsible attitude: by manufacturing locally as 
soon as practical, we contribute to local economic 
development, applying the principles outlined in 
our Code of Business Ethics. 

The profound transformation 
of the cosmetics  
market is a historic  
opportunity for L’Oréal.
 
Jean-Paul agon
ceo

WorlDWiDe cosmetics marKet 1993-2007(1) 

consoliDateD sales
(e millions)

GroUP Performance over foUr Years

oPeratinG Profit
(E millions)

averaGe annUal GroWtH rate, exclUDinG cUrrencY flUctUations:
(e billions)  

+4.6%

2,08913,641

2,266
14,533

2,541
15,790

2,82717,063

20042004 20062006 20052005 20072007

e58.2bn
+5.0%

1993

(1) excluding soap, toothpaste and razors. Provisional estimate for 2007. Source: L‘oréal estimates, manufacturer selling prices.

+5.3%
+4.4% +3.0%

+5.4%
+5.5%

+5.3%
+4.9%

2000

+4.3%
+4.6%

+4.0%
+3.4%

+3.8%
+4.9%

e108.8bn
+5.0%

2007

+8.1% +11.3%

economic  
AffAiRS
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geogbusinessdivision geogbusinessdivision geogbusinessdivision

divisions weight business segments weight geographic zones weight

Professional Products
15.0%

Other
3.2%

Western Europe
45.6%

Active Cosmetics
7.8%

Perfumes
10.8% Rest of  

the World
29.2%Luxury 

Products
24.7%

Hair 
colourants

15.7%

Make-up
20.4% North America

25.2%

Consumer 
Products
52.0%

Skincare
26.2%

Haircare
23.8%

cosmetics branch: 2007 consolidated sales

by division e millions Like-for-like growth Growth based on  
published figures

Professional Products 2,392 +7.5% +12.5%

Consumer Products 8,280 +7.9% +4.8%

Luxury Products 3,928 +8.4% +4.1%

Active Cosmetics 1,248 +10.8% +10.7%

total cosmetics sales(1) 15,908 +8.0% +6.0%
 
(1) The difference between the total cosmetics sales and the combined total of the four divisions (e60 million), consists mainly of mail order sales.

breakdown by branch in 2007(1)

consolidated sales operating profit

Growth

e millions Like-for-like Published  
figures e millions Weight Growth based on 

published sales
% of  
sales

Cosmetics 15,908 +8.0% +6.0% 2,701 95.5% +11.5% 17.0%

The Body Shop 787 +5.7% +80.9% 64 2.3% +9.3% 8.1%

Dermatology(2) 368 +12.7% +6.9% 62 2.2% +4.3% 16.9%
 
(1) The group business is composed of the cosmetics and the dermatology branches and of The Body Shop.
(2) Group share, i.e. 50%.

by business segment e millions Like-for-like growth Growth based on  
published figures

Skincare 4,162 +10.8% +8.1%

Haircare 3,790 +5.7% +4.3%

Make-up 3,240 +8.0% +3.7%

Hair colourants 2,493 +5.2% +2.5%

Perfumes 1,715 +12.5% +9.1%

other 509 +3.7% +26.5%

total cosmetics sales 15,908 +8.0% +6.0%

by geographic zone e millions Like-for-like growth Growth based on  
published figures

Western Europe 7,250 +4.1% +3.7%

North America 4,004 +4.8% +1.3%

Rest of the World, of which: 4,654 +17.9% +14.5%

Asia 1,580 +14.3% +7.0%

Latin America 1,124 +14.6% +10.1%

Eastern Europe 1,142 +29.4% +34.4%

other countries 808 +15.4% +12.5%

total cosmetics sales 15,908 +8.0% +6.0%
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localiseD ProDUction

2007 Cosmetics output Cosmetics sales

Western europe 50% 46%

north America 25% 25%

Rest of the World 25% 29%

Total 100% 100%

The group’s presence in a market is frequently accompanied by the setting up of manufacturing 
facilities in the country, creating jobs and directly contributing to the expansion of the geographic 
region.

investments

2005 2006 2007

millions of units  
cosmetics plant output 4,379 4,484 4,720

e millions  
cosmetics investments (production and  
physical distribution commitments)

288 270 248

in creating products, the group sets itself the highest standards in quality and innovation to ensure 
total consumer satisfaction. This involves considerable investment in technology, both in production 
and in research facilities.

over 10 Years

initial capital multiplied by 3.19 in 10 years 
Total shareholder return: 11.26%
Purchase of 41 shares at e359.02(1) on  
December 31st, 1997: 14,719.82 euros
Valuation at December 31st, 2007 including rein-
vestment of dividends (479 shares at e97.98): 
46,932.42 euros

investment in l’oréal sHares

over 20 Years

initial capital multiplied by 35.3 in 20 years  
Total shareholder return: 19.00%
Purchase of 38 shares at e389.51(1) on  
December 31st, 1987: 14,801.38 euros
Valuation at December 31st, 2007 including rein-
vestment of dividends (5,333 shares at e97.98): 
522,527.34 euros

  2007 key figures (ifrs sTandards)

 2007 consolidated sales

e17,063 million
 
 2007 net profit excluding  
non-recurrent items  
after minority interests

e2,038.6 million
 
 Dividend put forward  
at the Annual General meeting  
on April 22nd, 2008

e1.38 per share

inDUstrial Presence
 The group has  
40 factories worldwide.

investment in researcH
 3.3% of consolidated sales 
devoted to research.
 3,095 people engaged in  
cosmetics and dermatological 
research.
 576 patents registered in 2007.

WorKforce
 63,358 employees of  
100 different nationalities  
at December 31st, 2007.

GloBal Presence
 The group is present in more  
than 130 countries.
 The group has more than  
300 subsidiaries.

(1) non-adjusted share price.

economic  
AffAiRS
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commitment to imProve financial information
Attentive to the needs of its shareholders and the financial community, including individual and 
institutional investors inside and outside france, L’oréal constantly strives to meet their expecta-
tions and improve the quality of its financial information.
The Annual Report, the Reference Document, the Letters to Shareholders and the interactive 
financial internet site (www.loreal-finance.com) are the information media regularly issued by L’oréal 
to its shareholders.

DiviDenD Per sHare
(in euro)

PaYoUt ratio 
as % of net profit with Sanofi dividends

creatinG valUe for sHareHolDers

0.64
36.0%

0.73
36.6%

0.82
36.8%1.00 38.5%

1.18 39.6%1.38(1) 41.1%

2002 20022003 20032004 20042005 20052006 20062007 2007

For detailed information  
on l’oréal’s financials,  
see the group’s 2007 annual report  
or www.loreal-finance.com

(1) Dividend put forward at the Annual General meeting on April 22nd, 2008.



Zack Mansdorf, head of SH&E for L’Oréal, 
with SH&E team, inspecting the bamboo 
gardens planted at our new wastewater 
treatment site at our factory in Suzhou 
(China) (part of the tree planting effort  
at our factory in Suzhou). 
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l’oréal’s commitment

To sTrive To reduce  
our environmenTal impacT 
and resource use via  
greaTer eco-efficiency, and 
To mainTain a safe and 
healThy workplace.
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EnviRonmEnt,  
hEALth & SAfEty
L’oréal is committed to being a great citizen of the world and this means  
achieving excellence in our environmental performance. it is our policy  
to reduce our impact through eco-efficiency and where possible,  
absolute reductions in our impacts, for example via a policy of zero landfill.  
We are also committed to a safe and healthy workplace.  

 Exceeding our energy reduction 
goal of 2% from 2005 per unit of 
finished product, achieving 9.6% for 
the two-year period, and 4% last year.

 Exceeding our goal of reducing 
water consumed in factories by 2% 
per unit of finished product from 
2005, achieving 9.5%, with a 
reduction of 6.8% in 2007.  We also 
decreased our total water use by 
4.4% over the last five years and by 
2% in 2007.

 Exceeding our goal of reducing our 
total direct co2 emissions from fuel 
use by 2% from 2005, achieving 5.5%.  
We also achieved a 5% cut in both 
direct and indirect CO2 emissions over 
this same period and achieved a 
reduction of 7% per finished product 
manufactured in 2007.  

 Reducing our total sulphur dioxide 
(SO2) emissions last year by 21.5%.

 Reducing our total emissions of 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
by 1.1% in 2007.

 Exceeding our goal of reducing 
waste generated per unit of finished 
product by 5% from 2005 (excluding 
returnable packaging) by achieving 
9.7%, and a reduction of 6.2%  
last year.

 Increasing the proportion of  
our factories and warehouses 
sending zero waste to landfill from 
44% to 54%.

 Increasing the proportion of waste 
recovered, re-used or recycled from 
91.2% in 2006 to 94.9% in 2007. 

  2007 kEy aChIEVEmEntS

new to our Sh&E reporting this year are a Sus-
tainable Building Policy, additional information 
on our greenhouse gas emissions, data on 
energy, water and waste by tonne of product 
as well as per finished product for easier com-
parison with other companies, and wider cov-
erage in our administrative site data. 

environment

sUmmarY oF  
acHievements anD tarGets 
We had another exceptionally good year of 
environmental performance in 2007 with all of 

our key performance indicators (KPis) improving 
and exceeding our targets. We also managed 
to make absolute reductions in water use and 
carbon dioxide emissions despite a 5.3% growth 
in the number of products manufactured. 

We regret missing our target for regulated waste 
for factories: the improvement was 8.5% com-
pared to the 10% target. however, our overall 
waste goal was achieved. in Safety, our perform-
ance was disappointing in that we did not con-
tinue the level of improvement of previous 
years.
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Scope: our operations 
the performance data presented here covers 
the year January-December 2007 and perform-
ance at our 40 factories and approximately 
65 warehouses around the world. this includes 
Galderma, our joint venture with nestlé. it does 
not include our recent acquisition in turkey 
(Canan), Sanoflore (added to our system in 2008) 
or our distribution acquisitions (Beauty Alliance, 
maly’s West and Columbia Beauty Supply) in the 
United States. Generally, we integrate acquisi-
tions within a two-year period so most of these 
sites will be integrated into our reporting next 
year. in a few cases, factories or warehouses were 
closed in 2007 and our reporting reflects per-
formance up until actual closure.

The Body Shop reports separately via its values 
Report which can be found at: 
www.thebodyshopinternational.com.

the Sh&E policy and performance reporting 
requirements apply to all L’oréal factories and 
warehouses worldwide. those requirements 
that are applicable to administrative sites—as 
well as some unique requirements—are being 

Suzhou distribution centre  
(China).

oRGAniSAtion of Sh&E At L’oRÉAL
The managing director of the operations division (do) is responsible for sh&e.  
he is a member of the l’oréal executive committee reporting directly to the ceo of 
l’oréal. a senior vice-president reports to him and manages the sh&e department.  
while this department is administratively tied to the do, it has group level responsibilities 
across l’oréal for this function. The sh&e department is linked to each operational entity 
across the group through sh&e managers who coordinate the actions of local experts at 
each of their sites. each division (e.g. professional products) or Zone (e.g. latin america) 
has a dedicated person or persons responsible for the management of sh&e within  
their areas.
at the local level, sh&e managers have responsibility for their operations.  
a typical factory of 350 workers will have three to four full time staff in the sh&e department, 
while administrative sites typically have one person assigned this responsibility on  
a country wide basis. in a few countries (e.g. spain, united kingdom), we also have  
a person responsible for sh&e issues country-wide. Typically, this is due to a legal 
requirement or a country management decision.
The remuneration of factory and distribution managers is linked to sh&e performance. 
This will also be factored into the reviews for research and development, administrative 
and store managers on a global basis in the future.
The sh&e department maintains a close partnership with the director for sustainable 
development and the sustainable development steering committee (see page 06).  
There is also a dedicated member of the do sh&e department responsible for 
coordinating sustainability efforts, including new sustainability initiatives, benchmarking 
with peers and producing quarterly internal sustainability newsletter. 

2008 targEtS
n reduce energy use by 5% per finished product compared to 2007.

n reduce total co2 emissions by 2% compared to 2007.

n reduce factory water use by 3% per finished product compared to 2007.

n reduce waste by 5% compared to 2007 (excluding returnable packaging).

n achieve an “enlarged frequency rate” (our new and more comprehensive kpi) of  
lost time accidents and restricted work cases of 4 per million hours worked or less. 

n all paper and board used in packaging to come from sustainably managed forests,  
ideally fsc-certified, by the end of 2008. 

2%
reduction in total  
CO2 emissions by 2008

EnviRonmEnt,   
hEALth & SAfEty

2008
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rolled out at our research centres, stores and 
administrative sites worldwide. Presently, some 
administrative sites and research centres regu-
larly report (generally our largest sites), but not 
all. We are reporting on some of these for the 
first time this year on H&S, and will continue to 
integrate them into our reporting in the future. 
We currently measure environmental perform-
ance at our adminstrative sites and research 
centres, but need one more year of experience 
to have confidence in the values. 

SH&E management systems
L’oréal makes use of several different interna-
tionally recognised SH&E management systems. 
For health and safety, this includes oHSAS 
18001 and the occupational Safety and Health 
Administration Voluntary Protection Programme 
(oSHA VPP) in the United States. For environ-
mental management, we use ISo 14001. All 
L’oréal and Galderma factories are ISo 14000 
accredited. In addition, 33 of 40 factories were 
either oHSAS 18001 or oSHA VPP at the end 
of the year 2007. We now have a goal to have 
all factories registered to this standard by the 
end of 2008.

SH&E risks
The cosmetics industry generally has a limited 
environmental risk profile. The majority of proc-
esses are essentially mixing ingredients approved 
for human use at atmospheric pressures and 
under low heat conditions. Nevertheless, there 
are risks as there are in any manufacturing and 
distribution operation. Some of the key aspects 
of these are discussed below:
• fire is the single most significant risk, principally 
from alcohol used in products. Propellant gases 
used in aerosols, cosmetic powders with explo-
sion sensitive components, hair bleach oxidants 
and solvents used in nail polish also present fire 
risks. We control these risks with very strict inter-
nal standards for fire protection, and are consid-
ered a relatively low risk by our insurers, 
• storage of fuels and other chemicals. Under-
ground fuels storage is quite limited, typically 
hundreds of gallons or less, and mostly for emer-
gency generators, emergency pumps for fire 
fighting, and fuel in a few cases where there is no 
access to natural gas. Alcohols used in the man-
ufacturing process, such as denatured ethanol 
and isopropanol, are also stored underground. 

Waste recycling collection  
at our Piscataway factory  
(United States).

THE L’oRÉAL SAFETY, 
HEALTH & ENVIRoNMENT 
(SH&E) PoLICY
L’Oréal is committed to the development, 
production, distribution and sale of 
innovative products of the highest  
quality, to enhance beauty and improve 
well-being. We must fulfil this mission in  
an ethical manner, by minimising  
our impact on the environment and 
guaranteeing the safety and health of  
our employees, our customers and  
the communities in which we work.
To achieve these goals, we undertake to: 
 measure and publish our  
SH&E performance, 
 constantly improve all aspects of  
our SH&E policy, 
 comply with all laws and regulations 
in force regarding SH&E, as well as 
internal standards, in all areas of  
our activities, 
 promote a SH&E management 
system both internally and among  
our subcontractors and suppliers, 
 promote the participation of  
our employees in our SH&E approach, 
 assess all new products and significant 
processes to minimise SH&E risks, 
 implement internal and external 
SH&E audits, 
 promote the concept of sustainable 
development and publish our progress 
in this area.  

 Consumer Products: 23 factories
 Luxury Products: 6 factories 
 Professional Products: 3 factories 
 Active Cosmetics: 2 factories 
 Dermatology: 2 factories 
 Raw materials: 4 factories

our factoriES by gEograpHy and diviSion

 Latin america
3 factories

 asia - africa - orient - pacific
8 factories

 Europe
21 factories (including 13 in France)

 north america
8 factories
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RAW
MATERIALS

QUALITY
CHECK

ELECTRICITY

WATER

STORAGE

MIXING

PREPARATION
(WEIGHING)

QUALITY
TESTING

300 grams
250 mililitres

FILLING AND
PACKAGING
ASSEMBLY LINE

PACKAGING

WASTEWATER FOR
TREATMENT

COD 
2.7 grams

SOLID WASTE FOR
COLLECTION

Waste for recycling
15.7 grams

GAS

PACKAGING

CO2 – BOILER FOR 
HOT WATER AND HEATING

CO2 10.5 grams

Electricity 49 watts
Gas 57 watts
Water 0.65 litres

All underground storage is strictly monitored for 
leakage. Storage of other liquid chemicals (for 
example, 20% aqueous ammonia) is generally in 
above ground tanks with concrete containment.

Three sites (compared to 4 in 2006) are regu-
lated by the requirements of the European 
Seveso Directive as “Grand Seveso” for the con-
trol of major accident hazards, due to the stor-
age of chemicals or flammable gases. one of 
these sites is a warehouse used exclusively for 
the storage of aerosol products containing flam-
mable gases. This site has state of the art fire 
protection, perimeter isolation, and is consid-
ered a model for Europe.

There are other environmental risks such as 
flooding and the loss of our waste treatment 
operations for some factories. In this regard, all 
sites have on-going continuity and contingency 
planning to reduce these risks and to be able to 
maintain our operations. All sites undergo envi-
ronmental due diligence before being bought 
or sold. We consider historical risks from previ-
ous operations as negligible.

new investment SH&E impact assessment
We have an internal standard which requires all 
manufacturing investments above approxi-
mately half a million euros to be reviewed and 
formally accepted for their impacts on safety, 
health and environment. New manufacturing 
equipment and processes must undergo a risk 
assessment by an outside expert party, unless a 
standard design is used. Building and renova-
tion projects are also reviewed for SH&E impacts 
and a new Sustainable Buildings Policy is now 
effective.

Input, processes and outputs (sImplIfIed) of  
a typIcal l’oréal shampoo factory 
(figures are KPI per unit of finished product]

ENVIRoNMENT,   
HEALTH & SAFETY
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new sustainable buildings policy
in 2007 a new Sustainable Buildings Policy was 
developed and implemented. this policy 
applies to all owned or operated L’oréal facili-
ties worldwide. All new major construction and 
significant renovation projects will be required 
to meet Leadership in Energy and Environmen-
tal Design (LEED) standards or equivalent local 
certifications (for example, hQE in france). 
Where these certifications do not exist, con-
struction and renovation projects must meet our 
internal equivalent standards (we have pub-
lished an extensive guide), which cover site 
selection, energy reduction, use of green or 
renewable energy, conservation of water, use of 
renewable building materials, quality of the inte-
rior spaces (user comfort) and innovation. 

We already have several LEED projects under-
way. Last year, our property department won the 
Building of the year Award for our hQE-certified 
(french equivalent to LEEDS) research facility in 
Chevilly-la Rue, france. 

sH&e training
A comprehensive set of manuals and training 
ensures that our employees are trained in Sh&E 
best practice. these include the following:
• our Ro (organisation for risks) are in-house 
documents that set out our internal standards 
on Sh&E. in most cases, these internal standards 
are much more stringent than the prevailing 
legal requirements. We have more than 80 inter-
nal standards on issues such as storage and han-
dling of ammonia and aerosols, machine safety 
and workplace atmosphere monitoring,
• our Safety, industrial hygiene and Environmen-
tal References (ShER) provide internal best prac-
tice guidelines, covering issues such as planning 
for emergencies, water consumption, prevention 
of biological hazards and ergonomics, 

• our Safety hazard Assessment Programme 
(ShAP) is a risk analysis programme for preven-
tion of accidents and adverse events,
• technical training programmes: the Sh&E 
Department and our training Department offer 
a number of technical training programmes. We 
expect our new senior management training 
course on “Leadership in Sh&E” to be offered 
in 2008,
• training to raise awareness of Sh&E issues: 
modules for raising employees’ awareness of 
Sh&E problems and sustainable development 
are incorporated into the group’s training pro-
grammes so that everyone who joins the com-
pany is involved regardless of their job.

sharing best practice
the Sh&E Department organises many activi-
ties to share Sh&E best practice internally. this 
includes:
• quarterly all day meetings in Paris of all regional 
Sh&E managers worldwide,
• a number of ongoing taskforces comprising 
these members for the development of new 
standards, best practices, and technologies,
• “Sh&E Strategic Retreats” where strategies 
and objectives can be formulated, 
• a three-day worldwide Sh&E conference every 
two years for our 100 industrial Sh&E managers 
and teams. the 2007 meeting was held in mann-
heim, Germany.

L’oréal also participates in many external forums 
promoting learning, benchmarking and sharing 
of best practice. many of these organisations are 
international in their scope, such as the Confer-
ence Board (health & Safety, Environmental and 
Sustainability Councils), the international occu-
pational hygiene Association, the World Busi-
ness Council on Sustainable Development and 
others. We also participate in quarterly meetings 

with our industry peers to share best practice 
and compare our Sh&E performance data.

Kpi data collection
Sh&E Key Performance indicators (KPis) are col-
lected monthly by all manufacturing, distribu-
tion sites and some administrative and research 
sites. for manufacturing and distribution, 
approximately 100 measures are collected 
monthly and reported. the advantage of our 
extensive data collection and reporting system 
is that every senior manager knows their exact 
progress monthly as well as their benchmark 
against the other reporting groups. 

sH&e auditing
A comprehensive group auditing programme for 
industrial sites has been in place for more than ten 
years to regularly assess Sh&E risk and progress. 
factories are audited for an average of one week 
by teams of between four and seven experts. 
External consultants perform one-third of these 
audits. Around a quarter of the factories are 
audited each year, which means that each plant 
undergoes an in-depth inspection approximately 
every four years. in 2007, we conducted 14 audits. 

in 2008, we will expand and completely out-
source our regular auditing programme. this 
new programme will include routine auditing of 
warehouses as well as factories. We have pro-
grammed 67 audits (23 factories and 44 ware-
houses) for next year. We have also added the 
criteria that any site above our accident goal will 
be included in our audit programme regardless 
of the date of their last audit. 

in addition to our comprehensive Sh&E audits, 
inspections are also performed by our insurers 
(78 fire and environment audits in 2007), by iSo 
auditors (approximately 30 for iSo 14001 and 
ohSAS), government agencies and others.

the make-up R&D centre,  
Chevilly-Larue (france),  
uses geothermal energy to  
heat the building.
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 Supplier audits
third party audits on labour standards (see 
page 09 and pages 58 to 65) carried out at our 
sites and those of our suppliers and subcontrac-
tors include the most critical aspects of safety, 
industrial hygiene and environmental perform-
ance. these audits are separate to the audits 
described above and vary in intensity based on 
countries or locations considered at risk. Suppli-
ers or subcontractors with significant Sh&E issues 
to be resolved are referred to technical experts 
for assistance. those not willing to resolve critical 
issues lose authorisation to do business with 
L’oréal. major subcontractors directly producing 
L’oréal products undergo the normal labour 
standards audits but also are directly audited by 
L’oréal quality and Sh&E personnel.

environmental perFormance

the context—growth in production
We produced 5.3% more finished goods in 2007 
than 2006. therefore we are particularly pleased 
to have achieved absolute reductions in Co2 

emissions and water use. in the last five years, 
the number of finished goods produced has 
increased by approximately 24%.

energy
our principle energy sources are natural gas, 
light fuel oils and electricity. 

 natural gas and fuel oils
our policy is to use natural gas in preference to 
oil/diesel when available since it produces less 
greenhouse gas emissions (GhGs). in the loca-
tions where natural gas is not available, we use 
the lowest sulphur containing fuel available. We 
use natural gas in 33 of our 40 factories and 
approximately 60 of 65 warehouses.

natural gas and fuel oils are used for:
• building heat—about 40% of total use. As 
would be expected, our heating consumption 
is highly dependent on weather conditions. in 
our warehouses, all fuel use is for building heat 
(all but a few of our forklift trucks are electrical 
in both warehouses and factories),
• the heating of water—about 60% of total use—
to produce steam and hot water for washing 
and sanitisation. We are working on techniques 
and technologies that allow for lesser volumes 
and lower temperature hot water for washing 
and sanitisation.

 Electricity
We use electricity for the operation of machin-
ery, lighting, ventilation, and safety devices. We 

breaKDown bY enerGY soUrce 
(millions of kWh)

Sources 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Electricity 355 373 378 374 381 47%

Gas 387 397 409 379 400 49%

fuel 57 50 49 54 36 4%

total 799 820 836 807 817 100%

inDonesia
Improving energy efficiency
Over the last year, whilst output has increased by  
62% at our Indonesian factory, energy consumption  
only grew by 29%. This meant that energy used  
per 1,000 finished products improved from  
120kWh to 95kWh. This was achieved by improving  
the boiler and steam network, reducing leakages,  
and tailoring the cleaning time required to  
the size of the vessel. n



formula preparation,  
Pudong (China).

Solar water  
heating panels,  
Pune factory  
(india).

EnviRonmEnt,   
hEALth & SAfEty

total enerGY Use 
(factories and warehouses)

799

820 836
807

817

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

204

n Millions of kWh
 kWh per 1,000 finished products

188 186
176 169

1kWh=0.0036GJ. Data for equivalent 
kWh/T of bulk are 1,145 for 2005,  
1,065 for 2006 and 1,054 for 2007.
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have an on-going ambitious worldwide pro-
gramme to reduce electricity use and to pro-
mote renewable energy. Despite increased 
automation over the last five years, our eco-
efficiency has significantly improved. 

 Renewable energy
L’oréal is currently moving exploring many differ-
ent sources of renewable energy. for example:
• we have a new bio-methane supplied cogen-
eration plant being built at our Libramont fac-
tory, so that 80% of its energy needs will be sup-
plied by renewable crops rather than fossil fuels. 
We hope to shift from using corn and other 
crops to using agricultural waste by 2010,
• in india, our factory in Pune has had great suc-
cess with its solar water heating system installed 
in 2006 and is adding further capacity to supply 
new facilities, 
• our factory in Karlsruhe, Germany has installed 
both energy producing and water heating solar 
panels on its administrative building. 
We continue to look at other alternatives in a 
number of locations such as the feasibility of 
geothermal energy in Spain and the use of bio-

methane generated from our wastewater treat-
ment operations. We expect a number of 
renewable energy projects in 2008.

 Performance analysis
our energy use increased by 1.2% last year 
against a 5.3% increase in production. over a 
five-year period, energy use increased by 2.2% 
against increased production of 24%. this means 
we increased our eco-efficiency over the last 
five years by 17.2%. this is rewarding from both 
a financial perspective as well as an environmen-
tal one. We are committed to reductions in 
energy use on both absolute terms and on fin-
ished product basis. many of the energy saving 
measures such as use of high efficiency boilers, 
compressors, and lighting, recapturing of waste 
water heat, etc. have already been implemented 
at our sites. nevertheless, we believe we can find 
other approaches to continue to save energy and 
meet our GhG emission goals. 

 2008 tarGet
5% reduction from 2007  
in energy used per finished product  
(factories and distribution centres). n 

water
Water is used primarily in our manufacturing oper-
ations and to a lesser extent in our warehouses, 
research and administrative centres. Product con-
tent represents about 17.5% of all of our water 
consumption in manufacturing. the other main 
use of water is for cleaning production equipment 
and our packaging lines to maintain our strict 
hygiene standards. this represents approximately 
39% of our water use in factories. human sanitary 
use (e.g. cafeterias, drinking water, wash-rooms, 
etc.) represents another 11.5%. the remaining 
32% is used for heating, cooling, and other uses 
(for example, landscaping). Water use is also 
related to the types of products manufactured (for 
example, a shampoo versus a powder) and 
number of products manufactured.
Since 2003, total water use and eco-efficiency 
have improved significantly, especially in light of 
our growth in production over the last five years.

 Performance analysis
We recognize the critical importance of water con-
servation and have a very aggressive programme 
to conserve this resource. We are pleased to 

3%
goal for reduction in  
water used per  
finished product by 2008

Biogas project at  
our Libramont  
factory (Belgium). 

VOCCO2 cycleWastewater

Use oF water 
(factories and warehouses)

Cleaning our 
production 
equipment
39%

Other
26%

Cooling
6%

Sanitary uses
11.5% Product bulk

17.5%

water consUmption
(factories and warehouses)

3,280 3,270

3,214 3,200
3,137

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

0.84

n Water consumption ×1,000m3 
 Litre per finished product

0.75 0.72 0.70 0.65

Equivalent water use as cubic meters  
per tonne of bulk was 4.4 for 2005,  
4.2 for 2006 and 4.1 for 2007.
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France
Reducing water use at aulnay
Our Aulnay factory has one of the lowest rates of water consumption of all our factories.  
In 2007 we cut consumption by 15,000m3, a reduction per finished product from  
0.47 litres in 2006 to 0.39 litres in 2007. This was thanks to highly motivated employees,  
who worked hard to optimise washing cycles, reduce water lost in cooling  
and reducing the water used by equipment including the ozone analyser.  
This reduction was particularly admirable as Aulnay was already one of the most  
efficient factories in terms of water consumption in 2006. n



report continued progress with a reduction of 
22.7% per unit of finished product over the last five 
years. We far exceeded our goal last year of a 2% 
reduction based on 2005 (we achieved 9.5%) and 
from 2006 to 2007 decreased our water use per 
finished product by 6.8%. in addition, we 
decreased our use in absolute terms by 4.4% over 
the last five years and by 2% from 2006 to 2007.

 Initiatives
for many years now machine-cooling water has 
been recycled and re-used to reduce water con-
sumption. furthermore, several plants re-use the 
wastewater generated by the demineralisation 
process for the first rinse of our vessels after 
being used, rather than new demineralised water. 
this water is then sent to waste treatment. Since 
2003, a special programme focussed on reducing 
water consumption has included the develop-
ment of new cleaning technologies as well as the 
identification and reduction of water losses.

 2008 tarGet
3% reduction in water consumption  
per finished product compared with  
2007 (factories). n

emissions to the atmosphere
our principle atmospheric emissions consist of 
carbon dioxide (from fossil fuel use), sulphur 
dioxide (from light fuel oils), volatile organic 
compounds (voCs) and particles (from produc-
ing powders). 

 Climate change strategy
L’oréal is committed to reducing our impact on 
climate change. this includes reducing our 
Scope 1 direct emissions, Scope 2 indirect emis-
sions and our Scope 3 supply chain emissions. 
our focus has been on reducing Scope 1 and 2 
emissions over the last several years. We have 
also initiated work on raw materials, packaging, 
travel, transportation and product use and dis-
posal. Some of those initiatives are reported in 
this chapter and in other sections of the report. A 
more complete report on this subject can be 
found on the Carbon Disclosure Project website 
(www.cdproject.net). We have participated in this 
initiative for several years and are one of the orig-
inal members of the CDP’s Supply Chain Leader-
ship Collaboration project (see page 62). 

Details of external assessments of L’oréal’s climate 
change strategy can be found on page 06.

 Greenhouse gases (GhGs)
We generate GhG emissions mainly as Co2 
from the use of fossil fuels for the generation of 
steam and heating of the group’s buildings. We 
do not emit other GhG of significance other 
than refrigerant losses from cooling units (these 
loss are negligible as they represent less than 
0.1% of our emissions). in addition, Co2 is gen-
erated indirectly through our electricity use, and 
by third party transportation of our products and 
in other aspects of our supply chain.

over the last year L’oréal has been working to 
analyse its carbon footprint at each stage of the 
manufacturing process. Work is ongoing in this 
area.

L’oréal is exempt from the European regulations 
on Co2 emission quotas due to the relatively 
small size of our energy requirements. however, 

our factory in Rambouillet (france)  
has installed a system to recover  
waste heat. this has resulted in  
a 23% reduction in natural gas use  
per year, with an 8% reduction  
in electricity use.

EnviRonmEnt,   
hEALth & SAfEty
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we are committed to reducing our emissions by 
the use of more efficient heating systems, 
reduced fuels and electricity use via new tech-
nologies, reducing our transportation require-
ments and other means. We were very success-
ful in 2007 in reducing our direct Co2 emissions 
(Scope 1) by 0.7% overall and by 5.5% in grams 
of Co2 per finished product. 

Since 2005, we have also measured our Scope 2 
indirect emissions from electricity. Electricity use 
represents approximately 61% of emissions and 
fuel use the other 39%. We estimate an addi-
tional 67 Kilotonnes of Co2 from electricity use 
at administrative sites for a total estimated emis-
sion level for all sites (Scope 1 and 2) of approx-
imately 285 Kilotonnes of Co2. We are still inte-
grating our administrative and research sites 
into our data collection system and expect to 
be able to establish goals for them in 2008 as 
part of our overall climate change strategy. 

 2008 tarGet
reduce co2 emissions by 2% from 2007 
levels (factories and distribution centres). n

 transport 
transport of our products to our distribution 
centres and to our customers is a major con-
tributor of GhGs. L’oréal does not have its own 
trucking fleet and relies on contracted services 
from a number of logistics and transport firms. 
We started reporting on this using an index of 
ktonne*km last year. We are not yet able to 
report on the equivalent GhG emissions as it is 
very dependent on the type of truck, train, ship 
and airplane used. nevertheless, we hope to be 
able to report on this in the future.

one of the responsibilities of the new Supply 
Chain organisation at L’oréal is to optimise our 
logistics including the reduction of inefficient 
transport and consequently reduce Scope 3 
emissions from transport.
 
there are very strong economic drivers for 
reducing the distances our products travel. Last 
year we reported on a new logistics interface to 
directly address this. these market supply logis-
tics (mSL) centres now coordinate movements 

of goods from our production and warehouses 
to our customers. their goal is to reduce the 
travel distances and otherwise improve the 
logistics of our supply. 

We have enhanced our data collection system 
for transport as a result of our new Supply Chain 
organisation. the new data collection system 
now includes transport from our industrial dis-
tribution centres to our commercial distribution 
sites and subsequently to our clients from these 
sites. next year, we will report on the changes 
and categories of transport using this new sys-
tem. for this year, we can report on a total figure 
of 2,163, 747 ktonnes*km (one thousand tonnes 
travelling one kilometre). 

 Employee travel
there have been a number of initiatives to 
reduce employee travel and encourage use of 
more environmentally friendly modes of travel. 
A goal has been established group-wide to 
reduce travel whenever possible through use 
of video conferencing, telephone conferencing, 
etc. State of the art video conferencing centres 

n thousands of tonnes 
 g per finished product 

n thousands of tonnes 
 g per finished product 

n thousands of tonnes 
 g per finished product 

2008 Green Cup competition,  
Suzhou factory (China). 

88.3
87.3 87.4

142.3 229.7

83.2

139.8

223

82.6

135.6

218.2
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Scope 2 emissions were not collected  
prior to 2005.

22.5
20.0

31.7

19.5

30.5

18.1
17.1

28.0 51.2

48.5 45.1

Scope 1 CO2 emissions (on-site)

co2 emissions From Factories anD wareHoUses

Scope 2 CO2 emissions (off-site) total CO2 emissions (Scope 1 and 2)
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have been established in all of our major oper-
ations. Employees have been encouraged to 
use rail instead of air travel wherever available. 
Preference for low Co2 emitting, high fuel effi-
ciency vehicles has been established. for exam-
ple, our french headquarters provides an eco-
nomic incentive for fleet cars producing less 
than 160g/km. many of our sites have provided 
preferential parking for ride share (car pool) 
vehicles and hybrids.

 Volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
We reduced our voC emissions by 1% in 2007. 
these emissions result from the use of alcohol 
for fragrances and in other products, propellant 
gases for our aerosols (hairspray etc.), and other 
sources such as wastewater effluent treatment.

in 2004 and 2006, an outside expert firm was 
contracted to estimate our emissions of voCs 
and to continually monitor our progress in this 
area. our emissions sources by manufacturing 
activity are shown below. voCs are emitted 
when filling aerosol products, from raw materi-
als, and evaporation from mixing products, from 
the wastewater basins, and from the inkjet inks 
used in the printing process. We will continue 
to closely monitor our voC emissions this year 
and investigate ways to reduce our evaporative 
and fugitive losses of the alcohols and gases 
used in our products.

 Sulphur dioxide (SO2)
So2 emissions are solely due to the use of fuel 
oil for heating. Sulphur content in fuel oil can 
vary greatly depending on the country of origin 
of the fuel as well as the refining process used. 
in all cases, we try to obtain the lowest level 
sulphur content of fuel possible. Additionally, 
L’oréal uses natural gas whenever possible. We 
have not set a specific goal for So2, but expect 
it to decrease as a result of our efforts to reduce 
energy use by 5%. over the last year we have 
achieved both a total emission reduction of 
21.5%, and 25% per finished product. much of 
this improvement is due to our energy reduction 
efforts and the conversion of our factory in Sao 
Paulo from fuel oil to natural gas.

waste
Reducing waste is a priority for L’oréal. our strat-
egy is to minimise all waste sent to landfill, and 
to recycle or recover the energy or essential con-
tent whenever possible. our long-term goal is 
zero waste to landfill. in 2007, 57 of our 105 sites, 
or 54%, did not landfill any waste. this is up from 
44% of sites last year. in some countries, there is 
insufficient infrastructure and markets to allow 
for alternatives—for example, in many countries 
outside Europe, it is not possible to recover 
energy via incineration. however, we will con-
tinue towards this objective.

estimateD voc emissions
(tonnes)

176

159.8 158

2005 2006 2007

VOCCO2 cycleWastewater

estimateD voc emissions  
bY soUrce 2007
(tonnes)

Production  
of finished 
goods 
excluding 
propellant

79.7

Raw material storage  
tank emissions
4.2Wastewater basin 

emissions
18.2

Raw material 
production

20.6

Propellants 
filling

35.3

zERo LAnDfiLL
This year 54% of our sites sent zero 
waste to landfill, up from 44% in 2006.
all material leaving l’oréal sites other 
than in products is considered a waste, 
even if used again (e.g., pallets).  
This includes construction debris, old 
equipment, products rejected for quality 
reasons, residues from manufacturing 
and other such wastes. waste excludes 
effluent and atmospheric emissions that 
are reported separately. 
we have had aggressive goals over  
the last five years for the reduction of 
solid wastes, especially cardboard and 
paper. This year we generated 2.3% less 
waste per finished product than in 2006, 
although we missed the target we set  
in 2005 to reduce waste (excluding 
returnable packaging) by 5% per finished 
product over this two-year period  
(we achieved 2.6%). we improved  
our eco-efficiency this year by using  
a variety of approaches, for example, 
using less packaging, and by encouraging 
the use of more returnable packaging 
(packaging that is re-used a number of 
times rather than discarded). 
sludges are generated from wastewater 
treatment, and “regulated wastes”  
(part of special waste) are those classified 
by local regulations as hazardous  
(e.g., flammable products).  
in 2007, we reached our target to  
reduce regulated waste by 10%  
for the warehouses, but we just missed it 
for factories (8.2% reduction). 

so2 emissions

65
69.2

79.3

71.7

56.3

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

17

n tonnes  
 mg per finished product

15.8
17.7

15.6
11.7
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waste
(ktonnes)

type of waste 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Common solid waste 63 59 65 53 51 36%

Returnable packaging 15 18 33 36 41 28%

Sludges 10 10 10 9 11 8%

other special wastes 30 22 26 42 41 28%

total 128 119 144 140 144 100%

A further 8 Ktonnes of extra waste arose mainly from building destruction.

waste
(factories and warehouses)

128.1 119

144
140.4

144.5

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

32.7

n thousands of tonnes 
 g per finished product

27.26

32.1

30.6
29.9

Equivalent grams of waste per tonne of  
bulk product (g/T of bulk product)  
were 0.20 for 2005, 0.19 for 2006 and  
0.19 for 2007.

brazil
Reaching zero landfill at the Rio factory 
In 2007 our factory in Rio hit 100% waste recovery rate, by setting up  
the State of Rio’s first composting facility in conjunction with our waste management  
partner, VENATIV. Around 38 tonnes of organic waste from our restaurant and garden  
have since been composted offsite by the new company, Vide Verde.  
 
As the composting facility has a capacity of 330 tonnes per month, many other companies  
are now taking advantage of this opportunity. Vide Verde already employs six people.  
Moreover, L’Oréal benefits from free compost to use in our gardens! n 



cHina
Increasing the re-use rate, Suzhou
In 2007 our Suzhou factory achieved a 100% recovery of waste by  
increasing re-use and recycling, up from 83% in 2006.  
Key to this was 26 of our suppliers using the standard  
re-usable shipping cases, up from 10 in 2006.  
In addition, training was held on waste classification and paper saving. n



France
Reducing alcohol use in cleaning, fapagau
Fapagau has significantly reduced the alcohol used to rinse equipment  
that manufactures perfumes, by re-engineering the cleaning process.  
Despite production increasing by 26% over the year, we were able to  
reduce the alcohol disposed of from 331 tonnes in 2006 to 265 tonnes in 2007  
—a cut of 20% (alcohol is classifed as a regulated waste). n
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 Returnable packaging
We significantly increased our use of returnable 
packaging in 2007. for example, we are moving 
from single use cardboard boxes to sturdier 
cardboard or plastic containers which can be 
returned to supplier and re-used several times.

 Waste by disposal method
the fate of our waste is shown on the chart 
“Waste by disposal method”. We have an overall 
rate of recovery of 95%, up from 91% last year, 
with only 5% of our waste being incinerated with-
out energy recovery or sent to landfill. We believe 
we are a global leader in this regard.

wastewater (effluent)
L’oréal carries out pre-treatment appropriate 
for the type of effluent before discharging it into 
local wastewater treatment plants operated by 
municipalities. in 2007 all but four factories have 
equalisation tanks, which store waste to ensure 
a homogenous mix and prevent spikes of waste 
content. We have on-site treatment at approxi-
mately 60% of our sites using state of the art 
treatment plants with biological as well as phys-

ical and chemical processes. in the other loca-
tions, pre-treatment is not required. however, 
all wastewater is tested before being sent to 
municipal treatment plants or discharged. no 
significant wastewater is generated at our ware-
houses other than normal sanitary wastes. 

the chemical oxygen demand, CoD, is the sin-
gle most commonly used indicator for wastewa-
ter treatment. our overall generation of CoD 
(in ktonnes) increased 5.3% in 2007, which is 
equivalent to our increase in production. 

We have initiated two cooperative research 
projects with universities to study the potential 
for improving our management of liquid wastes. 
the University of Karlsruhe is currently looking 
at treatment alternatives while an EU research 
agreement with the University of newcastle has 
been completed to study energy efficiencies in 
wastewater treatment. the goal in both 
approaches is to minimise overall energy use 
and solid waste production while maximizing 
residual treatment efficiency. 

spills and remediation
During 2007, a leak of an unknown quantity of 
ethanol was found from our underground alco-
hol storage at one of our new Jersey factories 
in the United States. Pure ethanol is not a major 
environmental hazard. however by regulation, 
the alcohol must be denatured with tertiary 
butyl alcohol. monitoring has confirmed the spill 
is limited to a very small area on our property. A 
remediation project is currently underway in co-
operation with the State of new Jersey Environ-
mental Protection Agency.

Fines and prosecutions
in 2007, we had one fine, five administrative 
notices and two neighbourhood complaints 
reported from our sites worldwide. the fine was 
imposed for foaming event outside the factory in 
the United States. We received five administra-
tive notices but no monetary fines in france and 
United States. All were relatively minor adminis-
trative issues which have been resolved. 

We received a complaint from a neighbour in 
israel concerning lighting during the night and 
another due to odours present near our waste-
water treatment plant in the United Kingdom.

Waste recycling,  
Pune factory (india).

retUrnable pacKaGinG wastewater qUalitY – coD
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waste bY Disposal metHoD

Recycle
35%

Recovery index 95%

Re-use
37%

Landfill  3%

Destruction  2%

Energy 
recovery

23%

COD is the amount of oxygen  
needed to oxidise the pollutants  
contained in the effluent. 
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HealtH & saFetY

We are committed to a safe and healthy work-
place at L’oréal. in this regard, we have dra-
matically reduced our lost time injury rates over 
the last five years by more than 39.5% as well as 
our severity rate by more than 14%. however, 
we are disappointed to report that after more 
than 10 years of continuous improvement our 
performance has stalled over the last year. We 
failed to meet our improvement goal of a total 
frequency rate of 2 or less, with a figure of 2.55 
in 2007. 

 2008 tarGet
enlarged frequency rate ≤ 4.0 per million 
hours (represents 11% reduction with  
a long-term target of zero accidents). n

performance
the lost time injury rate represents the number 
of L’oréal personnel involved in an accident and 
absent from work on the day after the accident 
per million hours worked.

our target for 2007 was for every factory to have 
a frequency rate of lost-time accidents of 2 or 
less and for warehouses to be at a lost time 
injury rate of 3 or less, which corresponds to the 
oShA industry benchmark rate of 0.4 and 0.6 
respectively, per 200,000 hours worked. While 
18 of 40 factories and 41 of 65 distribution cen-
tres had no lost time injuries in 2007, we unfor-
tunately missed the target, with 6 of 40 factories 
and 9 of 65 warehouses over this target rate. for 
some of our smaller warehouses, a single acci-
dent in a year results in rates of several hundred 
and hence for most of them, they must not have 
any lost time accidents to meet our goal. 

We have initiated a number of new approaches 
to re-energise our efforts to reduce our injuries 
and accidents. We have moved from reporting 
total frequency of lost time accidents to a new 
measure we call our “enlarged frequency rate”. 
this rate includes lost time accidents for all 
workers (temporary and regular employees) and 

training session of 
L’oréal firemen,  
Rio factory (Brazil).

lost time injUrY rate
(factories and warehouses)

4.3

3.9

3.1

2.5 2.6

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

The actual values (without rounding)  
are 2.53 for 2006 and 2.55 for 2007. 

all light duty cases (restricted work due to inju-
ries). this frequency rate was 4.5 per million 
hours worked in 2007. for this index, 12 of 
40 factories and 40 of 65 warehouses had a rate 
of zero. We will use this KPi in the future since it 
is more inclusive and more representative. 

in addition, we have launched “safety culture” 
surveys at many of our sites and included safety 
culture programmes in our plans for 2008. We 
have also launched a more comprehensive train-
ing approach for all L’oréal employees on the 
expectations and responsibilities for manage-
ment and workers in safety. We believe these 
and other initiatives along with strong senior 
level management support will lead to a return 
to improvement in this area. our ultimate goal 
is no accidents. 

Last year our florence, Kentucky factory achieved 
oShA vPP status. All American factories are now 
vPP with a goal of all factories being either 
oShA vPP or ohSAS 18000 accredited. Cur-
rently, 33 of our 40 factories have this status.

injUrY severitY rate
(factories and warehouses)

0.14

0.1

0.14
0.12 0.12

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

39.5%
improvement in  
the lost time injury rate 
over the last five years
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L’oRÉAL Sh&E AWARDS 
the SH&E awards are in-house prizes designed to motive employees and reward them for exceptional SH&E performance.  
this year the six prizes were won by the following sites: 

 our piscataway, new Jersey (united states) factory won  
the excellence in sh&e award after a year of exceptional 
performance. They have more than 4.5 million hours (three years) 
without a single lost time accident and exceptional environmental 
performance with reductions in all major indicators. 

 our fragrances factory located in gauchy (france) won  
the award for the Best safety initiative for their innovative 
programme in safety culture called, “555, The prevention reflex”.

 our warehouse in manchester (united kingdom) won  
the award for the Best initiative in sh&e for their employee 
programme in risk recognition and awareness called ehap.

 our deluxe products distribution centre in saint-Quentin 
(france) won the excellence in sh&e award for distribution 
centres. They have an impressive zero accident record as well 
as significant improvement in their environmental kpis. 

 our factory in rio de Janeiro (Brazil) won the award for  
the Best initiative in environment for their composting project 
(see page 27).

 our warehouse in cranbury (new Jersey) won the award for 
the Best community relations initiative with their programme 
on cancer awareness (see page 73).

EnviRonmEnt,   
hEALth & SAfEty
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the injury severity rate expresses the number of 
days lost by L’oréal personnel as a result of acci-
dents at work per 1,000 hours. our severity rate 
remained unchanged last year. We had no life 
threatening injuries, loss of limbs or fatalities last 
year, including vehicle accidents.

 Safety at administrative sites
We have been increasing our coverage of 
administrative sites in our monthly reporting 
schemes. We have approximately 100 major 
administrative sites ranging in size from a few 
hundred to several thousand people. We cur-
rently have 17 of our largest sites reporting on 
a monthly basis. these sites represent approxi-
mately 14,000 L’oréal employees. our lost time 
injury rate for this population is 4.4 with a sever-
ity rate of 0.9. this data is based on local report-
ing rules and includes some medical conditions 
(e.g., heart attacks) that are not actually acci-
dents, as well as commuting accidents. never-
theless, we will work to reduce this rate over the 
next few years. We are also collecting environ-
mental data from these sites and should be 
prepared to report on this next year. 

pacKaGinG

packaging—a necessary evil
A product’s packaging is part and parcel of the 
product itself, fulfilling multiple functions:
• it enables safe transport of the product from 
the moment it leaves the factory, throughout its 
journey to the consumer and eventual dis-
posal,
• it protects the product from external condi-
tions: light, oxidation, steam, etc.,
• it presents the product such that it is easy to 
use,
• it provides the consumer with information 
about conditions of use and ingredients,
• it is a vehicle for the product’s brand identity.

the right choice of packaging materials
L’oréal uses a variety of different materials for its 
packaging: paper, board, plastic, glass, alumin-
ium and iron. the choice of materials is no acci-
dent. Packaging is designed to provide the best 
formula/packaging combination and ensure the 
best possible future for the packaging after use. 
Disposal of the packaging at the end of the 
product’s life is taken into account at the devel-
opment stage to ensure that the packaging can 
be integrated as efficiently as possible into exist-
ing recycling systems. to aid recycling, L’oréal 
keeps the number of different materials used to 
a minimum and provides information about the 
nature of the material. 

packaging policy
L’oréal’s Packaging & Environment policy is 
based on three principles: Respect, Reduce, 
Replace.

Re-useable containers for  
our mascaras packaging components 
in ormes factory (france).

18
out of 40 factories  
with no lost time injuries  
in 2007

34
out of 40 factories met or 
exceeded our lost time 
injury rate target of 2

41
of 65 distribution centres  
with no lost time injuries  
in 2007
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 Respect
• For the consumer and the environment
L’oréal, going a step further than current legisla-
tion on heavy metal content, refrains from using 
materials and substances likely to pose even the 
slightest risk to the consumer or the environment. 
Through a far-reaching programme, L’oréal has 
decided to eradicate a number of sensitive mate-
rials from its packaging. This programme is widely 
publicised among packaging suppliers and the 
different entities involved in the packaging 
chain.
• For biodiversity
L’oréal took the first step towards responsible 
sourcing of the board used for its packaging by 
developing Trulor board in partnership with a 
European papermaker. Trulor stands up well to 
different luminants and is perfectly white, whilst 
being totally chlorine-free (TCF) since no chlo-
rine is used in the manufacturing process. The 
weight of this board is lower than other boards 
used for the same applications; less material is 

used for equivalent functionality. Finally, Trulor 
is FSC-certified (Forest Stewardship Council), 
guaranteeing that it is derived from a sustaina-
ble source, respecting woodland biodiversity. 

In 2007, L’oréal introduced a target for all paper 
and board used in packaging to come from sus-
tainably managed forests, ideally FSC-certified, 
by the end of 2008. 

 Reduce
L’oréal very early introduced a packaging reduc-
tion policy. Using less material is beneficial 
throughout the lifecycle of the packaging: fewer 
resources extracted, less energy used in process-
ing the materials, less transport and ultimately 
less waste.

In the early 1990s, L’oréal launched a global 
weight reduction programme for its bottles and 
jars. As packaging processing technologies 
progress, we continue to make our packaging 
lighter. Today L’oréal can be proud of the results 
achieved: the group’s leading products boast 
packaging among the lightest on the market. 

weight change of  
fructis packaging
(bottle + cap in grams)

28.5 28
26

23.4
21.8

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

The programme continues—we strive to reduce 
the weight of our bottles and jars more and 
more each year.

This initiative relates to product packaging and 
all packaging involved throughout the supply 
chain. Efforts are also being made with regard 
to outer packaging and the packaging of fin-
ished products. 

 2008 target
L’oréal introduced a target for all paper 
and board used in packaging to come  
from sustainably managed forests,  
ideally fsc-certified, by the end of 2008. n

 Replace
The reduction of packaging weight reaches its 
limit as soon as its primary function is threat-
ened. So as not to be restricted by this, L’oréal 
actively seeks alternative solutions.

Packaging  
Research’s team  
(France).

Reducing plastic—weight of fRuctis shampoo bottle

1996
Bottle 24g
Cap 4.5g

2005
Bottle 20g
Cap 3.4g

2007
Bottle 18.5g
Cap 3.3g

 

EnvIRonmEnT,   
hEALTh & SAFETy
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• Recycled materials
one solution identified is the use of recycled 
materials, where it is proven to reduce the over-
all environmental impact. Extensive testing has 
been carried out with recycled materials and is 
ongoing . A handful of the group’s brands, The 
Body Shop and Kiehl’S for example, are already 
using recycled PEt. this year, The Body Shop 
introduced a 250ml Grapefruit Shower Gel bot-
tle made from 100% recycled content (see 
page 77). Kiehl’S also introduced Superbly 
Restorative Body Lotion and Superbly Restora-
tive Dry oil products in 100% post consumer 
recycled PEt.

• materials derived from renewable resources
Conscious of the advantages of materials such 
as bioplastics, L’oréal has been monitoring tech-
nological progress in this area for many years. 
Extensive testing has shown that such materials 
do not yet offer the necessary characteristics to 
ensure the integrity and preservation of the 
product over time. this is why we are exploring 
other avenues of innovation that should enable 
us to reduce our consumption of materials 
derived from fossil-based resources in the 
shorter term.

measuring the  
environmental footprint of packaging
Eco-design is a day-to-day concern for L’oréal’s 
packaging departments; the environmental 
impact of packaging is taken into account at 
every stage of its lifecycle. L’oréal is now keen 
to step up its environmental work by integrating 
lifecycle analysis into the design of its packag-
ing. Being aware of and quantifying the impact 
through this multi-criteria analysis method will 

enable us to go even further in reducing the 
environmental footprint of packaging. our initial 
studies have shown that manufacturing of the 
material is the stage that has the most impact, 
which supports L’oréal’s policy of reducing the 
amount of material used and replacing certain 
substances with less harmful alternatives.

packaging— 
organisation and communication
to ensure that the environmental issues associ-
ated with packaging are adequately addressed, 
L’oréal has organised itself in a manner that 
gives it maximum control over packaging design. 
Each major division or area has its own opera-
tional packaging department whose role is to 
design and develop product packaging in line 
with the directives and guidelines laid down by 
our Corporate Packaging team, in particular with 
respect to environmental-friendliness. 

Because L’oréal is present in more than 
130 countries with a portfolio of over 20 brands, 
it is important for our environmental policy to 
be consistent and homogeneous across all our 
brands. A Packaging & Environment manager 
(a position created in 2006) monitors the dis-
semination, understanding and implementation 
of a number of best practice guidelines cover-
ing subjects such as sensitive substances, PvC, 
packaging volume, recycling and biodegrada-
bility of plastic packaging. 

Kiehl’S has launched  
a 100% post consumer 
recycled PEt.
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l’oréal’s commitment

To promoTe susTainable 
innovaTion by inTegraTing 
The principles of 
susTainabiliTy inTo our r&D 
processes anD acTiviTies.

L’Oréal Research teams are  
responsible for the development of  
a product from the selection of raw 
materials to the manufacturing process.
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ReSeARch &   
DeveLopment
Alarm bells are ringing increasingly frequently, alerting us to the impacts of  
humans on climate, water, and biodiversity. Finding a path to sustainable innovation 
is therefore a priority. L’oréal’s organisation, at international level and  
throughout the production chain, from Advanced Research and raw materials to  
the finished product, demonstrates our conscious commitment to this goal. 

ADVANCED RESEARCH AND 
TISSUE ENGINEERING
 Setting up a complete 
reconstructed skin model (RealSkin), 
with living dermis and epidermis.

 Use of reconstructed epidermis 
(Episkin) and cornea (SkinEthic) 
models to assess the efficacy and 
safety of raw materials.

 Increased investment in Episkin 
and increased Episkin production 
capacity. 

RAW MATERIALS 
 Significant development of green 
chemistry and Pro-Xylane™, an agent 
resulting from green chemistry.

 Systematic assessment of  
the impact of raw materials on  
the environment and biodiversity.

 Establishment of a Natural and 
Organic Centre of Excellence. 

 Integration of six raw materials 
resulting from fair trade in L’Oréal’s 
portfolio.

ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO 
ANIMAL TESTING
 Approval by the ECVAM(1) of  
the skin irritation test on the Episkin 
epidermis model.

 Entry of the SkinEthic 
reconstructed cornea into  
a pre-validation phase for  
ocular irritation.

 Participation in a European 
Working Group studying a 
genotoxicity test on the Realskin 
reconstructed skin model.

 Participation in a wide-ranging 
scientific programme with the 
cosmetics industry and the European  

Commission in the field of methods 
other than systemic toxicity tests.

 Promotion of alternative methods 
and an alternative safety assessment 
with principal suppliers.

RESEARCH STUDIES AND  
JOINT PROGRAMMES
 Development of company-
university partnerships in social 
sciences.

 Deployment of “geocosmetic” 
studies on everyday care and beauty 
practices worldwide.

 Studies on cosmetics and quality 
of life.

 Increased co-operation with the 
Hôpital Percy concerning grafting for 
severe burns. 

  2007 kEy ACHIEVEMENTS

oUr increaseD commitment 
For sUstainaBle innoVation
In 2005, L’oréal drew up fundamental commit-
ments to sustainable development to guide our 
activity and growth for the future:

1. raw materials assessment
• to guarantee the innocuity of ingredients both 
for humans and for the environment:

– to enable handling of raw materials in com-
plete safety,
– to assess, from the outset of the design phase, 
the safety of raw materials and formulae.
• to increase the proportion of raw materials 
from renewable plant sources.
• to continue the development of alternative 
methods to animal testing.

(1) european centre for the validation of 
alternative methods.
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2. relations with suppliers
• to help suppliers incorporate sustainable 
development principles.
• to qualify the provisioning and processing of 
raw materials.

3. responsible procurement
• to protect biodiversity.
• to conduct ecobalance studies into the most 
commonly used raw materials.
• to structure some of these resources so as to 
support local and regional development.
• to affirm the rights and safeguard the interests 
of local populations:
– to ensure their access to source raw materials,
– to recognise their traditional areas of expertise,
– to ensure that they enjoy a “fair return”.

4. opening up to the outside world
• to participate in dialogue with stakeholders.

l’oréal researcH
From the very beginning, L’oréal based its 
development on cutting edge research. today, 
as a leader in several scientific and technologi-
cal sectors, L’oréal considers that scientific 

research is a driving force for developing knowl-
edge and innovation. taking into account the 
diversity of needs is a policy to which it devotes 
considerable efforts, in order to understand the 
characteristics of different skin types and hair; 
so as to offer products matched to the needs of 
populations across the world.

saFetY oF inGreDients, 
ProDUct tolerance

Protection oF consUmers 
anD ProFessionals
protection of consumers and professionals is an 
absolute priority for L’oréal. even before regula-
tions demanded it, L’oréal formed a safety 
assessment team for its products in order to 
guarantee their innocuity.

the assessments made by our International 
Safety Assessment Department mark all the 
steps of the product life cycle(1).

the six steps in  
assessing the safety of a product
1. examination of the available safety data on 
the ingredients.
2. Safety of the ingredient in the end product.
3. Approval of ingredient concentrations.
4. Safety tests on the end product.

5. Safety validations for the end product.
6. market launch and post-marketing monitoring 
(international cosmetics vigilance network).

As well as the very strict safety tests to which 
end products are subjected before they are 
placed on the market, L’oréal applies national 
safety regulations in force in the 130 countries 
where they are sold.
L’oréal has also supported the european ReAch 
legislation governing chemicals since 2003.

tissUe enGineerinG:  
UnDerstanDinG BioloGical 
mecHanisms

a major investment in tissue reconstruction
In order to study skin, L’oréal has for a long time 
promoted research into cell biology and tissue 
engineering and has designed the reconstructed 
skin used in cutaneous biology.

Reconstructed skin applications:
• Increase knowledge of the skin without resort-
ing to invasive clinical tests.
• Assess the tolerance and efficacy of raw mate-
rials.

e560m
invested in R&D in 2007 

3.3% 
of turnover (+5.1% 
compared with 2006) 

More than 

€4.2bn
invested in R&D in ten years 

(1) The entire process is described in detail on the website  
www.loreal.com, Research tab, Product Safety chapter. 

Innovations in skincare  
go through a deep 
knowledge of  
cellular biology.

  2007 kEy fIGURES

ReSeARch & 
DeveLopment
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• Develop and set up skin models for toxicity 
tests in order to reduce or even eliminate use of 
animal experiments.
• validate and standardise alternative new tests 
to assess safety and tolerance of raw materials.

our research focuses on developing alternative 
methods to animal experiments, particularly via 
reconstructed human skin and cornea. L’oréal 
routinely uses reconstructed epidermis to assess 
skin tolerance to all raw materials and end prod-
ucts: 5,000 were assessed in this way in 2007.

In 2007, L’oréal Research made progress in 
manufacturing models approaching as closely 
as possible the physiology of skin, mainly with 
the development of a complete reconstructed 
skin, Realskin, in order to study, for example, 
skin ageing or the harmful effects of Uv radia-
tion. L’oréal Research also created a new recon-
structed skin model including the pigmentary 
function.

Aware of the strategic importance of tissue 
engineering, L’oréal has invested regularly in 
this, in particular through the acquisition and 
development of biotechnology units specialis-
ing in the standardised production of recon-
structed tissues, episkin (epidermis and skin), 

and Skinethic (epithelia, including cornea, 
mucous membranes, etc.). they share their 
technology and their complementarity with the 
international scientific community for the knowl-
edge and the safety assessment of chemical 
ingredients.

episkin is a unit certified to ISo 9001. It is located 
at Lyons (Gerland). In 2008, it will expand its 
premises in order to increase its production 
capacity for standardised reconstructed sys-
tems.

cHoosinG inGreDients 
In the face of the questions that some stake-
holders may have on the subject of certain sub-
stances and their effects on health and the envi-
ronment, L’oréal’s position is as follows.

Phthalates
phthalates are a large chemical family and are 
used as plastifiers, solvents or to denature alco-
hol. only diethylphthalate (Dep) is used by 
L’oréal, to denature alcohol and as a solvent in 
perfumes.

In 2005, the anxiety over phthalates held by 
some consumers led L’oréal to make a commit-
ment to reduce the use of Dep:
• the decision to replace Dep used to denature 
alcohol was taken by L’oréal and applied in 
2007 for all formulae. no new formula develop-
ment contains it,
• a three-year plan to replace Dep as a solvent in 
perfumes was implemented at the start of 2007.

Parabens
parabens are a family of substances used as pre-
servatives in various products in everyday use. 
they are very effective for providing microbio-
logical protection for some products, preserving 
their integrity and thus guaranteeing consumer 
safety.

At L’oréal, preservatives have been subject to 
particular vigilance:
• a process to reduce parabens has been under-
taken, both in formulations and by innovative 
packaging,
• L’oréal gives priority to short chain parabens, 
• a research programme to develop new pre-
servatives is in progress,
• L’oréal offers ranges of paraben-free cosmet-
ics for consumers who ask for them.

make-up shades 
are developped 
locally in  
our regional 
research centres 
(here in china).

+130 
molecules resulting from  
Advanced Research over the past 40 years

576 
patents filed in 2007 

+7,000 
new formulae  
each year

1/4 
of the R&D budget invested 
in Advanced Research 
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Formaldehyde
L’oréal does not use formaldehyde in its prod-
ucts.

Heavy metals
In 2007, L’oréal was assured, by a very detailed 
chemical analysis of its formulae, that any acci-
dental traces of heavy metals detected were at 
least ten times lower than those accepted in the 
food processing industry. With immediate 
effect, L’oréal will continue with random checks 
to ensure that these thresholds are observed.

triclosan
In accordance with the commitment made in 
2006 to cease using triclosan as a bactericidal 
agent, its replacement began in 2007:
• at the end of 2007, no sun protection lotion or 
make-up product contained it,
• the objective for 2008 is to achieve a 100% 
removal.

nanotechnologies 
L’oréal is working actively on the conditions for 
using nanotechnologies in complete safety and 
on their impact on the environment, as a mem-
ber of several groups, in particular:
• the International council on nanotechnology 
(Icon), of which L’oréal is a founder member,
• the european nAnoInteRAct programme.

L’oréal has developed a recognised experimental 
ecotoxicity model which can assess the environ-
mental impact of nanomaterials. the develop-
ment of nanometrology can best ensure the trace-
ability of nanomaterials used in end products.

L’oréal currently uses two types of nano-mate-
rials, nano-emulsions and nano-pigments:
• natural nano-emulsions: milk is one such 
example. In cosmetics, they enclose droplets of 
water or oil reduced to nanometric size to 
increase the content in nutritive oils, whilst pre-
serving the transparency and lightness of the 
formulae. the agents contained in the droplets 
are released on application to the surface of the 
skin or hair. nano-emulsions do not cross the 
skin barrier and international authorities have 
concluded that they are innocuous.
• nano-pigments are minerals already found in 
our natural environment, such as clay for example. 
titanium dioxide is the most familiar of these, 
known for its capacity to absorb Uv rays and thus 
protect skin against the harmful effects of the sun. 
It is also an inert material which is a reference for 
non-toxicity. In sun protection lotions, titanium 
dioxide nano-pigments are used in clusters, which 
ensures effective skin coverage. Inter alia, studies 
conducted as part of the european nAnoDeRm 

and the American FDA research programme have 
shown that they do not cross the skin barrier, 
including cases where the surface of the skin is 
altered and, even if injected intravenously, they 
are non-toxic.

sun filters
the sun protection system developed by 
L’oréal, with two filters resulting from its 
research—mexoryl SX and mexoryl XL—offers 
protection balanced between UvA and UvB, the 
sun’s harmful rays. their safety record is based 
on 20 years of in-house and contracted work 
and has been approved by all the international 
health authorities, the latest to date being the 
FDA, in 2006.

musk ketones 
All musk ketones were eliminated from formulae 
before 2007.

Gmos
L’oréal does not use genetically modified 
organisms.

16 
R&D centres: 

13 
cosmetics research centres (9 in France,  
2 in the United States, 1 in Japan, 1 in China)

3 
dermatology research centres  
(France, United States and Japan)

In sun protection  
lotions,  
titanium dioxide  
nano-pigments  
form very stable  
aggregates of  
2 to 6 microns.

  2007 kEy fIGURES
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enVironmental Protection 
anD BioDiVersitY

L’oréal is firmly committed to an eco-responsi-
ble approach focused on understanding the 
impacts of our business on biodiversity. this 
consideration weighs on all stages of the 
research process and all steps in the life of the 
raw materials, from dialogue with the suppliers 
to the end of the life of the finished products.

management teams in the different sections of 
the Applied Research and Development depart-
ments (skincare, make-up, perfume, hair, etc.) 
are well aware of the cSR and sustainable devel-
opment policies. In 2007, a “cSR Diagnosis” 
from the make-up section was set up and an 
action plan identifying tasks at all levels was 
drawn up. 

reach (registration, evaluation, 
authorization of chemicals)
the ReAch regulation became effective in June 
2007 and is intended to make the use of chem-
icals safe. ReAch requires that chemicals are to 
be assessed, recorded and their use submitted 
for approval. these objectives bring together 
the principles of sustainable development which 
guide action by L’oréal and our relationships 
with suppliers, professional organisations and 
stakeholders.

In accordance with the timetable laid down by 
ReAch, the performance of L’oréal’s obligation 
as a manufacturer and importer is spread from 
2008 to 2018. this period will allow the required 
files to be compiled, and to replace, when nec-
essary, raw materials which are not recorded. A 
versatile team from all divisions has been set up 
to meet these legal obligations.

a PolicY oF resPonsiBle 
ProVisioninG oF raW materials 
this policy meets two objectives:
• to minimise the upstream impact, by making 
reasonable and sustainable use of plant species 
employed in the products, without disrupting 
their original ecosystems,
• to minimise the downstream impact, while 
preserving the ecological balance of the terres-
trial and aquatic ecosystems.

this eco-design approach to raw materials and 
products (i.e. respecting the environment and 
biodiversity) is based on a four-step action plan 
applied to all ingredients used in products:

1. to understand the potential impact on the 
environment and biodiversity of raw materi-
als used, via two key tools:
• the assessment of the environmental impact 
of the raw materials on the criteria of persist-
ence, bio-accumulation and toxicity, started in 

2004, was 95% complete at the end of 2007. the 
objective is: 
– to measure the environmental impact of the 
raw materials used,
– to promote the use of raw materials with a 
favourable impact,
– to complete the assessment of raw materials 
having an unfavourable profile.
the assessment will be completed by mid-2008. 
All new raw materials are also submitted for this 
analysis.
• plant assessments to identify the impact of 
natural ingredients on biodiversity. the use of 
ingredients of plant origin, sources of innovation 
for L’oréal, has received particular attention, in 
view of the importance of the associated social 
and ecological issues:
– L’oréal has undertaken to assess all the plants 
from which the raw materials in our portfolio are 
taken, in order to determine the potential impact 
of their use on biodiversity, fair return and the 
effects on society,
– the assessment and consideration of these 
impacts on biodiversity are the pillars of L’oréal’s 
policy towards raw materials,
– at the end of 2007, 90% of the plant species in 
question had been assessed.

2. to promote with development laboratories 
the use of raw materials with a favourable 
profile using these environment impact—PBt, 
vPvB, biodiversity, etc. indicators.

3,095 
employees, bringing together  
60 nationalities and 30 disciplines

Approximately 

80 
scientific communications 
and publications each year

More than 

100 
active scientific 
partnerships worldwide

13 
cosmetic assessment centres  
dispersed over the five continents

Daphnia are micro-crustaceans used for  
the ecotoxicity assesment of cosmetic products, 
together with unicellular algae and  
mekada fish eggs (see pictures on page 40).
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3. to obtain in-depth understanding of raw 
materials using the following tools:
• the Sustainability Assessment Framework for 
raw materials is the overall tool for assessing raw 
materials and methods for obtaining them (Life 
cycle Analysis). It combines all the raw material 
impact indicators (environment, biodiversity, 
social impacts) in a matrix drawn up with suppli-
ers in order that they can assess the impacts of 
their raw materials themselves. In 2007, 10% of 
raw materials had already been assessed. the 
objective for 2008 is to continue deployment of 
the Sustainability Assessment Framework with 
suppliers. 
• Life cycle analyses (LcAs) of raw materials have 
made it possible to assess their impact until the 
end of the life of the finished product. partner-
ships have been set up with certain suppliers to 
carry out LcAs on their raw materials. the objec-
tive for 2008 is to agree new partnerships with 
more suppliers.
• L’oréal is following a complementary environ-
mental test strategy, set up by experts accord-
ing to the results of analyses of environmental 
impact, biodiversity, fairness or social impact. 

• third party studies of supply networks for plant 
raw materials have been agreed. the network 
of argan oil suppliers in morocco is the subject 
of a tripartite agreement between L’oréal, our 
supplier and a nGo.

4. to replace raw materials whose unfavour-
able impact has been confirmed.

Green cHemistrY
Green chemistry principles enable the prepara-
tion of molecules with little environmental 
impact, intended for the manufacture of new 
products, using less polluting methods, con-
suming less energy and producing less waste.

A number of green process indicators have 
been introduced into laboratories at L’oréal. 
this method led to reduced waste, reduced 
solvent quantities and to optimised synthesis 
yields.

L’Oréal is clearly a market segment leader in  
the application of the principles of green chemistry 
and sustainability to its products and processes.  
This is underscored by emphasis on the use of 
biodegradable raw materials of plant origin and  
the use of both chemo- and biocatalytic, low-waste 
technologies, preferably in water as a green solvent, 
affording processes with low E factors. furthermore, 
emphasis is placed on eco-design of products with 
low eco-toxicity and good biodegradability.

Assessment of the ecotoxicity of 
raw materials
an ecotoxicology team has anticipated  
the assessment of the raw materials portfolio  
by preparing tests on the new ecotoxicology 
sectors (bio-accumulation, endocrine  
disrupters, etc.). The tests are carried out  
on unicellular algae and fish roe. n

GReen chemIStRy
at the end of the 1990s,  
the american chemist, paul T. anastas, 
professor at yale and Director of  
the green chemistry institute, 
proposed 12 basic principles for 
developing chemistry techniques  
more respectful of the environment, 
christened “green chemistry”.  
one of the key green chemistry 
indicators, the E factor, defined by 
professor r. a. sheldon, is the ratio 
between the tonnage of waste and  
the tonnage of the desired molecule: 
the lower this ratio, the less polluting 
the production process.

Professor r. a. sheldon
A recognised authority on Green Chemistry  
and Catalysis and Professor Emeritus of 
Biocatalysis and Organic Chemistry at Delft 
University of Technology, Holland.

ReSeARch & 
DeveLopment
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In 2007, the Skincare Applied Research, in par-
ticular embodied these methods from the outset 
in designing its formulae.
the e factor is now used at all stages of raw 
material development. the products are chosen 
initially from renewable compounds which are 
non-persistent, non-bioaccumulable and not 
presenting any toxicity risk.

In 2007, L’oréal presented our green chemistry 
approach to two of the largest international con-
ferences on Green chemistry in Beijing in march 
2007 and in Delft in July 2007.

natUralness
the eco-design approach adopted by L’oréal 
gives priority to raw materials of plant origin 
which have undergone little conversion. Faced 
with the lack of a clear definition of “natural” in 
cosmetics, in 2007 L’oréal participated, along-
side ecocert and cosmébio, in european and 
American working groups to define a common 
definition of “natural”.

In house, L’oréal Research created a “natural-
ness Index” which analyses the source of raw 
materials and their degree of conversion, and 
allows us to identify those which are the most 
“sustainable natural”. this represents an in-
house tool for raising awareness and helping 
with the selection of ingredients.

natural and organic products
In 2007, L’oréal created a new natural and organic 
centre of excellence, one of whose fundamental 
missions is to integrate more natural raw materials. 
products developed in this way complement the 
“traditional” products from L’oréal and are 
enshrined, via organic agriculture in particular, in 
a global plan for protection of the planet. 

Since 2007, L’oréal has been developing formu-
lae under the ecocert and cosmébio labels. the 
objective for 2008 is to continue these develop-
ments.

pro-Xylane™ benefited  
from recent developments in  
sugar chemistry.

pRo-XyLAne™

pro-Xylane™ is an anti-ageing agent 
derived from xylose from beech trees, 
developed by l’oréal, which conforms 
to green chemistry criteria. in solution, 
its e factor is 13, a very good factor on  
a scale of 5 to 50. The waste produced 
by pro-Xylane™ is 60% less,  
i.e. 500 tonnes, than a process not using 
green chemistry. in 2007, its production 
in tonnes increased by 70%.

The Sustainability Assessment Framework for raw materials
it represents an effective tool for assessing suppliers’ understanding of the social and  
environmental impacts of their ingredients. The matrix consists of 25 criteria based on  
international sustainable development standards, such as the global reporting initiative (gri).
its deployment phase in 2007 has meant the creation of a website developed with suppliers  
who participated in the pilot phase, to organise the exchange of raw material data.  
The objective for 2008 is to develop the website further. n
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nent: cane sugar and sesame oil. Five of these 
raw materials are a direct result of The Body Shop 
expertise and the sixth, argan oil, comes from a 
network based on fair return, in which L’oréal 
works with our supplier.

BioloGical  
resoUrces anD Patents
Biological resources are used with respect for 
the principles of fairness and a just return. 
L’oréal has tools (see “plant assessments”) and 
indicators which embody their industrial and 
society impacts.

the protection by L’oréal patents of plants and 
plant extracts is established with respect for tra-
ditional expertise and free access by populations 
to their resources. In order to guarantee this, 
L’oréal checked our entire patent portfolio. this 
examination was completed in 2006 and any new 
patent application always undergoes this check.

L’oréal is also concerned that our suppliers’ pat-
ents should follow these principles. Since 2006, 
L’oréal has been working with our argan oil sup-
plier in morocco to ensure that environmental and 
industrial standards are respected throughout the 
supply chain. the principal criteria are a fair return 
to local populations, local acceptability of patents 
covering the properties of argan and the impact 
of taking argan fruits and leaves on biodiversity.

DialoGUe anD collaBorations 
WitH staKeHolDers
communication with stakeholders is essential to 
develop a mutual understanding. Some major 
sustainable development issues, such as fair trade, 
a just return, access to resources, respect for tra-
ditional expertise, risks for health and the environ-
ment, call for a particular dialogue with suppliers, 
associations, nGos and communities living near 
areas from where raw materials are taken.

In 2007, a number of partnerships with participants 
were set up or continued on these subjects. the 
objective for 2008 is to reinforce these links and 
develop new relationships with stakeholders.

Sanoflore has its own cultivation 
fields, distillery and a research 
laboratory specialised in  
organic products formulation.

Sanoflore: an integrated fair trade supply chain
Sanoflore sets up renewable 5-year contracts with farmers from  
the vercors region of france. Sanoflore buys their crop at a fair price and  
offers them a set of services (technical advice on farming, preferential  
rates for plantations and certifications, help with compiling cases for  
regional subsidies, etc.) in order to promote local agricultural production. n

sanoflore
Sanoflore, acquired by L’oréal in october 2006, 
manufactures and distributes ranges of ecocert 
certified organic cosmetics carrying the “bio” 
label. It uses renewable plant species intended 
for the manufacture of cosmetics and essential 
oils. combining agronomic research, agricultural 
co-operation and application of its research, it 
illustrates how an integrated responsible network 
can operate, where all eco- and socio-design 
principles are applied and checked at each step 
of preparing the product.

traDinG FairlY 

raW materials BaseD on  
Fair retUrn anD Fair traDe
In 2007, two raw materials, centella Asiatica and 
madecassosid, were identified and developed 
based on fairness in exchanges. 

L’oréal’s laboratories have also introduced six 
raw materials sourced from fair trade projects to 
launch products in 2008, two of which are immi-

ReSeARch & 
DeveLopment
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etHics

alternatiVe metHoDs to 
animal testinG

to reduce or replace animal testing
the european ReAch regulation, voted in 2007 
by the european parliament, aim to make the 
use of chemicals safe and mandates their assess-
ment and registration in order to improve their 
safety in use.

the 7th amendment to the european cosmetic 
Directive mandates: 
• a ban on testing ingredients on animals as 
from 2009,
• a ban on selling cosmetics containing raw 
materials tested on animals as from 2009 for 
most tests, and from 2013 for the most complex 
tests (systemic and long term effects).

Reconstructed skin  
is a tool of choice  
for cutaneous  
biology research.

Industrial Research therefore has to face a major 
challenge in the future: to develop and have 
validated by the competent regulatory authori-
ties new alternative methods for assessing 
chemical ingredients in toxicology fields where 
these methods do not yet exist.

At the start of 1989, L’oréal ended all animal 
testing for assessing its finished products before 
putting them on the market, and has invested 
massively, since the 1990s, in developing tissue 
engineering and methods other than animal 
testing, in particular on reconstructed skin and 
tissues (see pages 36 and 37).

over 100 scientists are working on these areas 
within Advanced Research, half of whom are 
engaged in the processes of developing, pro-
ducing and standardising these reconstructed 
systems. In 2007, 20% of the Advanced Research 
budget was invested in tissue engineering.

currently, there are three toxicity sectors for 
which alternative methods have been approved 
by law, and thus have now replaced animal test-
ing: skin corrosion by chemicals, phototoxicity 
and percutaneous absorption.

L’oréal has developed reconstructed skin and 
tissue models as alternative test media to ani-
mal experiments. episkin (epidermis and skin) 
and Skinethic (epithelia, including the human 
cornea, mucous membrane, etc.) produce and 
place at the service of the scientific community 
reconstructed tissue kits. Some models are 
undergoing validation and others, approved by 
the ecvAm (episkin), are awaiting legal approval 
by the various responsible authorities.

Since 2006, skin irritation and eye irritation by all 
L’oréal’s raw materials have always been 
assessed on episkin and Skinethic reconstructed 
systems.

skin irritation
In 2007, ecvAm announced scientific validation 
for an alternative test to animal testing, per-
formed on L’oréal’s episkin model, for predicting 
the skin irritation potential of chemical sub-
stances. this approval was an important result 

Networks based on fair return
n argan oil from morocco with the Targanine cooperative.
n sesame oil from nicaragua with the ecJfps cooperative.
n cane sugar from paraguay with the montillo cooperative.
n olive oil from italy with the nuevo cilento cooperative.
n cocoa butter from ghana with the Kuapa Kokoo cooperative.
n soya oil from brazil with the capanema farmers cooperative. 
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because, once approved in law by the oecD, it 
could replace animal testing for the regulatory 
skin irritation assessment.

Within L’oréal, episkin is used routinely to 
assess the skin tolerance of raw materials.

eye irritation
L’oréal has made huge efforts in the ocular irri-
tation test field:
• Skinethic, acquired by L’oréal in 2006, notably 
produces reconstructed corneas, used to carry 
out alternative assessments to animal testing for 
irritation and eye tolerance,
• an eye irritation model on Skinethic recon-
structed cornea, the “hce” model, is in the pre-
approval phase,
• L’oréal systematically tests all its raw materials 
and plans to test those of its suppliers in this 
“hce” protocol.

Genotoxicity
A sustained effort has been made by L’oréal on 
genotoxicity tests in the coLIpA(1) Working 
Group, in particular using the Realskin model 
manufactured by episkin.

oral acute toxicity
L’oréal has expanded our work and our partner-
ships concerning tests of acute toxicity when 
ingested by mouth. Important American and 
european partnerships, the fruit of a partnership 
task on a global scale, have brought encourag-
ing results and will be continued in 2008.

other alternative  
methods to animal experiments
L’oréal is developing, through various partner-
ships, other alternative methods by using 
advances in cellular and molecular biology, as 
well as mathematical approaches in silico for 
predicting toxicity phenomena—QSAR (Quan-
titative Structure Activity Relationship).

over the years, all animal tests have contributed 
to the compiling of a reference toxicological 
database concerning ingredients, on which is 

based the development of an alternative safety 
assessment. now, as soon as the analysis of this 
ingredient data allows, L’oréal will favour 
approaches other than animal experiments.

training our principal  
suppliers in alternative methods
As part of the development and validation of 
alternative methods, L’oréal has set up several 
partnerships with suppliers of raw materials and 
perfumes to make them aware and, for some of 
them, to train them in the use of alternative 
methods in the same episkin premises (Lyons/
Gerland). L’oréal also wants to exchange data 
with them in order to enrich and refine correla-
tions between in vitro and in vivo.

co-operation in  
the alternative methods field
L’oréal participates in european and interna-
tional meetings and programmes on the devel-

Before being used  
in safety assesment  
tests, reconstructed  
epidermis are  
submitted to a very  
strict quality control  
(under microscope).

ECVAM
for ecvam, the test on episkin “predicts  
the potential skin irritation of chemical substances  
with great reliability and accuracy and  
could therefore replace tests on animals”. n

(1) The european cosmetic Toiletry and perfumery association.

ReSeARch & 
DeveLopment
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opment and validation of alternative methods 
to animal testing:
• our researchers participated in the World con-
ference for the Development of Alternative 
methods (tokyo, August 2007),
• L’oréal is one of the founder members of the 
epAA (european partnership for Alternative 
Approaches to Animal testing), an unprece-
dented cooperation between seven companies 
from different sectors of industry and the euro-
pean commission, in order to obtain significant 
advances in the replacement, reduction or 
refinement (the “3Rs”) of the use of animals in 
the safety testing field,
• we co-operated in a wide-ranging scientific 
programme in partnership with other players in 
the cosmetics industry and the european com-
mission in the field of methods other than sys-
temic toxicity tests.

social sciences
In order to best consider the psychosocial issues 
attached to appearance and to ageing, L’oréal 
has for the past two years undertaken a three-year 

Using an instrumental methodology 
patented by L’oréal, research 
scientists have measured the skin 
colour of nearly 3,500 women 
throughout the world. they have 
thus defined 63 distinct shades.

interdisciplinary programme in social sciences 
(theses, post-doctoral, university partnerships), 
the results of which will be released in 2008.

Social sciences help us to gain a better under-
standing of how the universal desire to change 
one’s appearance is related to perceptions of 
social relations and self-esteem.
• the work is focussing on ageing, motivation or 
the risk perceived in altering one’s appearance, 
through a multi-cultural approach with popula-
tions throughout the world.
• It relies on a multi-discipline and international 
scientific network.
• In 2007, we held an in-house international sym-
posium in social sciences on the relationship 
between perception of risks and decision-taking, 
bringing together L’oréal’s social science 
researchers and international scientific experts.
• the objective for 2008 is to continue this type 
of international scientific meetings, to support 

current research, and to launch further three-year 
research programmes when current research 
comes to an end.

PartnersHiPs on cosmetics 
anD QUalitY oF liFe
L’oréal has carried out research to improve 
quality of life for the sick and the well-being of 
the elderly.
• In 2007, a study on the role of beauty treatment 
as a care medium in oncology (Institut Gustave 
Roussy), and another on the impact of cosmetics 
for the elderly female were completed and pub-
lished. 
• two more research programmes are underway 
to consider the impact of cosmetic care, on one 
hand in the case of anorexia in the adult female, 
and on the other in the case of reversible disa-
bility.
• L’oréal is also continuing our partnership with 
the hôpital percy at clamart, France. the part-
nership is based on a transfer of technologies 
and expertise in tissue engineering and must be 
continued with a focus on research. 

SKIN AND HAIR DIVERSITY
for a number of years, l’oréal has been developing products tailored to the needs of our consumers.
13 cosmetic assessment centres throughout the world are tasked with understanding the diversity of cosmetic needs and the daily health and  
beauty practices specific to a population or to a geographic area. The global diversity is then analysed through qualitative studies which report  
directly on local cultures. n

1 52 63 74 8

The universal classification of  
hair shape contains eight categories. 



Developing products and  
sharing know-how at  
a L’Oréal product meeting,  
in Paris (France).
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l’oréal’s commitment

To promoTe  
The self-fulfilmenT of  
iTs employees wiThin  
a mulTiculTural, sTimulaTing 
communiTy, rich in diversiTy 
and TalenT, To which  
all individuals conTribuTe 
Their creaTiviTy and 
enThusiasm.
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SociAL
AffAiRS
L’oréal believes that employee development is a fundamental  
driver of economic performance. opportunities generated by  
the group’s growth allow L’oréal to support the development of  
all of our employees, to effectively manage changes in organisation, and  
to attract the most talented individuals to ensure future success.

 The Pulse employee opinion 
survey was conducted in  
14 countries covering more than 
28,000 employees.

 Women now represent 35% of 
management committees.

 1,409 managers have now 
attended the diversity training 
course set up in 2006.

 CSR Europe singled out L’Oréal’s 
Observatories of Diversity and  
Social Cohesion as good practice.

 L’Oréal was ranked as Europe’s 
third most popular employer for 
business students by the Universum 
Institute.

 73% of managers and 58% of 
all employees took part in a formal 
training course(1).

 2007 was Apprenticeship Year  
at L’Oréal in France with  
479 apprentices employed  
(4% of its workforce).

 €203 million of profit was shared 
globally, up 11.8% from 2006.

 54% of our South Africa staff 
underwent voluntary HIV testing. 

  2007 kEY ACHIEVEmEnTS

l’oréal’s  
HUman resoUrces PolicY
L’oréal’s HR policy aims to establish a lasting 
and productive relationship with employees 
based on trust and mutual respect by:
• an active recruitment policy aiming to expand 
the group’s culture, diversity and skills, devel-
oped through partnerships with universities 
worldwide and innovative and international 
business games,
• offering optimum working conditions through 
a successful integration process and improve-
ment plans drawn up following internal opinion 
surveys, a new global management tool,
• developing diversity as a fundamental driver 
behind the group’s success worldwide,
• continuous personal and professional devel-
opment based on a training system adapted to 

different individual needs, different geographi-
cal regions and specific and international career 
paths,
• motivating individuals and teams based on a 
global assessment and development system 
called Talent Development, and on a dynamic 
policy of remuneration, profit-sharing and social 
protection systems,
• promoting active and productive dialogue 
with employees and their representatives at 
European level and in other countries around 
the world. 

(1) percentages based on 2007 training programmes vs headcount at 12.31.2007.

 Social data reviewed by  
PriceWaterhouseCoopers Audit (see pages 82-83)
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in 2007, more than 28,000  employees in 
14 countries took part in PULSE, five of which 
conducted this survey for the first time. 

results
The PULSE 2007 results confirmed that employ-
ees are strongly committed to the company and 
that they support L’oréal’s image, values and 
strategic policy. However, there is room for 
improvement regarding career development 
issues and the circulation of information within 
departments. 

once the 2007 results were published and dis-
closed to all employees, work groups compris-
ing representative employees were set up in 
each country. These groups propose concrete 
solutions and monitor the effective implementa-
tion of action plans.

PULSE will be carried out at regular intervals in 
different countries to measure the progress of 
indicators and to ensure that L’oréal is a great 
company to work in. This project lies at the heart 
of the group’s strategy of proactively managing 
employee opinion.

Workforce profile
The total number of L’oréal’s employees in 2007 
was 63,358, including 1,362 staff at the Gal-
derma joint venture and 8,112 employees of 
The Body Shop. Believing that differences are a 
source of enrichment, the group considers it 
critical to attract a diverse range of employees. 
There are 113 different nationalities among 
managerial staff. Worldwide, 74% of managers 
are non-french.

emPloYee oPinion sUrVeY
L’oréal has always placed particular importance 
on listening to our employees. This is an essential 
component of our culture and economic success. 
Since 2003, employees from 47 countries have 
participated in opinion surveys. in october 2006, 
with a view to achieving uniformity of approach, 
L’oréal selected a single service provider of 
worldwide repute—Towers Perrin iSR—, and the 
PULSE survey was introduced.

PULSE is used to measure both the commitment 
and well-being of employees and the image of 
L’oréal as an employer.

UNDERSTANDiNG 
EMPLoYEE oPiNioN— 
THE UNiTED KiNGDoM
The london office conducted a 
comprehensive employee opinion 
survey in may 2006. This revealed strong 
positive feedback about the dynamic 
buzz and fast pace of the business.  
staff were very complimentary about 
being able to work with great people, 
and the excellent training and 
development opportunities identified by 
an effective talent development system. 
management style, previously rated as 
needing improvement, had moved  
onto the positive side more recently. 
however, employees were less happy 
about meetings management,  
iT systems and frequent requests for  
last minute information.

as a result of the survey, an action plan 
was set up by local british management, 
supported by the paris hQ. a “meetings 
charter” was initiated to improve the 
efficiency and organisation of meetings. 
several iT improvements were set up, 
with project teams created on 
forecasting tools, business modelling  
as well as greater availability of 
hardware, and internet access speed 
was improved by a factor of 30.  
in addition, a marketing intranet portal 
was established, eliminating the need 
for last minute requests for information 
from the corporate hQ.
a wide ranging review of employee 
benefits was conducted, following 
employee suggestions. a summer work 
pattern was also introduced, new services  
to make life easier (massage, manicures, 
dry cleaning at the office), the introduction 
of a family day, and a new maternity 
policy to name but a few. 

A full opinion survey provided 
both qualitative and quantitative 
information, and allowed us to 
establish a “baseline” against 
which to measure improvements 
in subsequent years.

richard Humphrey 
British Human Resources Director.

Workforce
(including The Body Shop and Galderma)

50,500
52,08152,403

60,851
63,358

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

geograPHic distribUtion of 
Workforce in 2007 

France  19%

Other regions  5%Eastern Europe  
4%

Latin America  
8%

Asia
15%

North America
24%

 Western 
Europe 
excluding 

France
25%

SociAL 
AffAiRS
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diVersitY: a basic l’oréal ValUe

respecting and developing differences
At L’oréal, we strongly believe that diversity is 
a source of creativity, growth and performance. 
By promoting the respect and value of differ-
ence through human resources development, 
the group establishes itself as a global corpo-
rate citizen and a preferred employer.

developing a global policy
The Global Diversity Management team set up 
in 2006 now includes a network of local Diversity 
coordinators and Specialists who are responsi-
ble for promoting and adapting the group’s 
policy locally.

our aim is to reflect the diversity both of our 
consumers and our catchment areas, in our 
teams and at all levels, particularly in terms of 
nationality, ethnic and social origins, disability, 
gender and age.

THE fAMiLY DAY: EvERYWHERE iN THE WoRLD,  
foR A GREAT PLAcE To WoRK! 

 netherlands—november 2007

 Hong kong—July 2007

 italy—december 2007

 singapore—november 2007

 Poland—June 2007

 United states—april 2007

 belgium—november 2007

 czech republic—november 2007

61% 
of management committee members  
are non-French and 27% work outside 
their native countries

113 
different nationalities  
amongst management staff
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ensuring future diversity
L’oréal continues its commitment to work with 
deserving young students from disadvantaged 
or minority backgrounds, helping them to pur-
sue their studies in partnership with schools and 
universities on all continents: for example Lycée 
Henri iv and institut d’Études Politiques in 
france, Mara University in Malaysia, the federal 
University of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, Wits Uni-
versity and the University of cape Town in South 
Africa, Tel Aviv University in israel, and Louvain-
La-Neuve University in Belgium.

recruitment focusing on diversity
in order to diversify its recruitment sources, the 
group supports a number of forums aimed at 
minorities (young graduates from disadvantaged 
backgrounds, difficult neighbourhoods, of for-
eign origin, or persons suffering a disability) and 
forms partnerships with associations that fight 
discrimination. in 2006, L’oréal decided to go 
one step further by organising its own recruit-
ment forums aimed at young graduates from 
minorities—the Employment and Diversity 
forum in france and the Summix forum in the 
United Kingdom.

diversity training
A 2-day diversity training course has been in 
place since the end of 2006. By the end of 2007, 
1,409 managers had attended the course. The 
aim is for all of our 8,000 European managers to 
have attended the course by the end of 2009.

The purpose of this training is to clarify the con-
cept of diversity and to explain its importance 
for L’oréal, to help managers identify personal 
and operational barriers to diversity, and to learn 
to promote diversity on a daily basis.

During october 2007, in partnership with Air 
france-KLM and Deloitte, a “Diversity and Per-
formance” chair was created at the ESSEc 
(Grande Ecole for Management and Business 
Students in Paris): the first such chair at a top 
management school in france. The objective of 
this research and teaching programme is to 
develop a centre of expertise in diversity and to 
train future managers in this key social issue.

Training in  
diversity, Spain.

cRècHE iN PARiS
as part of our work to encourage  
a balance between private and 
professional life, in addition to  
the crèche established last year in 
levallois, l’oréal staff at our head offices 
in clichy are now able to use the crèche 
and emergency child care facilities at  
the nearby babilou centre, shared with 
other local companies. The difference  
in fees between this private centre and 
public crèche facilities is subsidised  
by l’oréal. 

% Women % female managerial staff % female management 
committee members 

61.3

53

33

61.7

54

34

62.2

56

35

2005 2005 20052006 2006 20062007 2007 2007

 2009 target
all 8,000 european managers to  
attend our 2-day diversity training course  
by the end of 2009. n 
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equal opportunities
To promote the role of women in the company, 
L’oréal has contributed to the success of the 
“Women in Leadership” forums organised by 
QS (Quacquarelly Symonds, global career and 
education network) since 2005, with the partici-
pation of our senior managers and sponsorship 
of the event.

l’oréal, active partner of the “european 
Year of equal opportunities for all” 
L’oréal contributed to various European initia-
tives to celebrate the “Year of Equal opportuni-
ties for All”. These included:

 Belgium: signing of diversity charters
L’oréal Belgium signed Diversity charters in the 
Wallonia and Brussels regions, showing its strong 
commitment both internally and externally.

 Italy: “Practice gender equal 
opportunities in career management”
in partnership with the Sodalitas Association, 
L’oréal italy actively took part in an exchange 
laboratory, uniting a dozen companies and spon-
sored by the Ministry for Equal opportunities, to 

promote equality within companies. Results were 
consolidated in a good practice guide distrib-
uted to a number of companies and institutes.

 France: Practical Guide against 
Discrimination
in partnership with the Association to Promote 
Professional inclusion (AfiP), L’oréal co-organ-
ised a day of workshops to bring together dif-
ferent companies and young job seekers from 
minorities. The aim was to brainstorm the best 
ways to fight discrimination in recruitment. The 
workshops were followed up with a conference 
focusing on English and American perspectives. 
issues raised at the workshops and conference 
were compiled in a good practice guide and 
distributed to a wide audience (companies, 
institutions, young graduates).

 Portugal: close of the “European Year of 
Equal Opportunities for All”
The group supported the European committee 
in organising the closing ceremony and took 
part in a workshop where links were created with 
several associations fighting against discrimina-
tion.

Helping people in  
disadvantaged situations find jobs
Since 1995, L’oréal has been committed to sup-
porting people in difficulty and helping them 
integrate the employment market. This commit-
ment takes the form of specific steps carried out 
locally within a large number of subsidiaries 
worldwide, focusing on three main areas:
• encouraging the inclusion of people with dis-
abilities,
• contributing to the professional and social 
reintegration of the long-term unemployed or 
people who have suffered discrimination by ena-
bling them to build social links, discover a trade, 
and reintegrate the employment market,
• developing socio-aesthetic care by using 
L’oréal’s expertise in cosmetics for the victims 
of physical and mental suffering. 

l’oréal Usa diversity Programme
L’oréal USA bases all of its efforts in diversity on 
three pillars: respect, inclusion and engagement. 
They are anchored by our belief and commitment 
to the L’oréal Code of Ethics which is based on 
respect, one of L’oréal’s core values. in the United 
States we are able to benchmark our success 

Guide against  
discrimination developed with  
Association to Promote  
Professional inclusion  
(AfiP), (france).

Guide on gender equal opportunities  
developed with Sodalitas,  
an association promoting the inclusion of  
disadvantaged people in  
a multicultural society (italy). 

eUroPe
Diversity Laboratory—CSR Europe
In 2007, L’Oréal initiated and has since managed the European  
“Mainstreaming Diversity” Laboratory in partnership with CSR Europe and  
the French association “IMS-Entreprendre pour la Cité”.  
The laboratory involves 15 international companies and a dozen associations  
fighting discrimination, including ENAR, Sodalitas, the International Lesbian and  
Gay Association, and the European Disability Forum. One of the objectives is  
to identify innovative steps to promote diversity within European companies.  
The Laboratory works alongside the European Commission. n
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The Observatories of Diversity and Social Cohesion
22 Observatories of Diversity and Social Cohesion were set up within the group in 2006,  
made up of management, staff representatives and volunteer employees. By 2007, there were  
24 such Observatories and the project was extended to other European countries including Spain 
and Belgium. Diversity is considered from every angle including gender, age, disability,  
social disadvantage, ethnic origin, and academic background. In 2007, CSR Europe singled out 
L’Oréal’s Observatories of Diversity and Social Cohesion as a good practice and invited the group to 
share our experience at the Market Place held in Brussels in November. n

against best in class companies. We use our well 
defined diversity metrics to track our progress 
across five categories including representation, 
supplier diversity, and community relations.

 Highlights in 2007
• 21% of our managers are from minorities, up 
from 14% in 2001.
• 34% of the total workforce are from minorities, 
mirroring the population of the United States.
• 32% of new managers recruited in 2007 were 
from minorities, up from 24% in 2006.
• our supplier diversity council and our purchas-
ing agent worked hard to increase our spend 
with women and minority owned firms. We have 
seen significant increases in both these areas.
• over 3,000 employees have completed diver-
sity training.

 Partnership with the Arc
During 2007 L’oréal USA began a partnership 
with Arc of Union county, a group that employs 
and assists people with developmental disabil-
ities to realise their potential and integrate into 

the community. Through the Arc of Union 
county, their employees undertook admin roles 
at L’oréal USA—for example, the L’oréal code 
of Ethics mailing to over 8,000 employees was 
completed by the Arc.

recrUiting international and 
mUlticUltUral managers
L’oréal continues its history of implementing 
innovative programmes to identify international 
and multicultural managers who will fuel its busi-
ness growth.

strong on-campus partnerships
L’oréal has set up strong partnerships with  
205 universities and schools around the world, 
including Argentina, venezuela, the czech 
Republic, france, the United Kingdom and 
china. The type of partnership varies depend-
ing on the institution. Examples include the sup-
ply of L’oréal case studies and expertise. The 
wide offer of internships is also a key feature of 
L’oréal’s partnerships with higher education 
establishments. internships give students a 
chance to experience the real business world 

I believe that diversity is aligning  
our business activity with the market 
we serve. The broadness of this topic 
makes it important to focus by defining 
these activities and then measuring  
the results. South Africa remains thus 
in a unique position, as we can measure 
performance via the Codes of Good 
Practice scorecard. Our compliance—
an independent measure—allows 
L’Oréal South Africa to celebrate the 
victories, no matter the size. dudu Hadebe

General Manager in charge of 
Diversity, South Africa.

SUSTAiNABLE DivERSiTY 
iN SoUTH AfRicA 
l’oréal south africa has taken  
many steps to promote sustainable 
diversity. in 2007, 67% of  
management(1) recruits and 91% of  
the graduates hired were black(2).  
Today, 42% of the management(1)  
is black. an employment equity plan 
was approved in 2006 and  
internal mobility is a key policy.  
Three scholarships were offered  
in 2007 (5 in 2008) to pdi(3) students  
in engineering and marketing.  
in addition an apprenticeship 
programme was initiated in partnership 
with the isT (institut supérieur de 
Technologie) of douala (cameroon) and 
the icam (institut catholique d’arts  
et métiers). 

(1) as defined by the employment equity act of 1998 
from top management to junior management. 
(2) black: africans, coloured, indians.
(3) previously disadvantage individuals. 

SociAL 
AffAiRS
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Disability in France
Employing disabled people is a key part of L’Oréal’s diversity policy. In 2004, L’Oréal made  
this commitment official by signing the Diversity Charter. In 2007 L’Oréal employed 239 disabled 
employees in France, representing 2% of its workforce, and subcontracted work worth €2.7 million  
to specialist establishments for disabled workers. The group has set itself ambitious targets  
over the next few years. Our first goal is for disabled people to represent at least 6% of  
our workforce, directly or indirectly, in France by 2010. We have therefore decided to increase  
the hiring rate for disabled people by one point per entity and per year, regardless of the level of 
employment in 2007. To ensure optimum conditions for disabled employees, the group in France  
aims to be five years ahead of legal obligations concerning accessibility to premises and  
information distributed. Finally, L’Oréal is launching Disability Initiative Trophies in 2008 in France and  
in five European subsidiaries. n

and take their first steps towards a possible 
career within the group. in 2007, 2,711 intern-
ships were offered in 52 countries.

business games— 
unique experience for students 
L’oréal has always shown great commitment to 
attracting the most entrepreneurial and talented 
students. The group has developed a set of 
world-renowned business games providing stu-
dents with a “real taste” of the range of jobs 
within L’oréal. in 2007, 4,400 students from 
35 countries took part in L’oréal’s Brandstorm, 
44,000 students from 128 countries signed up 
for the L’oréal e-Strat challenge, and 400 stu-
dents from seven countries participated in 
L’oréal ingenius. At the same time, the group 
launched a new game for young talents special-
ising in research and development, called 
L’oréal innovation Lab, which attracted 300 stu-
dents from 10 universities in france. All the busi-
ness games are accessible to disabled partici-

pants and in 2007 particular attention was paid 
to incorporating sustainable development 
dimensions.

The Universum institute carries out an employer 
image study each year among European stu-
dents. in 2007, L’oréal achieved great success 
and was evaluated as most desired employer in 
countries such as Poland, france, United King-
dom, Spain. in the overall European ranking 
L’oréal was ranked third most popular employer 
for business students. 
www.universumglobal.com

career deVeloPment
L’oréal aims to offer each of its employees 
career opportunities geared to each personal 
situation throughout their professional life. The 
group is attentive to the expectations and career 
plans of its employees.

a personal approach
The group runs a manager appraisal system 
called Talent Development that involves two 
annual interviews, designed to identify and dis-

cuss areas for personal development and remu-
neration aspects. This appraisal system is trans-
parent and implemented worldwide based on 
standards shared by all.

mobility
Geographical and professional mobility is a key 
issue for our employees and in the strengthen-
ing of diversity at L’oréal. At the end of 2007, 
582 expatriates of 51 different nationalities 
occupied mainly managerial positions in 
54 countries; 27% of them were women. A 
total of 135 people were newly transferred 
abroad in 2007. 

To promote internal mobility of non-managerial 
staff in our two largest countries, france and the 
United States, L’oréal set up cooL (Careers 
and Opportunities On Line), an intranet-based 
job posting system. it offers a transparent means 
of finding out about all the vacancies in a given 
country. of the 379 job vacancies in france 
posted online in 2007, 142 were filled through 
cooL.

Brandstorm and 
e-Strat challenge,  
two milestones of 
L’oréal Business 
games.

MoST  
PoPULAR EMPLoYERS(1)

1. mckinsey & company
2. the boston consulting group
3. l’oréal
4. google
5. goldman sachs
 
(1) survey by the universum institute.

53,980
interviews held

712,400 
applications received  
worldwide in 2007,
of which 67% via Internet
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colombia 
“Belleza por un futuro”
“Belleza por un futuro” (Beauty for a Future) is an initiative which provides technical and  
managerial training in the hairdressing business to young women in difficult financial situations  
(for example pregnant women and single mothers), in conjunction with a local NGO, Los Pisingos. 
L’Oréal not only helps them improve their self-esteem through leadership training, hairdressing and 
make-up sessions, but also offers them a six-month follow-up with the option to develop  
a hairdressing business. L’Oréal also provides these women with a Starter Kit as their first capital asset. 
11 women graduated from the programme in October 2007. “It was very rewarding to create  
an academic program and transmit it to people who need it”, said Carlos Ortiz, one of L’Oréal’s  
employees involved in the programme. n



skills deVeloPment
The Learning for Development department sup-
ports the development of individuals, teams 
and organisations. The department comprises 
of four Management Development centres 
(MDcs) based in New York, Paris, Rio de Janeiro 
and Shanghai.

in 2007, a regional coordination system was set 
up in the Asia-Pacific zone to help countries in 
the region to develop local training, notably in 
india, with the construction of a comprehensive 
training programme to meet the needs of local 
teams and to provide support for HR projects.

in 2007, 73% of managers and 58% of all 
group employees(1) were sent on a formal train-
ing course. Training accounted for 2.6% of the 
total gross salary cost, excluding costs relating 
to informal apprenticeship activities.

emphasis on quality of training
With the overwhelming majority of training pro-
vided internally, L’oréal’s experts are actively 
involved in skill sharing. in 2007, more than 
500 employees shared their knowledge and 
skills with seminar trainees. A significant propor-
tion of our permanent training staff have previ-
ous business experience within the group. 
L’oréal also looks to bring external skills into the 
group by partnering with leading universities 
worldwide including cEDEP (iNSEAD campus, 
france), cranfield University (United Kingdom), 
cEiBS (Shanghai), iTAM (Mexico) and institut 
français de la Mode (france).

our role: to share and  
maintain expertise in our business
in 2007, we implemented “MUST HAvE” train-
ing courses to be attended by all managers tak-
ing up new posts to enable them to acquire the 
skills needed to fulfil their role. Specific profes-
sional training is essential for preparing our 
teams to deal with a constantly evolving market. 
Examples include: 

“Métiers essentials” training course,  
india December 2007.

THiNK GLoBAL,  
AcT LocAL:  
“MÉTiERS ESSENTiALS”  
iN iNDiA
The “métiers essentials” training seminar  
was successfully launched in india  
in december, 2007, to develop “métier” 
sensitivity and marketing expertise  
among the new marketing recruits.  
This was a specific response to the local 
requirements: long distance from  
the european and asiatic training  
centres, need to develop local  
talents and to improve expertise, 
integration of the new recruits into  
the group’s culture. 
This seminar is a cross-category,  
multi-divisional one. for the first time,  
the content of all the modules  
developed in paris, was customised  
to suit the cultural specificities of a single 
country. in 2008 this programme will be 
adapted to australia, south africa, and  
other countries. 

(1) percentages based on 2007 training programmes vs headcount at 12.31.2007.
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 marketing 
The “osmose” seminar was organised in 2007 
to increase scientific awareness to create inno-
vative products. it is aimed at project leaders 
joining an international development team who 
need to expand their understanding of product 
formulation. 17 project leaders attended this 
programme in 2007.

 manufacturing 
in 2007, manufacturing and logistics managers 
were able to choose from 29 different training 
courses covering all areas of expertise: produc-
tion, quality, Health, Safety and Environment, 
development, packaging, purchasing, supply 
chain and finance. 1,123 employees (nearly 50% 
of managers concerned) attended one of the 68 
training sessions organised worldwide. in addi-
tion, 60% (791) of European manufacturing man-
agers received diversity training. This training 
will be continued in 2008 to heighten the aware-
ness of operational management.

a motiVating remUneration 
and benefits PolicY
L’oréal’s global remuneration policy reflects its 
recognition of employees’ involvement in the 
company’s development, and aims to attract 
and retain talented individuals. Although it 
applies to all the group’s employees, the appli-
cation of the policy varies according to the job 
and to the level of responsibility involved. in all 
its units, the group’s compensation policy is 
based on an appraisal system standardised all 
over the world that recognises individual per-
formance. Each employee’s career and salary is 
managed individually.

offering a competitive  
compensation package
L’oréal’s objective is to offer a competitive com-
pensation package to attract and retain talented 
individuals. in order to ensure its objective is 
fulfilled, almost all subsidiaries participate in 
compensation benchmarking surveys each year. 
Remuneration is linked to the job, but also to 
the individual performance and potential.

Apprenticeships activities,  
a resource for the inclusion of  
young people.

n Employees
n Managers (average duration of 
training: 6 days)

Percentage receiVing 
training

58

62

56

68

58

73

2005 2006 2007

6,377

managers attended  
at least one of  
the management and  
personal development  
seminars in 2007

APPRENTicESHiPS
L’Oréal has a long tradition of training 
young people. Apprenticeships have 
now become a real resource for  
the inclusion of young people, 
combining theoretical training at  
an apprenticeship centre with initial 
work experience. Volunteer mentors 
are specially trained to pass on their 
knowledge and skills to apprentices 
and to ensure that the apprentice  
is monitored and assessed regularly.

2007 was apprenticeship year at  
l’oréal in france and we celebrated  
the commitment of all parties involved.  
479 apprentices(1) worked for the group, 
making up 4% of its workforce.  
This figure far exceeds the required  
legal minimum.

APPRENTICESHIP IN GERMANY
in 2007 we had 28 apprentices  
working at all sites: headquarters,  
factory and distribution centres.  
one of these apprentices was managed 
in partnership with “pfiv”(2). The aim is  
to welcome two more in 2008-2009.
 
 
(1) in this context apprentices applies to the french 
contrats d’apprentissage and contrat de 
professionnalisation.
(2) “pfiv” is a charitable association  
with the goal of helping young disadvantaged  
people find an apprenticeship.  

10%
of the candidates  
recruited in 2007 are  
not citizens of the country 
in which they work 

2,566

managers recruited (i.e., 
10% more than in 2006), of 
82 different nationalities 
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in the vast majority of countries, the minimum 
salary paid is well above the legal minimum sal-
ary (national, regional or linked to collective 
agreement). for example, in china, the mini-
mum salary applied at L’oréal is 18% higher 
than the national minimum salary, in india this 
percentage is 49%, in Mexico 32%, in Brazil 
71%, and in italy 10%.

Profit sharing
L’oréal offers a collective annual bonus to all 
employees to reward the economic perform-
ance of each country. 
in france, an employee profit-sharing system 
has been in place since 1988. Since 2001, a 
Worldwide Profit Sharing Plan scheme has been 
in operation in the other countries. it has been 
set up to reward the performance of each sub-
sidiary while strengthening employees’ sense of 
belonging and increasing their motivation at a 
global level. 

The total profit sharing amount paid for 2007 
was €203 million, up 11.8% from 2006.

benefit programmes to  
protect employees and their families
L’oréal offers employee benefit programmes to 
protect employees and their families, designed 
according to local practices and local regulations. 
They aim to complete, where necessary, local 
social security and mandatory programmes to 
provide support against the financial risks related 
to retirement, death, disability and medical 
expenses. They represent a significant investment 
for the long-term security of the employees.
in 2007, the total cost of the retirement pro-
grammes was €395 million, up from €366 mil-
lion in 2006.

The group has established an international Ben-
efits Steering committee to ensure proper cover-
age is offered to all its employees. it has drafted 
a charter for a safe and long-lasting investment 
of the assets allocated to retirement programmes, 
which must be applied by all subsidiaries.

L’oréal aims to provide reasonable retirement 
benefits whenever proper local regulations 

cHina
Social dialogue 
L’Oréal has three employee representative  
structures, one for each legal entity:  
L’Oréal China, BeautyCos and BeautyLux.  
L’Oréal China set up a new Trade Union  
Committee in November 2007, consisting of 
eight members elected by the employees. n

In China, the minimum salary  
applied at L’Oréal is

18%

higher than the national minimum salary

THE PENSioN SYSTEM  
iN PoLAND
The national pension system  
was reformed in 1999.  
It is now based on four pillars:
 the first two are mandatory,  
with a contribution for the retirement 
coverage of 12% to the first pillar and  
7% on earnings up to 78,480 polish zloty 
to the second,
 the voluntary system (pillars iii and iv) 
include some forms of savings organised 
by companies to provide additional 
benefit after retirement.
 according to external surveys, 
approximately 30% of large firms  
in poland have established a voluntary 
system. l’oréal decided to implement  
a voluntary programme to help employees 
save for their retirement, with a company 
contribution of 2% in addition to  
the mandatory programmes.



The management of benefits  
programmes is an area that reflects  
well on the company’s culture of  
thinking long-term. We aim to build  
viable and lasting retirement  
programmes in partnership with  
all our employees worldwide.

marc raymond
Head of Compensation & Benefits.

SociAL 
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exist. in 2007, the group continued to review its 
retirement programmes around the world with 
new programmes implemented in countries 
including Poland, canada, the United States 
and Japan. Programmes for china and the 
Philippines were approved and will be imple-
mented in 2008.

a Permanent and  
ProdUctiVe social dialogUe
At L’oréal social dialogue is based on an open 
and participative approach, following our prin-
ciples of trust and respect. These principles are 
applied through a direct dialogue with our 
employees including in those countries where 
formal employee representatives are not in 
place.

in france, there are 102 bodies with 614 employ-
ee representatives. They cover 1,192 represent-
ative mandates including works councils and 
committees, workers’ representatives, union rep-
resentatives, Health and Safety councils, the 
group committee (france, The Body Shop 

included) and RiEDS (informal meetings of social 
dialogue). in france, in 2007, L’oréal signed 
31 internal agreements(1).

in the rest of the world, there are 366 employee 
representatives in 24 countries, where L’oréal 
signed 48 internal agreements in 2007(1). 

The issues addressed were mainly compensa-
tion and working conditions.

social dialogue at european level
in 1996, an agreement was reached with the 
relevant french and European trade unions 
(fEcciA, EMcEf), relating to the creation of 
L’oréal’s European Works council: Instance 
Européenne de Dialogue Social (iEDS).
This agreement has been continually renewed 
ever since. The purpose of iEDS is to inform and 
discuss with staff representatives L’oréal’s cur-
rent situation and prospects for economic, 
financial and social development. iEDS com-
prises 30 members receiving regular training 
in economic and labour related matters. Two 

soUtH africa
HIV/AIDS programme
L’Oréal South Africa launched its HIV/AIDS programme for its staff and their families  
at the end of 2005. Today 32 people are registered in the programme providing  
free medicine through Discovery Medical Aid. We set up a peer-to-peer educators’ network of  
12 fully trained L’Oréal South Africa employees, and hold quarterly information sessions,  
which have contributed to programme awareness and better education about HIV/AIDS and  
STIs (Sexual Transmitted Infections).  
 
During 2007, 54% of staff underwent voluntary testing for HIV. Another Wellness Day  
with free testing and counselling will be organised in July 2008. n



preparatory meetings and one plenary meeting 
are planned every year. in 2007, we had an addi-
tional meeting specifically held to present and 
explain the new Code of Ethics.

following the enlargement of the European 
Union in 2007, the iEDS now covers 23 coun-
tries and represents 24,670 employees.

tHe HealtH of emPloYees
The health of our employees is a key priority for 
L’oréal, as explained in the Health, Safety and 
Environment chapter. Health is discussed by our 
employees and their representatives. Since 
2001, occupational ill-health has been moni-
tored annually at our iEDS (European Works 
council) plenary meeting. 

(1) if in a country the same agreement was signed several times in the different juridical entities or sites,  
it is considered as a single agreement.

The Worldwide Profit Sharing 
programme (WPS) is in place  
in all the 59 subsidiaries.
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l’oréal’s commitment

To build long-Term 
parTnerships wiTh suppliers, 
based on muTual respecT, 
Transparency and  
sharing of informaTion, 
sTrong communicaTion  
and high sTandards.

L’Oréal buyer with  
our supplier Pochet (France)  
who provides us  
with glass bottles for  
our fragrances.
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SuppLieR
ReLAtionS
L’oréal bases its relationships with suppliers on a fundamental respect for  
their business, their culture, their growth, and the individuals who work there. 
L’oréal is committed to remaining loyal to our local and international suppliers—
more than 75% of our partners in terms of purchasing value have been  
collaborating with us for at least ten years. in fact, the majority of these suppliers 
have been working with us for several decades.

 Carrying out 585 independent 
audits on labour standards at  
our suppliers, subcontractors and 
traders’ production sites. Encouraging 
suppliers to identify the root causes 
of non-compliance with our labour 
standards policy, and working with 
them to identify solutions.

 Sending 600 feedback forms to 
our audited suppliers to improve  
the audit process. 

 Working with stakeholders to 
develop a simplified Code of 
Conduct and labour standards 

toolbox to ensure that first and 
second tier suppliers understand and 
comply with our labour standards 
requirements. 

 Holding capacity building 
workshops on remediation in China 
on EHS and labour standards.

 Holding our annual supplier forum 
on the subject of diversity.  
Over 100 suppliers took part in  
the day long L’Oréal “Together for 
Diversity” convention, together with 
several institutions and NGOs 
specialising in diversity.

 Holding several internal and 
external meetings to raise awareness 
and train staff and suppliers on  
our labour standards requirements, 
environmental impact, health and 
safety and supplier diversity. 

 Joining the Carbon Disclosure 
Project’s programme to encourage 
supplier disclosure on carbon 
emissions.

 The L’Oréal purchasing team won 
two awards for talent development 
and Corporate Responsibility at 
ProcureCon Europe. 

  2007 kEy aCHiEvEmENTS

L’oréal manufactures 94% of our finished prod-
ucts in our own plants, and subcontracts the 
remaining 6%, either for specific technologies 
such as lip or eyeliners and facial wipes, or where 
we have a capacity shortage. our 40 factories 
and 65 warehouses manufacture and distribute 
finished products around the world, and are at 
the centre of a supply chain including all pack-
aging, raw materials, industrial equipment, indi-
rect purchasing, subcontracting and promo-
tional item suppliers. those are the six main 
categories managed by our teams.

supplier assessment and 
integration
Long-term relationships based on transparency 
and partnership are key values that L’oréal has 
maintained with our suppliers for many years. 
to integrate a new supplier or subcontractor 
into the community of L’oréal suppliers, our 
teams follow a structured process called “Wel-
come on Board” with several formal stages, 
starting with an analysis of information related 
to the supplier’s financial and technical capacity, 
structure and geographic location. We also 
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ouR L’oRÉAL Buy & cARe pRogRAmme

  Building long term relationships with suppliers

  implementing our social responsibility programme with our suppliers

  implementing our environmental programme with our suppliers

  Sharing our values with our suppliers

  Support for our suppliers is based on five assessment pillars

ENGaGiNG WiTH SuPPLiERS

uPHOLDiNG LaBOuR & ENviRONmENTaL STaNDaRDS amONG OuR SuPPLiERS

2007 HiGHLiGHTS 2008 OBJECTivES

 rollout the carbon disclosure project supply chain  
leadership collaboration—cdp sclc to more suppliers. 

 support suppliers in achieving Fsc certification, packaging and 
energy reduction.

 encourage and co-develop environmental innovation by suppliers.

 Work with other companies on supply chain initiatives.

 partnership with the carbon Disclosure project Supply chain Leader-
ship collaboration initiative with some of our main suppliers on disclo-
sure of carbon emissions.

 L’oréal encourages our suppliers to develop programmes of FSc-
certification, reduction of packaging weight, eco friendly initiatives.

 We integrated energy consumption as a criterion in our request for 
quotation form for industrial equipment.

 Roll out of the audit, corrective action plan, capacity building sessions. 
conducted 10 stakeholder workshops to develop a new simplified 
Code of Conduct to encourage the companies supplying our primary 
suppliers to monitor and improve their labour standards.

 Sent 600 audit feedback forms to our audited suppliers to help 
improve our audit process. 

 continue work to develop a l’oréal Supplier Code of Conduct  
for release in 2009.

 continue our work and hold more capacity building workshops  
on eHs & labour standards.

 continue our work on the root causes of non-compliance.

 Work with csr europe to create a european portal on responsible 
supply chain management, to give suppliers access to a map of  
key international standards and principles, training materials and 
background information on important supply chain related issues.

this year again 400 Business Reviews were organised with the group’s 
main suppliers. During these Reviews, L’oréal’s Quality, Logistics, SHe 
(Safety, Health, environment), Research and purchasing teams meet 
with suppliers’ general management, to identify strategic business 
opportunities, draw up improvement and development plans, and ini-
tiate opportunities for innovation. 

We will conduct our Business reviews and focus with  
more emphasis on innovation and environmental footprint.

We plan to issue all our buyers with an update of  
our l’oréal Purchasing Code of Ethics in october 2008. 

L’oréal is committed to holding forums for suppliers. in november 2007, 
L’oréal organised its supplier annual convention on diversity “together 
for Diversity”. 100 main suppliers took part in the day long meeting. 
Several ngos and institutions specialising in diversity, including 
La Halde, imS entreprendre pour La cité, and AgeFipH held sessions 
on best practice, including on recruitment and supporting Smes. there 
were also workshops sessions on raising awareness of discrimination 
and on disability (manage Vrai).

We will add a supplier section to the loreal.com website  
in June 2008.

We plan to hold two supplier conventions in 2008,  
one for industrial equipment suppliers—“together for  
line performance”, and one on environmental issues— 
“together for the environment”.

social responsibility innovation Quality logistics competitiveness

Suppliers  
Key  
performance  
indicators

Business awarded

SuppLieR 
ReLAtionS
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commission third party audits of quality, health 
and safety and labour standards. We then use 
on-site meetings, information sharing, requests 
for quotations, and detailed monitoring of any 
initial project to assess the supplier’s competi-
tiveness. 

engaging WitH suppliers 
L’oréal’s purchasing approach is centred on our 
Buy and care programme—a commitment to 
long-lasting relations with our suppliers and 
subcontractors involving joint efforts to promote 
growth, business opportunities abroad, innova-
tion, encouraging high-quality and frequent 
exchanges of information. Where difficulties are 
faced, workshops are organised with our experts 
to share best practice. 

our commitments and expectations are imple-
mented via: 
• our general terms of purchase—a contract 
sent to all suppliers before any order,
• documents that are specific to each field (e.g., 
quality, logistics), including guidelines, specifica-
tions, and charters. Some of these documents 

are currently available on the internet, and we 
are working to make all these documents pub-
licly available by July 2008,
• business visits made by our teams, audits per-
formed by third party specialist companies, and 
shared improvement plans.

to support our suppliers over the long term, 
L’oréal: 
• makes our needs as visible as possible, for 
example with monthly news reports,
• promotes high-quality exchanges and shares 
our expertise to overcome challenges (regular 
business reviews, quality, logistics, develop-
ment, packaging, innovation meetings, etc.). 

BuSineSS integRity
L’Oréal’s “Purchasing Code of Ethics”

The purchasing department  
integrates l’oréal’s fundamental  
values in all its dealing with  
suppliers. all buyers are notified of  
our commitment when they  
take on their position via  
the Purchasing Code of Ethics, and 
undertake to respect all items  
in this code. in 2008, an updated 
version will be disseminated  
to our buyers. 

L’OréaL suPPLy Chain

■  l’oréal external   ■  l’oréal internal

suppliers
• raw materials
• packaging
• industrial equipment
• indirect purchasing (overheads)
• promotional items 

PurChasing - suPPLy

l’oréal  
warehouses  
(65)

distributiOn

l’oréal factories (40)
• 94% of the finished goods

manuFaCturing

stores
• supermarkets
• perfume shops
• department stores
• etc.

saLEs

subcontractors
• 6% of the finished goods

L’Oréal supplier  
Convention on diversity. 
L’oréal managing Director of  
operations launches the event  
with the Human Resources  
Diversity Worldwide manager. 
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upHolding laBour standards 
among our suppliers
L’oréal does its utmost to ensure that its suppli-
ers respect labour standards, notably the inter-
national Labour organisation’s (iLo) conven-
tions, and has strengthened this commitment 
through a methodology aimed at monitoring 
our community of suppliers and subcontractors 
(see pages 64-65). in the case where immediate 
suppliers are intermediaries or traders we con-
sider that supply chain risks must be controlled 
by an audit of the actual production site.

in 2007 we sent 600 audit feedback forms to 
audited suppliers to help improve the audit proc-
ess. 30% of suppliers responded, 90% of whom 
were happy with our audit process. the 10% who 
were dissatisfied were mostly european who 
questioned the need for audits.

process for monitoring labour standards
L’oréal has developed a 3-stage process:

1. suppliers sign our letter of  
ethical commitment, undertaking to 
respect our labour standards policy
our policy on labour standards is laid out for-
mally in a letter of ethical commitment, which 
has been translated into 11 languages. in this 
policy, L’oréal requires conformity with the iLo 
labour standards, local and applicable laws and 
demands that the minimum age for contracted 
workers is 16. this letter of ethical commitment 
was revised in 2006 and sent to 3,000 suppliers, 
and a further 3,000 in 2007, who signed it, thus 
committing themselves to respecting our stand-
ards and accepting the principle of independ-
ent audits. 

2008

ObjECtivEs FOr 2008
n continue work to develop a l’oréal Supplier  
Code of Conduct, for release in 2009 and issue  
an update version of l’oréal Purchasing Code of Ethics.
n work with other companies on supply chain initiatives.
n further capacity building workshops for suppliers on  
labour standards and ehs.
n continue work researching the root causes of  
supplier non-compliance with our labour standards.
n encourage environmental innovations by suppliers. 

capacity building  
workshop on  
Health & Safety and  
new labour regulations,  
run by L’oréal SH&e  
chinese expert for  
our suppliers in china.

pARtneRSHip WitH tHe 
cARBon DiScLoSuRe 
pRoJect (cDp) to 
encouRAge DiScLoSuRe 
on cARBon emiSSionS  
By SuppLieRS 
in October 2007 L’Oréal joined  
the Carbon disclosure Project supply 
Chain Leadership Collaboration project 
to encourage suppliers to measure and 
manage their carbon emissions. 
The sclc sent the cdp questionnaire  
to a pilot group of suppliers, with an 
additional section focusing specifically on 
the supply chain. This questionnaire elicits 
information on carbon emissions,  
climate strategy and associated risks and 
opportunities. The results of the pilot  
survey will refine the process in preparation 
for a wider roll out, and will help customers 
and suppliers to work together to develop 
strategies to reduce their carbon footprint. 

spain
aspanias collaboration on disability 
L’Oréal Spanish plant uses the services of 
Aspanias, a company set up in 1996  
to help the mentally and physically disabled  
be re-integrated into community life,  
schooling and the work place. n



SuppLieR 
ReLAtionS
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mexico
alcan Packaging Beauty
“From now on, we at Alcan Packaging Beauty are putting sustainable development  
at the core of our growth strategy. Our approach is based on four priorities: 
n Social Responsibility: provide production sites that meet our customers’ requirements;
n Eco-Packaging: develop packaging that is more environment-friendly,  
whether by reduction at source, eco-design or the use of new materials;
n Protecting the Environment: reduce the impact of our industrial activities and  
our products on the environment and the communities in which we operate.
Because the sustainable development goal concerns the entire value chain, we want to forge  
partnerships with our most committed customers. This is what we are doing with L’Oréal.”
François luscan, Alcan Packaging Beauty. n 



2. third party audits
Audits are based on the principles set out by the 
SA 8000 standard, and carried out by a special-
ised third-party in the local language. Audits 
cover mainly labour standards, but also basic 
environmental standards. the initial audit is paid 
for by L’oréal, and the resulting report is sent to 
the supplier in the same format and at the same 
time. Audits are carried out unannounced during 
a prearranged period of 30 days, and include a 
visit to the factory, workshops, offices, places of 
residence and gathering, a documentary journal, 
and individual interviews with employees. All 
subcontractors are audited wherever they oper-
ate, as well as all suppliers of packaging and raw 
materials in countries we have identified as “at-
risk”: a list we have drawn up with the help of 
intertek and SgS. Results of the 585 audits car-
ried out this year can be found on page 65.

3. Creation and monitoring of  
a corrective action plan where necessary
cases of non-compliance and the required cor-
rective actions are identified and recorded in a 
corrective action plan and presented to the fac-

tory managers at the closing meeting. our buy-
ers monitor the implementation of the correc-
tive action plans. more details of our response 
to non-conformities can be found on page 64. 
our emphasis is as much on compliance with 
our standards as it is ability and willingness of 
the supplier to implement corrective action. 

scope
the labour standards audit programme applies to 
our own sites as well as to suppliers, trader’s pro-
duction sites and subcontractors, using the same 
process and the same method of evaluation.

internal communication
in 2007, L’oréal again held several internal 
events to raise awareness of our policy on labour 
standards, attended by our international quality, 
development and packaging teams, factory 
managers, administrative and operations man-
agers and technical managers. in addition, two 
presentations were made to our executive com-
mittee on the work on labour standards audits.

coLLABoRAtion on  
A L’oRÉAL  
SuppLieR coDe oF 
conDuct AnD  
tooLBox
as a leading cosmetics company, 
l’oréal believes we should help  
our suppliers and their own supply 
chain by providing tools to easily 
implement our labour standards and  
environmental requirements. 
in 2007, we held 10 meetings and 
workshops with ngos, other key 
stakeholders and l’oréal departments to 
build a new type of Code of Conduct, 
which sets out our main requirements in 
simple terms, but also provides tools for 
self-training and case studies of best 
practice and failures. we believe in this 
way that best practice in labour standards 
will cascade to second tier suppliers and 
smaller companies. The final release  
is scheduled for october 2009. 

We are addressing this issue  
with conviction, openness and 
humility. We are glad  
to be able to work  
with L’Oréal on specific,  
shared projects in order to 
benefit from all the experience 
built up since  
their commitment began.

François luscan
President,  
Alcan Packaging Beauty.
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FolloW up

audit results classified  
according to a rating scale

auDiT RESuLT RaTiNG SCaLE NON-CONfORmiTy aCTiONS

“saTisfacTory” no non-conformity/ 
best practices

both commercial and 
production relationship go on

“needs improVemenT” isolated issues/  
continuous improvement

both commercial and 
production relationship may 
go on 
re-audit to be planned

“needs maJor 
improVemenT”

major and recurrent issues interruption of commercial 
relationship 
re-audit under 90 days 
maximum

“Zero Tolerance” child labour under 16 years/ 
concealed, forced, prison, 
dangerous labour with 
immediate life threat 
“access denied” or “needs 
major” improvement twice 
consecutively

interruption of all relationships 
(both commercial and 
production)  
formal follow-up of children 
whenever stated

“access denied” Total or partial “access denied” 
to some documents, workers/
some parts of the plant, etc.

re-audit to be planned as soon 
as alert received 
2nd “access denied” = zero 
tolerance

impLementing ouR SociAL ReSponSiBiLity  pRogRAmme WitH ouR SuppLieRS

inForm and  
communicate
Letter of  
ethical  
commitment

General Terms of Purchase 
—a contract

NO fORCED  
LaBOuR

NO CONCEaLED  
LaBOuR

NO DaNGEROuS  
LaBOuR

audit requirement
NO CHiLD LaBOuR 

uNDER  
THE aGE Of 16

Our requirements to  
suppliers in terms of  

social responsibility and 
labour standards

EquaLiTy/ 
NO DiSCRimiNaTiON

Corrective action plan process
COmPLiaNCE WiTH  

aPPLiCaBLE LaWS aND  
REGuLaTiON Of THE COuNTRy

fREEDOm Of aSSOCiaTiON

monitor
audit database

 Worldwide database with reports, results by supplier/plant/date
 Monthly management reports
 Monitoring and encouraging supplier improvement
 Social audits results integrated into our purchasing policy

audit Training:  
managers and buyers

audits conducted by  
external audit company

audit process

audit report
 Pictures 
 Corrective action plan

 Packaging, quality, industrial, financial and purchasing managers 
and teams are informed and trained at international meetings and 
local events

 External auditors—independent and impartial experts on labour 
issues, with a worldwide network
 Auditors chosen after survey, meetings with several companies, 
benchmark based on a precise specification

Reports sent to L’Oréal and suppliers in full transparency, same day, 
same format
Report format: 10 major chapters, finding and rating for each chapter, 
best practices/pictures of plants, workshops, findings, etc. Suggested 
corrective action plan

 Audit check list, based on main principles of SA 8000 standard 
carried out in local language
 Audit steps:

• preliminary questionnaire 
• on the day of the audit: open meeting, interviews, visit,  
documentation review, meeting with management to share and  
vallidate issues before ending audit 
• follow-up of the corrective action plan, together with suppliers

 THE PLaTfORm WE HavE BuiLT

oBJectiVes
 Inform our suppliers about:

• our requirements on labour standards
• social audit objectives and programme

 Get suppliers commitment on:
• our requirements
• social audit principles

SuppLieR 
ReLAtionS
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impLementing ouR SociAL ReSponSiBiLity  pRogRAmme WitH ouR SuppLieRS

We have once more reinforced supplier commitment in terms of respect for  
the l’oréal’s labour standards:

 We sent out a new letter of ethical commitment to all the main purchase categories 
(packaging, raw materials) worldwide (whether in countries considered at-risk or not), and  
to 2,600 promotional items suppliers. The CEO of each supplier was asked to sign and  
return this letter of commitment.

 In China, we trained more than 100 main suppliers on our labour standards requirements  
in capacity building workshops.

 Our Promotional Items Buying Team launched an initiative this year to address the challenge of 
L’Oréal’s direct suppliers of promotional items being traders or agents who don’t have their own 
factories. The risks of non-compliance are therefore high: however, in 2007 audits results  
showed that they were under control. In order to continue reducing the risks and better control 
our supply chain, we plan to reduce the number of these suppliers and to set up long term 
partnerships with a smaller number. Some suppliers support our approach to the extent that  
they have set up their own third-party social audits.

in 2007, we comfortably exceeded our aim of carrying out 200 audits:  
585 audits were carried out globally:

We would like to continue to strengthen  
our social audit programme and assist our suppliers.  
to do this, we have identified these areas  
for improvement in 2008:  

 Formalising our commitment to ethical and  
responsible purchasing in a new Code of Conduct  
for suppliers.

 Reinforcing our communication to suppliers and  
improving our training tools through local information,  
guidelines and sharing of best practice. 

auditing will continue in 2008 with the aim of  
carrying out 500 supplier audits globally.  
our aim is to have audited the vast majority of  
our suppliers by the end of 2008. 

Experienced gained from the 1,041 audits  
carried out since 2002 (including 115 follow-up audits)  
has lead us to strengthen post-audit action in order to  
improve efficiency and relevance and to focus on  
root cause analysis. These changes to the audit process 
demonstrate our strong will to lead our suppliers  
towards compliance:

 The time schedule for conformity across the sites  
whose evaluation “requires major improvement”  
has been increased from 60 to 90 days, in order to allow  
the implementation of the required corrective action. 
Corrective action and the efficiency of this is checked  
during the follow-up audit.

 For suppliers evaluated as “zero-tolerance”,  
our trading relationship comes to an end.  
However, we have decided that if immediate remedial  
action is taken (with our help) and an audit shows  
the results to be positive, we will resume commercial 
relations with the supplier.   

our audit programme has been taken on by the teams of buyers for  
each market and purchase category. the database of audit reports  
is used on a global level by buyers. it is recognised as a key tool,  
aiding the incorporation of company audits into supplier selection process.  

As shown opposite, in 2007 we continued the roll out of our audit  
programme to the following groups of suppliers:
 All subcontractors.
 Suppliers of packaging and raw materials in “at-risk” countries. 
 “Resident” suppliers of security, cleaning services and company cafeterias  
(indirect purchasing) in “at-risk” countries.
 Suppliers of promotional items.
 

raw materials packaging production finished product point of sale

 PROGRESS iN 2007  amBiTiONS fOR 2008

conform distribaudits2007geographic

distriBution oF audits  
By geograpHical area

Asia
65%

eastern europe  3%

middle east  4%

Western 
europe

  12%

Africa  4%

Latin America
  11%

north America
1%

conform distribaudits2007geographic

main non-conFormities

compensation benefits
27.5%

Health 
Safety

  24.0%

child labour  1%
other(1)  7%

iD card
  12.0%

Hours of work
28.5%

conform distribaudits2007geographic

conform distribaudits2007geographic

audits result 2007

distriBution oF audits carried out  
By tHe purcHasing team

needs improvement
43%

Subcontractors
42%

needs  
major  

improvement
35%

Raw materials
5%

Access denied  
9%

Zero tolerance
  2%

promotional  
items
  32%

packaging  
components

  18%

Satisfactory
11%

on-site suppliers
3%

numBer oF audits carried out

152

2005

306

2006

585

2007

500

2008 
target

audits results By category

72%

28%

2005

49%

51%

2006

42%

58%

2007
n satisfactory / needs improvement 
n  needs major improvement /  

Zero tolerance / access denied

(1) other including: forced compulsory labour (2.7%), disciplinary practices (1.7%),  
harassment and abus (0.9%), non-discrimination (0.9%), job subcontracting (0.8%).
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l’oréal’s commitment

to provide excellent  
service and advice  
to our consumers, and  
to market our products 
responsibly.

Consumer Advisory  
Department,  
Saint-Ouen (France).
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conSumeR  
ReLAtionS
L’oréal has always been known as a technologically driven company, but today  
we are also committed to excellence as a service industry. We realise the value of 
offering a pre- and after-sales service to our consumers and the importance of 
getting closer to the people who buy our products. it is also necessary to feed 
consumer comments back into our business in order to understand their demands 
and improve our products accordingly.

 We handled worldwide in excess 
of 1 million consumer contacts.

 82% of our total contacts are  
by telephone, 15% by email and  
3% by letter.

 North America and Canada 
combined account for half of  
our total contacts.

 Around 70% of all contacts  
relate to enquiries or advice, and 
30% to a complaint.

 Contacts covered a wide range of 
subjects such as: where to buy  
a favourite product, what sun 
protection factor is suitable,  
not achieving a particular result from 
a product, products suitable for 
children, products containing animal 
extract, biodegradable products and 
animal testing. 

  2007 key dAtA

consumer  
advisory departments
therefore we aim to have a corporate consumer 
Advisory Department in each country or zone, 
staffed by highly trained individuals who have 
an expertise in haircare, skincare, make-up and 
communication. to date, we have nearly 300 
specialist consumer Advisers in more than 50 
countries where we have a subsidiary. these 
Departments also serve all the other countries 
where our products are sold. our consumer 
Advisory Departments advise and receive feed-
back which we then use to build value into our 
products. our teams aim to do this by: 
• helping consumers to address issues they can 
have using our products,
• providing feedback to the rest of the company 
about consumer experiences with our products 
in order to improve our products and learn more 
about our consumers,

• providing a positive experience for each con-
sumer who contacts us,
• encouraging brand loyalty. 

We have clear policies, procedures and guide-
lines in place for the advice that we give and we 
follow the L’oréal Code of Business Ethics (see 
pages 07 and 08) in terms of how we deal with 
our consumers and our colleagues. transpar-
ency and honesty are core values when dealing 
with our consumers. We are working to improve 
the in-house and external training undertaken 
by our managers and advisers to ensure that we 
give the best possible service.
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in addition to consumers, the media, govern-
ment authorities and consumer associations are 
increasingly vocal, and we are ready to answer 
them as well as our consumers. We are working 
on being more robust in managing information 
at a central level and in our reporting systems at 
the country level.

As a new step in fulfilling our commitment to 
our consumers, L’oréal has recently appointed 
a Director of international consumer Affairs. 
this position will help us to achieve our aim of 
providing the best advice, support and educa-
tion to our consumers.

in 2007 we carried out a survey of what environ-
ment/sustainability related issues were raised by 
consumers in 2007. Analysis showed that, in the 
33 countries that participated in the survey, the 
large majority of questions were on ingredients 
(85%). enquiries about our animal testing policy 
represented 11% of the total, with environmental 
and ethical enquiries at only 2% each.

responsiBle marKetinG and 
advertisinG

policies  
L’oréal is committed to ensuring that our mar-
keting and advertising is responsible, and based 
on our products’ intrinsic characteristics and 
performance. this principle is essential to win-
ning and keeping the loyalty of our consumers. 
We follow three policies which outline our 
standards in these areas:

1. our Code of Business Ethics contains a spe-
cific section on advertising and marketing, with 
the following commitments:
• “ensure that all advertising and promotional 
material is based on proven performance and 
scientific data;
• Give a fair and truthful description and visual 
representation of our products and their effects;
• endeavour to ensure that the purpose and cor-
rect usage of our products is readily understand-
able by consumers;
• Be sensitive to the possible reaction of reli-
gious, ethnic, cultural or social groups to our 
advertising;
• ensure that we do not undertake product 
placement with any outlets (tV or radio pro-
grammes, magazines or digital media) whose 
strategy for attracting an audience relies on 
exploiting extreme violence, pornography or 
encouraging offensive behaviour or hatred 
toward others. Such strategies would be con-
trary to L’oréal principles;
• take great care to ensure our actions are con-
sistent with the L’oréal spirit if we are envisaging 
advertising to children and young people.”

examples of issues are then given, such as using 
overly thin models or making exaggerated claims 
for product performance. these and more details 
can be found in the code at www.loreal.com in 
the Values section of the Company Overview 
page.

2. our Internal Control policy states that “com-
munication related to product performances, on 
any medium, must be truthful, accurate, justified 
and justifiable, and comply with the laws and 
legislation as well as self-regulation rules in 
force”. this internal control policy is a manage-
ment and training tool which summarises all 
measures implemented in order to provide rea-
sonable assurance of control over operations. 
Guidelines cover issues such as media relations 
and crisis management, sales and customer 
relations, purchasing and supplier relations, 
legal, human resources, safety and security, and 
product and service quality.

3. in 2007 we signed up to the French union of 
Advertisers’ (uDA) Charter on Responsible Com-
munication. Signatories including Beiersdorf, 
Kraft Foods, michelin, nestlé, SFR and unilever 
will promote the positive impact of responsible 
corporate communication on society through its 
five commitments (see box on page 69).

implementation
the international marketing Departments of 
brands are responsible for ensuring that adver-
tising claims are validated by the R&D Division 
and by the Product communication evaluation 
Department.

We have a high standard—the scientific approach 
to evaluating product performance is rigorous 
and based on sophisticated techniques of meas-
urement. if necessary, the tests protocols are 
adapted to local authorities’ demand. thus, after 
two complaints of the British authorities, L’oréal 
changed certain evaluation methods.

Consumer Advisory Departments. 
Left: Johannesburg (South Africa).
Right: Rio de Janeiro (Brazil).

conSumeR 
ReLAtionS
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product saFety
the international Safety evaluation Division spe-
cifically evaluates the safety of formulas and 
products and, particularly, the toxicological pro-
file of all the ingredients used, together with the 
tolerance of all the formulas, prior to their launch 
on the market. Raw materials and products are 
subject to a thorough safety evaluation. more 
detail on this can be found in the R&D chapter, 
page 36.

the safety of products marketed is monitored 
on an ongoing basis, notably thanks to an inter-
national “Post-marketing Surveillance” network, 
which undertakes a rigorous analysis of the 
undesirable effects associated with the use of a 
product. For L’oréal, this tool represents a very 
effective way of rapidly detecting even slight 
signs of intolerance to one of the products, 
allowing the company to immediately take the 
required corrective measures.

L’oréal has taken steps to phase out use of cer-
tain chemicals that are of concern to consumers, 
in many cases where all scientific evidence dem-
onstrates their innocuity. For more detail on our 
policy on phthalates, parabens, formaldehyde, 
triclosan, musk ketones and genetically modi-
fied organisms, see pages 37 and 38. 

Serving the consumer  
is more than a mission,  
it’s a passion and  
a responsibility we take  
very seriously at L’Oréal.

maria Jones
Director of international consumer Affairs.

the FiVe commitmentS oF the uDA chARteR on 
ReSPonSiBLe communicAtion

1. EnSurE All ExtErnAl 
COmmuniCAtiOnS OF thE COmpAny 
COnFOrm tO intErnAl CODES OF 
rESpOnSiblE COmmuniCAtiOn
examples of good practice:
• Ensure that information contained in 
advertising is truthful.
• Disseminate and implement  
a responsible marketing and 
communication charter within  
the company (principles for responsible 
communication, such as the content of 
the ads, impact on target etc.).  
Contents of ads should follow codes, 
recommendations or operational norms 
(BVP, CCI, Afnor…).
• Brief communication/marketing 
contractors on the charter & principles.
• Provide customers with appropriate 
indicators regarding the impact of  
their products/services (by sector: 
environment, health…).
• Provide customers with sufficient 
information on responsible use of  
their products, so as to limit the potential 
risks associated with inappropriate use, 
over-consumption or abuse of their 
products/services e.g. obesity, addictions.

2. prOmOtE rESpOnSiblE bEhAviOur 
tO COnSumErS
For example:
• Emphasise responsible behaviour 
through advertising: e.g. encouraging 
sport or outdoor activities, encouraging 
good environmental behaviour, etc.
• Implement or participate in prevention 
campaigns on issues linked to  
the company’s field of activity (road safety, 
addiction…).
• Keep stakeholders up to date with  
the company’s possible support for 
campaigns of common interest.

3. ACrOSS All mArkEting initiAtivES, 
pErSOnAl DAtA OF COnSumErS 
ShOulD bE uSED with CArE 
examples:
• Pre-empt best practice in relation to  
the development of new technologies in 
fields of communication and marketing,  
in order to make commercial strategy and 
respect of privacy compatible.

• Spread the privacy policy and related 
information within the company.
• Inform customers of the use of data  
kept by the company, especially when 
launching of a new product or service.

4. EStAbliSh An intErnAl prOCESS 
tO vAliDAtE COmmuniCAtiOnS 
priOr tO publiC DiSClOSurE 
examples:
• Create a frame of reference within  
the company:
– Listing all processes and criteria 
coherent with national and international 
standards.
– Validate these processes and criteria with 
stakeholders, such as trade organisations, 
BVP, ADEME, consumers’ associations, 
nGos, etc.
• Train marketing teams to using this code 
of conduct.
• Report annually on the implementation 
of this process, identifying relevant 
indicators (e.g. ads approved or rejected, 
and why).

5. intEgrAtE EnvirOnmEntAl impACt 
in thE CritEriA FOr SElECtiOn OF 
COmmuniCAtiOn mEthODS 
examples:
• Use existing guides on communication 
(e.g. Ademe).
• Assess the environmental impact of 
communication plans/tools throughout 
their development.
• Reduce environmental impacts upstream 
(billboard locations, events, direct 
marketing), and downstream (recycling 
waste materials etc.).
• Implement and promote processes of 
dematerialisation for promotional materials 
for clients.  
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l’oréal’s commitment

To be a good corporaTe 
ciTizen, promoTing  
women in science, 
communiTy solidariTy and 
educaTional opporTuniTy.

L’Oréal supports and participates in  
the ‘’Look Good… Feel Better’’ 
programme, which helps women  
deal with appearance-related  
changes from cancer treatment.
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community  
AffAiRS
As a company that believes in good corporate citizenship, L’oréal is keen to contribute 
to projects that serve the wider community and that reflect the values we have upheld 
for almost a century. in every country where we do business, we support projects that 
contribute to the community at large through philanthropy and long-term partnerships. 
these local initiatives reflect our longstanding dedication to such worthy causes  
as promoting women in science, community solidarity and educational opportunity.

 Creation of the L’Oréal Corporate 
Foundation.

 Extension of the UNESCO- 
L’Oréal “For Women in Science” 
national fellowship programme to  
35 countries (from 20 in 2006), 
notably in France with the award of 
the first 10 fellowships.

 Extending the “Hairdressers 
against AIDS” programme to  
a further 12 countries.

 Strategic backing of the Women’s 
Forum in Deauville and co-initiation of 
the “Sci Tech Girl” movement to 
heighten the awareness among 
young girls of scientific and technical 
careers.

 Sponsorship of the Femmes  
du Monde (Women of the World) 
exhibition by Titouan Lamazou at  
the Musée de l’Homme, Paris. 

 Overall, we invested over  
e17 million in philanthropy in 2007. 

  2007 kEy ACHIEvEMENTS

creation oF  
tHe l’oréal FoUnDation

the launch of the L’oréal corporate foundation 
on october 8th, 2007 highlights the shared ambi-
tion of Sir Lindsay owen-Jones and Jean-Paul 
Agon to make L’oréal a global corporate citi-
zen. “The Foundation marks a new milestone in 
the history of our group. It is an additional step 
in our determination to look beyond our eco-
nomic success towards a broader notion of 
social responsibility,” said Sir Lindsay owen-
Jones, chairman of L’oréal and President of the 
foundation. 

L’oréal has been developing programmes such 
as “for Women in Science” and “Hairdressers 
Against AiDS” for more than 10 years. “The 
creation of the L’Oréal Corporate Foundation 
gives new impetus and an overall coherence to 

these actions, enabling them to be developed 
in the long term,” explains Béatrice Dautresme, 
Executive Vice-President corporate communi-
cations and External Affairs at L’oréal and chief 
Executive officer of the foundation. 

the foundation is committed to encouraging 
education, promoting scientific research and 
helping vulnerable people. the foundation also 
aims to start new projects, notably in the areas 
of education and solidarity. the foundation 
focuses in particular on women, supporting 
projects that emphasise their diversity and help-
ing to promote them.

to fulfil its mission, the foundation has a budget 
of €40 million over five years. As proof of its 
transparency and good practice, a third of the 
members of the foundation’s Board of Directors 
come from outside L’oréal.



Sir Lindsay Owen-Jones and Béatrice Dautresme 
surrounded by the 36 “For Women in Science” 
Laureates who came to Paris to celebrate  
the 10th anniversary of the L’Oréal-UNESCO Awards. 
“For Women in Science” is one the most active scientific communities  
in the world. These exceptional women from the four corners of the world 
represent models for generations of women and research scientists.  
For this great anniversary, L’Oréal and Unesco signed the Charter of 
Commitment For Women in Science that affirms their longterm dedication 
to promote women in science. n
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Promoting scientiFic researcH
L’oréal owes its success to science and research. 
Believing science to be essential to the progress 
of humanity, the foundation focused primarily 
on this discipline.

For Women in science 
the corporate foundation has therefore 
decided to extend its “for Women in Science” 
programme. Launched in partnership with 
unESco in 1998, this programme promotes the 
role of women in scientific research, promoting 
the excellence of outstanding women scientists 
and encouraging the talent of young women 
scientists through fellowships, with an underly-
ing ambition to open the door to a career in 
science for young women.

the l’oréal-Unesco awards 
Each year, L’oréal-unESco gives awards of 
$100,000 to five outstanding female research 
scientists, one from each continent, who have 
contributed to the advancement of science.

the L’oréal-unESco Awards are presented in 
alternate years to women engaged in research 
in Life Sciences and to those working in material 
Sciences. At the end of 2007, 47 scientists from 
24 different countries had received Awards. 

the Unesco-l’oréal  
international Fellowships
the unESco-L’oréal international fellowships 
support young women scientists involved in 
promising projects to pursue their research in 
internationally-recognised laboratories outside 
their country of origin. Worth up to $40,000 over 
two years, these fellowships aim to increase the 
role of women working in scientific disciplines. 
At the end of 2007, 105 fellowships had been 
awarded to young women scientists from 62 dif-
ferent countries.

national Fellowships
the L’oréal-unESco “for Women in Science” 
partnership extends to many different countries 
through national fellowship programmes, which 
are launched with the support of the national 
commissions for unESco. these fellowships 
encourage young women scientists to pursue 

their research locally and have so far helped 
more than 215 students from 35 different coun-
tries. in 2007, we started national fellowship 
programmes in a further 15 countries, with a goal 
of 50 countries by the end of 2008.

First French fellowships:  
10 fellowships worth e10,000
the L’oréal corporate foundation, the french 
national commission for unESco, the Science 
Academy and L’oréal france launched a new 
national fellowship programme on october 8th, 
2007, giving ten doctor fellowships in france. 
young researchers received €10,000 each to 
pursue their research. the ten 2007 fellows were 
chosen from among 375 candidates by a jury 
chaired by Professor Jules Hoffmann, President 
of the Academy of Sciences.

Promoting  
learning tHroUgH eDUcation 
the foundation is also focusing on education 
with regards to science, health and the environ-
ment, with an aim to combat ignorance and to 
provide as many people with access to knowl-
edge as possible. 

My L’Oréal fellowship will enable 
me to finance my final thesis year, 
to conduct in depth analyses  
to understand the absorption of 
cadmium and other toxic metals 
by plants, and to further  
develop my work by attending 
international conferences. angélique Besson-Bard

25-year old Angélique is studying for a Phd  
in biochemistry and cellular and molecular 
biology at the Université de Bourgogne in 
Dijon, Burgundy.

community 
AffAiRS
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Hairdressers against aiDs 
in 2007, the foundation decided to boost the 
work of the L’oréal “Hairdressers Against AiDS” 
programme, launched in partnership with 
unESco in 2005. this preventative education 
programme promotes awareness of the HiV 
virus through the regular training we provide to 
our global network of 2.5 million hairdressers at 
training academies, salons or professional 
events. these hairdressers can then pass on 
their knowledge of AiDS-related risks and 
means of protection to customers at their salons, 
which are centres for the exchange of ideas and 
dialogue all over the world. 

initiated in South Africa by the SoftSheen·CarSon 
brand, which offers its employees and their 
families a comprehensive HiV education and 
prevention service, including an anonymous HiV 
test and anti-retroviral therapy, the “Hairdressers 
Against AiDS” programme has since been 
extended to more than 200,000 hairdressers in 
24 African countries. in may 2006, L’oréal 
received the Professional Excellence Award from 
the Global Business coalition on HiV/AiDS 

(GBc) for directing its key training expertise 
towards the fight against AiDS through this 
project. 

in 2007, L’oréal extended the programme to 
12 new countries including india, Germany, 
Argentina, canada, mexico and Russia. more 
than 2,500 french hairdressers participated in 
the programme, 550 salons in Germany pro-
moted AiDS prevention and more than 400 hair-
dressers in Beijing took part in the Great AiDS 
Walk in china as part of World AiDS Day on 
December 1st.
www.hairdressersagainstaids.com

mentorship programme 
in 2007, the L’oréal foundation backed an ini-
tiative to provide learning mentors from the top 
Paris area universities at the cité des sciences 
et de l’industrie mediatheque; 1,500 mentor 
partnerships were formed in 2007. 

“The L’Oréal Corporate Foundation has ena-
bled us to put young students attending junior 
and secondary schools in disadvantaged areas 
in touch with top-rated university (Grandes 
Écoles) students who become their mentors, 
helping them with their science studies as part 
of the Cité des sciences et de l’industrie media-
theque programme. This programme demon-
strates how important it is for companies, 
Grandes Écoles and public organisations to 
combine forces to help young people to suc-
cessfully enter the world of work in the future,” 
says françois d’Aubert, President of the cité 
des sciences et de l’industrie. 

“I often need to read over my lessons a few 
times to take them in. I come from a large fam-
ily and it is difficult to find peace and quiet. 
Private lessons are too expensive. The media-
theque is a vital resource for me, a place where 
I can ask for help from a student who doesn’t 
judge me without having to look for help else-
where,” explains taoufik, 18 years old, Porte de 
La Villette, 18th arrondissement of Paris.  

Rudi Werner, owner of Rio de Janeiro’s 
largest chain of hairdressing salons, and 
one of the ambassadors of our Brazilian 
“Hairdressers Against AiDS” programme.

UniteD states
“Because your Dog is Worth It Too”, Cranbury distribution centre
Since 2004, employees at our Cranbury distribution centre have focused on raising money for  
breast cancer research, after losing two long-term employees to the disease. A “Because Your Dog is 
Worth It Too” gala charity event has been held for the last three years in support of the Susan G. Komen 
Breast Cancer Foundation. 
In 2007, over 5,000 humans and 2,600 dogs participated in events such as a costume contest,  
a dog wash, “the world’s only puppy limbo contest” and dog diving (into a 30,000 gallon pool).  
These efforts raised more than $65,000 for the charity (with total donations over the last four years of 
more than $225,000), and increased community awareness of breast cancer. The creative team spirit of 
our employees at Cranbury lead to it being a worthy winner of the L’Oréal Award for Best Community 
Relations Initiative. n
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soliDarity:  
HelPing vUlneraBle PeoPle

supporting the samusocial shelter in Paris 
in 2007, the L’oréal corporate foundation sup-
ported actions to help people who are vulner-
able due to exclusion, illness or the loss of their 
job. in 2007, the foundation helped to set up 
the Samusocial “maison des femmes” shelter 
in montrouge. 
www.samu-social-international.com

“restaurants du cœur” 
to continue the support given since 1998 by 
L’oréal, the L’oréal foundation donated 
50,000 kits to the “Restaurants du cœur” in 
2007 containing essential hygiene and beauty 
products. 20,000 of these were given to the 
“Restos Bébés du cœur”. these kits were put 
together by young disabled workers in clichy 
from ESAt, a programme which helps the disa-
bled enter the mainstream labour market.  
www.restoducoeur.org

“look good… Feel Better”
“Look Good… feel Better” is a programme that 
originated in the united States to help women 
offset appearance-related changes from cancer 
treatment. in 1989, a cancer specialist called on 
the American Association of cosmetic indus-
tries on behalf of one of his patients suffering 
from cancer and badly affected by the physical 
damage caused by her treatment. the young 
woman regained a thirst for life and the courage 
to fight her cancer. the result was this industry 
programme for women who have undergone 
cancer treatment: it is now active in 19 countries. 
the programme consists of non-medical work-
shops held in hospitals, which teach the women 
to cope with some of the side effects of chemo-
therapy through a 12-step skincare and make-
up lesson. L’oréal is one of the drivers behind 
this worthy venture with many of the group’s 
brands participating in every country where the 
programme exists, notably in france where the 
programme is called “La Vie de plus belle”.
www.lookgoodfeelbetter.org

over 100 female college and  
high school students attended  
the awareness day on  
scientific careers organised  
as part of the Women’s forum.

Wales
Staff fundraising for Ty Hafan hospice, Llantrisant factory
While the L’Oréal Llantrisant factory has undertaken many different activities to help  
the local community, our pride of place goes to our work with Ty Hafan, the only children’s hospice  
in Wales. All our employees have the opportunity to become involved in activities of a real and  
practical nature that help children who are severely handicapped by disease. Over 150 staff have been 
directly involved, led by a group of totally committed volunteers from the factory who give innumerable 
hours of their personal time to organise these activities. L’Oréal supports our staff by donating around 
€14,000 worth of product samples for sale each year to raise money.
Ty Hafan’s main annual fundraising event is to organise the Welsh 3 Peaks Challenge.  
Approximately 80 teams take part, and L’Oréal has, on a number of occasions, had the largest 



XAViER EmmAnuELLi,  
founDinG PRESiDEnt  
of tHE SAmuSociAL 
SHELtER
What is the “Maison des Femmes”?
“we welcome women who feel lost, 
helping them to rebuild physical, 
symbolic and social links in an initial 
step towards re-inclusion. it is a safe, 
purpose-designed living space to help 
women move on from the critical social 
situation in which they find themselves. 
we are going to set up socio-aesthetic 
workshops to help women to  
reappropriate their self-image.”

What led you to create this concept?
“all of our medical observations show 
that the desocialisation and exclusion 
process results in a subconscious 
negligence of our appearance. in life, 
we feel good if people look at us.  
if people stop looking, those who  
don’t feel they belong stop looking at 
themselves. looking and feeling good 
boosts confidence. 
it is all about feeling good in our own 
skin which makes us more confident  
in communicating with others.  
This is what we are trying to achieve 
with the samusocial’s unprecedented 
“maison des Femmes” project set up 
with the vital help of the l’oréal 
corporate Foundation”.

How has the L’Oréal Foundation 
helped to set up this shelter? 
“l’oréal has helped us since 2002  
by financing emergency medical 
appointments. The confidence and 
conviction of the l’oréal Foundation 
have turned this innovative project  
into a reality”.   

community 
AffAiRS
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Women and society:  
promoting the diversity of women
in 2007, the foundation was the main sponsor 
of the Femmes du Monde (Women of the World) 
exhibition, opened on october 11th, 2007, at the 
musée de l’homme, in Paris. this exhibition cel-
ebrated the cultural diversity of women. 

the foundation also became strategic partner 
of the Women’s forum for the Economy and 
Society, an exchange forum concerning the 
place of women in the world. the foundation 
organised the “Sci tech Girl” day during which 
a hundred young girls were given information 
about scientific and technical careers by women 
who are very successful in their field. 

otHer initiatives

sUPPorting tHe  
nicolas HUlot FoUnDation
in 1995 L’oréal became a founding member of 
the nicolas Hulot foundation for nature and 
mankind, and has supported it ever since. in 
2007 L’oréal participated to the “Défi pour la 
terre” (challenge for the Earth) programme, 
launched by the nicolas Hulot foundation in 
partnership with the french Environment 
Agency (ADEmE), to raise the awareness 
amongst our 11,000 employees in france of 
environmental and climate change issues. the 
purpose of this programme, which will be rolled 
out in 2008 and beyond, is to encourage our 
employees to reduce the environmental impact 
of their day-to-day activities by implementing 
simple solutions to minimise co2 emissions, 
such as recycling, choosing the right mode of 
transport (train rather than car), using low energy 
appliances and light bulbs, eating seasonal pro-
duce, switching off electric devices after use, 
printing on both sides of paper sheets, etc.
www.fondation-nicolas-hulot.org

staFF volUnteers  
For Planète Urgence
in 2005 we set up a partnership with Planète 
urgence, a french organisation which sends 
volunteers overseas to participate in various 
humanitarian missions to help local populations 
in their development efforts or to work on envi-
ronmental protection programmes. During the 
last three years 29 members of our staff volun-
teered to work on various missions in several 
African and South American countries. We plan 
to send 45 staff volunteers in 2008.
www.planete-urgence.org 

to observe, to marvel at…  
these are the first steps  
towards respect.  
Environmental education  
aims to change our behaviour  
—this is the mission of  
the nicolas Hulot foundation. 

representation of any participating company.  
Our total contribution to Ty Hafan since 1997 is now 
in excess of €150,000. “At Ty Hafan we spend a lot of 
time making presentations to companies and 
organisations to encourage them to become involved 
in our fundraising activities. We always use L’Oréal  
as a shining example of what can be achieved by  
the efforts of the staff of a major local employer,” 
Dominic Jenkins, Chief Executive – Ty Hafan. n

EVALUATION AND MEASUREMENT

l’oréal’s investment in philanthropy  
in 2007 totalled over €17 million.  
This has been calculated according to  
the guidelines set by the london  
benchmarking group, and  
includes donations of money,  
staff time and products. 

2007 investment in 
PHilantHroPy 

Others
20%

Education
15%

Solidarity
30%

Science
35%
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l’oréal’s commitment

to preserve and uphold  
the body shop values;  
to combine our expertise  
to enhance the growth  
of the body shop.

Anna, a member of the Eudafano Women’s  
Cooperative in Namibia, which supplies  
The Body Shop with marula nuts, used in  
make-up products.
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the boDy Shop

L’oréal greatly values the exceptional emphasis the body Shop places on being  
a sustainable and ethical business. We hope that close co-operation between our 
businesses will result in shared best practice and the identification of opportunities for 
improving our sustainability performance. over the last year for example,  
we have been working together to identify Community trade ingredients that L’oréal 
can incorporate into its products.

sustainability progress  
in 2007

Full details of progress in achieving the body 
Shop Values can be found in our Values Report 
on our website www.thebodyshopinternational.
com. environmental and social data from the 
body Shop is reported separately from L’oréal’s, 
via this Values Report. highlights include the 
following (under each of our five Values areas):

1. Protect our Planet
2. SuPPort community trade
3. defend Human rigHtS
4. activate Self-eSteem 
5. againSt animal teSting 

1. protect our planet

packaging
We set ourselves a target of doubling the recy-
cled content of all our pet bottles from 30%, by 
year-end 2008. by the end of 2007 we had 
already gone a step further by introducing our 
first 100% recycled pet bottle, initially for the 
250ml pink Grapefruit Shower Gel. We are now 
aiming to introduce 100% recycled pet bottles 
across the entire 250ml range of products. this 
achievement is a significant step forward in our 
programme. We have also set a target of 
increasing the recycled content across all our 
packaging to 80% by 2010.

chemicals
the body Shop operates a precautionary 
approach to the use of chemicals and has for a 
number of years been working with its external 

80%
recycled content in  
our packaging by 2010
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stakeholders to identify and discontinue the use 
of certain chemicals of concern. Although some 
phthalates are legal and considered safe for use 
in our industry and by its regulators, we commit-
ted to removing them from our formulations, and 
now have just one product containing phthalates. 
by the end of 2008 our full range will be 100% 
phthalate free. We also adopted a precautionary 
approach with regards to polycyclic musks and 
are committed to discontinuing their use in our 
formulations by 2010.
 
palm oil
In June 2007 we became the first cosmetics com-
pany to source traceable, sustainable palm oil for 
use in our soaps and we are moving all our soaps 
to this sustainable palm oil during 2008. 

climate change 
the body Shop is committed to becoming a 
carbon neutral company by 2010. We will achieve  
this via a “reduce, replace, offset” approach—
first by becoming more energy efficient, sec-
ondly by shifting to renewable electricity sources 
wherever possible, and thirdly by sustainably 
offsetting any remaining Co2 emissions. 

 reduce 
the body Shop has set stretching energy reduc-
tion targets for our stores and offices across our 
four global regions. In-store energy efficiency 
remains a priority, and we are focussing on areas 
such as illuminated fascias; retrofitting LeD into 
perimeter backlighting; display lighting control 
units in back of house areas; and fitting automatic 
meter reading units. In-store energy efficiency 
training has been delivered to all the regional 
businesses, and all store staff will be trained in 
2008. this training is backed up with three new 
Green Guides, for Stores, offices and purchasing. 
the europe Middle east and Africa (eMeA) region 
launched a green pledge scheme to encourage 
energy saving habits. the American office formed 
a green champions group with representatives 
from each function to identify new areas for 
energy saving and to exchange best practice.

the body Shop International plc and L’oréal UK 
have worked together on a partnership with the 
Carbon trust to secure energy efficiency fund-
ing and identify opportunities for mutual ben-
efit, for example sharing advice on distribution 
centre operations and office lighting. 

 replace (renewables) 
In the United Kingdom and eMeA sourcing of 
renewable energy is progressing well. In the 
United Kingdom 66% of stores now buy renew-
able energy, up from 60% last year. In 2008 we 
will ensure that new stores purchase renewable 
electricity, and we will work with shopping cen-
tre owners to encourage sourcing of renewable 
energy.

the eMeA region has also achieved a strong 
increase in the use of renewable energy, with a 
12% growth in stores supplied by renewable 
energy, achieving a total of 41% overall. 

Stores in the Americas and Asia pacific have 
been investigating renewable energy options 
and have discovered limited supply availability. 
Despite this we are continually investigating 
alternatives to power our stores with green 
energy in the longer term. 

Community trade  
aloe vera farmer  
from Guatemala.

the boDy 
Shop
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 offset 
An offset guidance policy has been developed 
for departments and regions when they need to 
offset their emissions. this guidance recom-
mends that offsetting should be achieved 
through:
• protection of forestry earmarked for destruc-
tion, particularly areas of high environmental or 
social value,
• renewable power sources to replace more car-
bon dioxide intensive methods,
• the application of energy efficient technology 
so that absolute emissions are reduced.

these three mechanisms are recommended 
because they prevent emissions from being 
released, as opposed to other options that 
sequester emissions that have already occurred. 

We will continue to offset our air travel for 2007, 
as we have done for the last two years. 

2. support community trade
In 2007 we celebrated 20 years of Community 
trade, our unique fair trade programme. In keep-
ing with the Community trade Strategy that was 
agreed in 2006, the body Shop has increased its 
commitment to fair trade in many ways. the 
Community trade team itself has grown—allow-
ing greater and more detailed expert interaction 
with the Community trade communities. the 
scope of the programme itself grew, too, with 
new ingredients and new suppliers—including 
the supply of organic virgin coconut oil from a 
community in the most westerly island of Samoa. 
the number of farmers, producers and workers 
who derive a fair, respectful and predictable 
income directly from Community trade now 
stands at over 25,000. the total number of indi-
rect beneficiaries who benefit from the commu-
nity work facilitated by our trade income is simply 
too high to calculate!
 
We have also been working with L’oréal to 
explore the potential for Community trade ingre-
dients to be incorporated into L’oréal products. 
More details can be found on page 42.

3. defending Human rigHts
A founder member of the ethical trading Initia-
tive (etI), the body Shop continues to align 
itself to etI base Code and principles of Imple-
mentation. this presents a set of standards cov-
ering the rights and working conditions of over 
30,000 people who work in the many and varied 
supply chains of the body Shop. Suppliers are 
expected to respect, uphold and promote these 
standards as a condition of trade with the body 
Shop. Internal processes within our own opera-
tions are further geared to ensure compliance 
to etI principles. 

throughout 2007, the body Shop has run an 
extensive training programme equipping all its 
buyers with the skills and knowledge they need 
to assess suppliers’ ethical performance. It is the 
suppliers’ responsibility to ensure ethical stand-
ards are maintained. Nevertheless, this training 
programme is viewed as a vital step in embed-
ding ethical practices as our business expands.

namibia
community trade—marula oil
Marula oil is a key Community Trade component in many of our products, most notably in  
our make-up range. Selma Ekandjo lives in the Onathinge area in northern Namibia and  
is the leader of the Kuupenda Kuliwa association, one of the 14 women’s associations which together 
form the Eudafano Women’s Cooperative. Roughly translated, Kuupenda Kuliwa means  
“working together for a better future”. Selma says that the trade in marula has made a real difference 
to the lives of the women in the community: “We can now help support our families, it has helped  
our kids with schooling, while healthcare is possible because of the payment. We have gone from 
nothing to an international business in such a short time, something which we’re very proud of.” n

Community trade  
cocoa butter  
preparation  
in Ghana.

the body Shop  
store, Warsaw 
(poland).
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 indonesia
Stop violence in the Home
Suzy Santoso, Head Franchisee in Indonesia was honoured  
with the UN Millennium Development Goals Award (MDGs) for  
achievement in Women’s Empowerment, as well as being  
personally voted one of the “35 Incredible Women of 2007” by  
a prominent national women’s magazine. The awards highlighted  
her successful campaigning to support the push for the Domestic  
Violence Act through to the House of Representatives,  
resulting in better protection for domestic violence victims. n

4. activate self-esteem

global campaign highlights 

 Stop violence in the Home
by 2007 the Stop Violence in the home cam-
paign had reached 52 markets across the world, 
raising over £1.6 million for organisations work-
ing to stop domestic violence. the fundraising 
achievements of the campaign through sales of 
hi-Shine Lip treatment and a Daisy Soap illus-
trate just half the story. the other achievements 
are those of employees and customers in raising 
awareness, helping change attitudes and insti-
gating groundbreaking law changes to protect 
those affected. the body Shop team in Singa-
pore and hong Kong won high-profile awards 
in recognition for their contribution to raising 
awareness and helping those affected by 
domestic violence. 

 Spray to change
As part of our ongoing commitment to hIV/AIDS 
awareness, we teamed up with MtV to launch 
the Stop hIV: Spray to Change Attitudes cam-
paign in 2007. together we are working to raise 
awareness amongst young people of hIV/AIDS, 
and raise funds for MtV’s Staying Alive Founda-
tion, which supports grass-roots charities around 
the world to help raise awareness and educating 
young people. We now have 15 new Staying 
Alive Award grantees in 11 countries who will use 
their new funding to campaign at a grassroots 
level. they are an incredible group of young 
people who are keeping their friends, families 
and communities safe from the devastation 
caused by hIV/AIDS.

 the Body Shop foundation
Set up by Anita and Gordon Roddick in 1989, 
in 2007 the Foundation made 110 grants total-
ling over £940,000. Grantees included the brit-
ish Union for the Abolition of Vivisection 
(bUAV), the tropical Forest trust, eCpAt UK 
(end Child prostitution and trafficking), the 

Microloan Foundation, and Candlelight, a 
Somali NGo. More information can be found 
at www.thebodyshopfoundation.org. 

5. against animal testing 
tackling the issue of animal testing for cosmetic 
purposes is a fundamental part of the body 
Shop DNA. the body Shop remains approved 
under the industry leading humane Cosmetics 
Standard, which is run by british Union for the 
Abolition of Vivisection, bUAV.

the body Shop Foundation is proud to continue 
its long standing relationship with the bUAV, this 
year awarding a two-year grant of £60,000 for 
the new position of bUAV european Union 
policy office. this will strengthen the bUAV 
policy team in an area of crucial importance over 
the next two years within the eU parliament.  

£1.6M
raised by  
the Stop Violence  
in the Home campaign

posters from  
our global campaigns.

the boDy 
Shop



A TRIbUTE TO DAME ANITA RODDICK
2007 was a time of change for The Body Shop as it mourned  
the death of its founder and celebrated her inspirational life.  

Adrian Bellamy, Chairman of The Body Shop at the time of  
Anita’s sad death, paid tribute to her: 
“All of us in The Body Shop family were deeply shocked and 
saddened to hear the news of Anita’s passing away.  
Anita was not only our founder but she was also the heart and 
passion of The Body Shop and with her we achieved so much, 
whether on animal rights, human rights, Community Trade,  
or through the founding of organisations like Children on  
the Edge. It is no exaggeration to say that she changed  
the world of business with her campaigns for social and 
environmental responsibility. But for everyone who knew Anita,  
it was about much more than that: you couldn’t help but  
be inspired by her love of life, her vision of the world and  
her passion for changing it. Anita leaves us with an enduring  
legacy which will long guide the affairs of The Body Shop.” 

From all round the world messages were collected from  
friends and colleagues in and out of the company who  
acknowledged her unique achievements in creating a business  
that was a force to deliver social good alongside good products  
and good business. 

United Kingdom’s Prime Minister Gordon Brown paid tribute to 
Dame Anita, calling her “one of the country’s true pioneers” and  
an “inspiration” to businesswomen. He said: “She campaigned  
for green issues for many years before it became fashionable  
to do so and inspired millions to the cause by bringing sustainable 
products to a mass market”.
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veRificAtion StAtement

Scope and methodology
environmental Resources management (eRm) 
was retained by L’oréal to verify the Safety, Health 
and environmental (SHe) data to be disclosed in 
this Sustainable Development Report. 

Since 2005, the SHe data have been recorded, 
communicated and consolidated monthly 
through an it information system accessible on 
all the manufacturing and distribution sites 
within the group. the reliability and perform-
ance of this system having already been proven, 
our goal this year was to verify the validity of 
SHe data recorded from the sites in 2007. to do 
so, we have performed audit at a statistical sam-
ple of six manufacturing sites and three distribu-
tion centres located in france, the United States 
and Belgium. 

the approach consisted in verifying the informa-
tion sources and interviewing managers on the 
visited sites. 

SHe data presented in this report for 2007 covers 
a scope limited to manufacturing sites and dis-
tributions centres, and does not include research 
centres and administrative buildings.

FindingS
the review indicated that, for the sample cov-
ered, the data collection and management sys-
tems provided accurate information. 

minor inaccuracies or inconsistencies were iden-
tified at each of the sites visited, but were found 
not to be material in the context of the overall 
consolidated group results:
• some visited sites showed minor discrepancies 
in the reporting of working hours used to calcu-
late the frequency and severity rates;

• one manufacturing plant did not report prop-
erly its breakdown of water consumption. none-
theless, the overall consumption was accurately 
reported;
• one manufacturing plant overestimated its 
voc emissions.
 
the selection of disclosed indicators was similar 
to former issues of this report and was found to 
be relevant.

opinion
We believe that the SHe data presented in this 
report and set out in the text, tables and graphs, 
relating to the year 2007, provide a fair, transpar-
ent and reasonable representation of the SHe 
performance of L’oréal manufacturing sites and 
distribution centres.

overall improvement in SHe performance 
appears to be the result of true progress on the 
sites and also reflects consistency in the report-
ing reliability level for the L’oréal group.

Paris, february 2008

Vincent Sauvaire
managing Director eRm-france 

veRificAtion  
StAtementS
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RevieW RePoRt BY one of tHe StAtUtoRY AUDitoRS  
on tHe PRoceDUReS USeD to comPiLe  
ceRtAin SociAL DAtA PUBLiSHeD in tHe L’oRÉAL 
SUStAinABLe DeveLoPment RePoRt 

further to your request and in our capacity as 
Statutory Auditor of the L’oréal group, we have 
performed a review designed to provide mod-
erate assurance on the procedures used to com-
pile certain social data published in the L’oréal 
group Sustainable Development Report and 
identified by the sign ().

these procedures, together with the data pub-
lished in the group Sustainable Development 
Report, were prepared under the responsibility 
of the Human Resources executive manage-
ment in accordance with the group’s internal 
reporting standard. this standard is available on 
the group’s website. our responsibility is to 
express a conclusion on the procedures for 
compiling the selected social data.

nature and Scope oF our work
We performed the work described below in order 
to obtain moderate assurance as to whether pro-
cedures used to compile the selected social data 
are free of material misstatement. A higher level 
of assurance would have required more extensive 
procedures. Accordingly, we are unable to 
express, and we do not express, a conclusion on 
the accuracy of the figures published.

We performed the following work:

at headquarter level
for each of the areas reviewed, we met with vari-
ous representatives from the departments listed 
below responsible for organising the reporting 
procedures as well as for the consolidation of 
social data at group level: Labour Relations 
Department, international Human Resources (HR) 

Department, HR information Systems Depart-
ment, international Recruitment Department, 
corporate HR Support Services, training and 
Development Department and corporate Learn-
ing for Development Department.

Based on interviews with these representatives 
and reviews of documents (group consolidation 
manuals and subsidiary reporting schedules), 
we obtained assurance on the:
• existence of instructions concerning defini-
tions of the data to be compiled and the related 
calculation methods,
• existence of reporting and consolidation pro-
cedures,
• consistency of the data published with the 
scope set for such data,
• due and proper inclusion of the social data 
obtained from the reporting systems in the con-
solidation packages, assessed on a test basis.

at subsidiary level
Additional tests were carried out to ensure the 
understanding and correct application of group 
reporting procedures by the subsidiaries. these 
tests were carried out at country consolidation 
level, on a selection of five countries (chile, france, 
indonesia, italy, and Poland) and in respect of the 
following sample indicators:
number of employees by gender, indicators from 
the management database of executives’ profiles 
and careers (nationalities and positions of execu-
tives for instance), number of executives recruited, 
number of internships, number of apprentice-
ships (france only), number of partnerships with 
schools and universities, number of employees 
and executive staff trained, amount allocated to 

WPS programme (france not included), L’oréal 
minimum wage compared with national minimum 
wage, number of employees’ representatives 
(france not included), number of trade-unions, 
number of internal agreements signed, number 
of working days lost due to strike, launch of an 
internal opinion survey, number of bodies and 
representative mandates (france only).

our work was based on interviews with the indi-
viduals responsible for reporting at country level 
as well as with other people involved in the data 
collection and reporting procedures. the tests 
involved assessing:
• the understanding and application of group 
data definitions and data collection procedures 
at country and subsidiary level,
• the consolidation procedures at country level 
and exhaustiveness of the scope,
• the existence and appropriateness of internal 
control procedures at country level with a view 
to ensuring compliance with such procedures 
by the subsidiaries.

We were assisted in our work by Sylvain Lam-
bert, Partner in charge of our Sustainable Devel-
opment Practice.

concluSion
Based on our work, no material misstatement 
came to our attention that would cause us to 
believe that the social data selected and pub-
lished in the group Sustainable Development 
Report has not been prepared in accordance 
with the group’s internal reporting procedures.

neuilly-sur-Seine, may 7th, 2008 

Statutory Auditor
Etienne Boris

Sustainable Development Practice Partner
Sylvain Lambert

This is a free translation into English of the Statutory Auditor’s review report issued in the French language and is provided solely for the convenience 
of English speaking readers. The review report should be read in conjunction with, and construed in accordance with, French law and professional 
auditing standards applicable in France. 
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gRi g3 content inDex

gri indicator gri indicator deScription page

1,1 Strategy and analysis 02-03
1,2 Strategy and analysis Inside cover, 02-03, 19-20
2,1 Organisational profile Inside cover
2,2 Organisational profile Inside cover, 12
2,3 Organisational profile 12-13
2,4 Organisational profile Back cover
2,5 Organisational profile Inside cover, 13-14, 19
2,6 Organisational profile 04-05, Annual Report 26
2,7 Organisational profile 13-14
2,8 Organisational profile Inside cover, 11-14, 48
2,9 Organisational profile 11-12, 18
2,10 Organisational profile 02, 06, 08, 47, 52, 59
3,1 Report profile Inside cover
3,2 Report profile Inside cover
3,3 Report profile Inside cover
3,4 Report profile Inside cover
3,6 Report scope and boundary Inside cover, 18-19, 77
3,7 Report scope and boundary Inside cover, 18-19, 77
3,12 GRI content index 84
3,13 Assurance 82-83
4,1 Governance 04-05
4,2 Governance 04-05
4,3 Governance 04
4,4 Governance Annual Report 18
4,5 Governance 18, 56
4,8 Governance 07-09, 19, 21, 31-32, 35-36, 62-65, 71 
4,10 Governance 05
4,11 Commitments to external initiatives 37-38, 77-78
4,12 Commitments to external initiatives 02, 09, 24, 51, 53, 68-9
4,13 Commitments to external initiatives 06, 35, 44-45
4,14 Stakeholder engagement 06
economic perFormance
EC1 Economic performance 11, 75
EC2 Economic performance See CDP response online
EC5 Market presence 55-56
EC6 Market presence 12, 14
EC7 Market presence 49
environmental perFormance
EN3 Energy 22-23
EN4 Energy 22-23
EN5 Energy 22-23
EN7 Energy 22-25
EN8 Water 23-24
EN14 Biodiversity 37-42
EN16 Emissions, effluents, and waste 25
EN18 Emissions, effluents, and waste 22-25, 78
EN20 Emissions, effluents, and waste 26
EN21 Emissions, effluents, and waste 28
EN22 Emissions, effluents, and waste 26-28
EN23 Emissions, effluents, and waste 28
EN26 Products and services 31-33, 37-42, 77-78 
EN28 Compliance 28
EN29 Transport 25-26
Social perFormance
LA1 Employment 48
LA4 Labour/management relations 57
LA7 Occupational health & safety 29-31
LA8 Occupational health & safety 57, 73
LA10 Training and education 55
LA11 Training and education 54-55
LA12 Training and education 53
LA13 Diversity and equal opportunity 04-05, 50, 52
HR2 Investment and procurement practices 62-65
SO3 Corruption 07-09, 61
SO5 Public policy 02, 06
PR1 Customer health & safety 36-38, 43-44, 69
PR5 Products and service labelling 67-68
PR6 Marketing communications 68-69



2007 KEY DATA

community

 L’Oréal Corporate Foundation set up with a budget of €40 million over five years
 Five outstanding female scientists awarded $100,000 For Women in Science awards
 Hairdressers Against AIDS awareness-raising programme extended to 12 new countries
 €17 million of charitable donations and philanthropic activity

economic

 Total shareholder return over ten years 11.26%

r&d

 576 patents registered
 €560 million invested in R&D
 10% of raw materials evaluated under our Sustainability Assessment Framework
 Raw materials assessment on persistence, bio-accumulation and toxicity 95% complete
 90% of relevant plant species assessed for impacts on biodiversity
 20% of Advanced Research budget invested in tissue engineering to develop reconstructed skin 

for alternatives to animal testing 

social

 28,000 employees in 14 countries took part in our PULSE opinion survey
 56% managers are female
 1,409 managers have now attended our 2-day diversity training course
 24 Observatories of Diversity and Social Cohesion exist within the group
 €203 million of profits shared with employees
 58% of all employees received training 

supplier relations

 585 independent labour standards audits carried out at our suppliers, subcontractors and traders
 600 suppliers asked for feedback on the audit process
 100 suppliers attended the L’Oréal “Together for Diversity” convention

environment, health & safety

 Energy use reduced by 4%
 Water use cut by 6.8% 
 Carbon dioxide emissions from factories and warehouses reduced by 7%
 Sulphur dioxide emissions cut by 25%
 VOC emissions reduced by 6%
 Waste reduced by 6.2% (excluding returnable packaging)
 54% of our factories and warehouses send no waste to landfill
 We raised our recovery, recycling or re-use rate by 4% to 95% globally
 All of our factories worldwide are certified to ISO 14001 
 33 of 40 of our factories are OHSAS 18000 certified or part of the OSHA VPP
 Our lost time accident rate remains essentially unchanged (2.55 per million hours worked)

Note: all reductions are per finished product. 

consumer relations

 Nearly 300 specialist Consumer Advisers in more than 50 countries
 Over one million consumer contacts worldwide
 70% of contacts related to enquiries or advice, 30% to complaints

for more detailed information, consult the group internet site:

www.loreal.com

background to this report
L’Oréal publishes an annual Sustainable Development Report in June each year.  
We also produce a shorter summary “pocket” version.

L’Oréal undertook this appraisal by examining current practices and studying  
the recommendations of international institutions and specialist organisations  
such as the UN, OECD, European Commission and WBCSD. The Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines have helped guide this review.

Scope
This report covers all of L’Oréal’s operations over the year  
January-December 2007.

Verification
Data relating to the environment, health and safety was verified by  
Environmental Resources Management (ERM), and social data,  
shown with the sign (), were reviewed by PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit.  
The verification statements can be found at the end of the report.

Feedback
If you have any questions or feedback please contact  
sustainabledevelopment@loreal.com

published by the Corporate Communications and External Affairs Division of L’Oréal group.
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